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1
Introduction: Playing Fast and Loose
with Words and Worlds

In his book, The Co11fide11ce
Me11(2011 ), Ron Suskind describes a
2009 meeting of the CEOs of the 13 largest US banks with President
Obama, According to Suskind, going into the meeting the bankers
were "nervous in ways that these men arc never nervous.,, In the
wake of the 2008 global financial crisis, in which the government had
undertaken a massive bailout of financial institutions, the bankers
faced the meeting with "lump in the throat tension." 1
In his public statements about the crisis, the new president had
been talking tough about Wall Street irresponsibility. The immediate issue precipitating the meeting was the announcement by AIG,
the international insurance giant and a beneficiary of the taxpayer
funded bailout, that it would pay $160 million in 2008 bonuses - a
move that fueled public outrage. The meeting began with the CEOs
arguing that lucrative bonuses are needed to retain talented people
in an international market.
The president interrupted, " 'Be careful how you make those statements, gentlemen. The public isn't buying that.' ... 'My administration is the only thing between you and the pitchforks.'" But then,
Suskind reports, "Obama's flat tone turned to one of support, even
sympathy. 'You guys have an acute public relations problem that's
turning into a political problem,' he said. 'And I want to help. But

1

I

Suskind (2011), p. 234. The meeting took place on March 29, 2009.
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Playing Fast and Loose with Words and Worlds

you need to show that you get that this is a crisis and that everyone
has to 1nake sacrifices.' ))2
The president offered no specific proposals. And according to
Suskind, "After a moment, the tension seemed to lift: the bankers
realized he was talking about voluntary limits on compensation until
the storm of public anger passed. It would be for show. " 3 The lumps
in the throats dissolved and the bankers returned to business as usual.
Assu1ning Suskind's interpretation is accurate, there are many
lessons one could take away from this anecdote about trust, accountability, elite collusion, public opinion, citizen engagement, cynicism,
democracy, neoliberalism, "too big to fail" and more. The simplest
is that \\'Tehave a public relations problem: you, me, the bankers, the
president, Americans, and, by extension, much of the world. This
book examines our public relations problem: its origins, development, current practices, and implications for the future of democracy.
The public relations industry is an American invention. Only a
little over 100 years old, it was exported to the rest of the world in
two major waves as America assumed global military and economic
dominance after \v'orld \Var II and then reaffirmed and expanded
that dominance through globalization after the end of the Cold War.
To be sure, governance by "show" has ancient roots, as does
rhetoric: the artful use of persuasive language and images. Princes
and powerful merchants have always required agents, interpreters,
and fixers. \Vhat is novel about the development of public relations
in the twentieth centurj' is that it transformed these ancient forms of
communication into a commercial enterprise. To put it bluntly, PR
divorced communication from conviction and turned it into a profitable mercenary venture. Of course, not all practitioners are willing to
sell their talents to the highest bidder or relinquish their convictions;
and some PR agencies excuse account executives from ,vorking on
accounts that make them uncomfortable. Nevertheless, that is the
theory behind the practice.
Democracy, as a political form, is based upon the consent of the
people. It assumes that communication and conviction are linked: that
is why it privileges freedom of expression. For example, the founders
of the American Republic, especially Jefferson and Madison, invested
great faith in communication: in the rational deliberation of citizens
and in the ability of a free and independent press to provide citizens
with the information they need to render sound judgments on public

2

I

3

Suskind (2011), pp. 234-5.
Suskind (2011), p. 235.
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affairs. In their view, the role of the press is to serve as the watchdog
of democracy.4
Public relations countermands this position: its objective is to
mediate the media. It inserts itself between the event and the report
of the event, compromising or displacing the roles of reporters and
editors by controlling the flow of information through press releases,
strategic uses of language, staging events, promotional campaigns,
third party endorsements, and other techniques. In effect, it seeks
to censor i11formatio11at its source, and thereby dilute, pollute, or
deform the free flow of information upon which classic theories
of democracy depend. Unlike advertising, which, despite its use of
manipulative techniques, has until fairly recently openly presented
itself as a straightforward, paid, sales pitch, PR actively conceals its
persuasive efforts from public view whenever possible. In doing so,
it violates fundamental norms of democratic discourse: transparency
and accountability.

Manipulative Publicity
Instead of the public information that democratic deliberation
requires, public relations delivers what social theorist Jiirgen Habermas characterizes as "manipulative publicity." Under its auspices,
Habermas contends that discussions of public affairs "are stylized
into a show. Publicity loses it critical function in favor of staged
display; even arguments are transmuted into symbols to which ... one
can not respond by arguing hut only by identifying with them. " 5
Habermas considers public relations the exemplar of manipulative
publicity and implicates it in the decline of the democratic public
sphere, maintaining that, "In the measure that it is shaped by public
relations, the public sphere of civil society again takes on feudal features. The 'suppliers' display a showy pomp before customers ready
to follow. » 6
Habermas's early work assumed that a universal rational consensus could be achieved through dialog. It has since been subjected to
4

History has demonstrated that they placed too much faith in the press,
something Jefferson seemed to recognize in his later conflicts with the
press. The US press has generally served as a stenographer to the powerful,
although there have been pivotal moments in history when journalism has
risen to the challenge that Jefferson and Madison set for it.
5
Habermas (1991), p. 206.
6
Habermas (1991), p. 195.
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extensive criticism from multiple perspectives; and he has revised it
in ways that exemplify his ideal of the curative powers of reasoning
under the auspices of shared communicative ethics. Nevertheless,
his 1962 account of manipulative publicity - which is grounded in
a critical analysis of the claims of PR pioneers Ivy Lee and Edward
L. Bernays - remains a useful description of the logic, intent, and
discursive form of public relations.
The manipulative publicity of early PR sought to contain the
expansion of egalitarian democracy and to secure and advance the
quasi-aristocratic position of the new "industrial overlords," as Presi-

dent Theodore Roosevelt referred to Rockefeller, Vanderbilt, Mellon,
Carnegie, and the other American railroad, mining, and banking
millionaires of the day. Like Habermas, Roosevelt and other turn-ofthe-twentieth-century American critics compared the imperiousness
of the new industrialists to that of the feudal lords of yore. Some
of Roosevelt's contemporaries went further, referring to them as
"Robber Barons. " 7

Public relations developed as a defensive strategy to preserve and
advance the power of these new corporate elites. More specifically, it
was a response to the following threats to their ascendancy: the rapid
growth of organized labor, Roosevelt's enforcement and expansion of
antitrust legislation, proposals to nationalize the railroads and other
public service monopolies, exposes of corporate abuses by the new
national press that the transcontinental railroad had made possible,
and the growing influence of public opinion and the perceived power
of the press to arouse and galvanize it.
PR is now routinely deployed by governments, nongovernmental
organizations (NGOs}, and nonprofits, including charities. It may
be an indispensable practice in the current fractions, media and
information saturated global environment. Much PR is, of course,
commissioned to promote innocuous commercial pursuits, such as
the roll-out of a new flavor of ice cream. And some PR promotes
pro-social causes, for example, raising awareness of public health
issues or publicizing and organizing charitable events.
The primary focus of this hook lies elsewhere. It examines highstakes corporate public relations, the intersections of corporate and
public affairs, the conduct of public diplomacy by private contractors, the use of PR in international conflicts, PR campaigns designed
to mislead the public about environmental issues, PR used to advance

The term was in circulation as early as 1870 and would later be used by
Josephson (1934} as the title of his book.
7
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or undermine social movements, and new hybrid forms of commercial communication that combine PR, lobbying, and marketing
of ideas, incubated in partisan think-tanks, to promote or derail
pending legislation. In short, it focuses on "manipulative publicity"
that restricts, erodes, or distorts public communications and knowledge resources upon which informed citizen consent depends. This
represents a relatively small portio11 of the total output of the public
relatio11s i11dustry: appmximate/y 30 percent accordi11g to 011e estimate with 70 percent of PR i11volving other forms of publicity and
commercial promotion. 8 From a democratic perspective, however, it
is the most insidious form, which is largely responsible for the field's
shadowy reputation. This is not to give the manipulative publicity
of PR-based marketing a free pass, as it too is stealth communication designed to distort consumers' judgment; but hyping a brand of
shampoo is qualitatively different from misleading the public about
the consequences of impending legislation or the activities of murderous regunes,

Invisible Rulers
In his 1928 book Propaga11da, Edward Bernays claimed, with characteristic hyperbolic abandon: "There are invisible rulers who control
the destinies of millions. It is not generally realized to what extent the
words and actions of our most influential public men are dictated by
shrewd persons operating behind the scenes. " 9 Bernays's books were
always promotional efforts designed to advance his own public relations business and to embellish his personal reputation. So, it requires
no great interpretive leap to suggest that readers were expected to
conclude that Bernays, who knew what was not generally known,
was among the shrewdest of the shrewd persons operating behind
the scenes.
Today, critically aware citizens do realize that public life is artfully choreographed by experts in impression management and that
government agencies, private corporations, nonprofit organizations,

and even individual billionaires mobilize vast resources in attempts to
manipulate public perceptions of everything from global warming to
electoral politics. Flack, spin, hype have become familiar pejoratives,
and even terms like astroturfing and greenwashing, drawn from the

8

Morris & Goldsworthy (2008).
'Bernays (2008), p. 61.
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critical vocabulary of propaganda analysis, have begun to migrate
into the mainstream. This migration is so pronounced in the United
Kingdom that a journalist, writing in the Guardian, went so far as
to assert that, "Astroturfing is becoming the defining trope of our
times.)J10
Paradoxically, however, the public relations industry still remains
an "unseen power." 11 Despite self-serving rhetoric valorizing public
relations as "a two-,vay street" committed to openness, transpar-

ency, interactivit)', stakeholder involvement, and ethical disclosure,
PR initiatives, like most other forms of opinion management, are
still most effective when they are invisible. "Operating behind the
scenes" is what makes Bernays's "shrewd persons" so shrewd. \Vhen

the curtain is pulled back and the props are exposed, the power of
public relations significantly dissipates.
The public may realize that opinion management is now a pervasive presence in their lives; the negative reputation of the public relations industry, which even PR people acknowledge, suggests that the
public resents that presence. Cultural critics certainly do. They claim
"spin" erodes the trust in public institutions upon which democracy
depends, corrupts language, cultivates cynicism, and creates a climate
in which what satirist Stephen Colbert calls "truthiness" trumps
truth. 12
Yet, few people outside the industry can name a single public relations firm. The industry's relative invisibility remains intact. Instead,
its proxy, partner, and primary purveyor, "the media,') is a visible

target for the public's resentment and disdain for public relations.
Public opinion polls show a precipitous decline over the past four
decades in the public's confidence in media institutions, even though
people are consuming more media than ever.13 Media may deserve
public distrust, but killing willing messengers does not get to the
source of the problem: the "shrewd persons operating behind the
scenes.,,

Early in the last century, journalist Walter Lippmann warned that
both democracy and journalism are imperiled by the contamination
of news and information at their sources by press agentry and propaganda: what would be widely known a few years later as public
relations. He considered this contamination a form of censorship,
and maintained that after World \Var I, "the manufacture of consent"
10 Glaser (2009),

I

p. 7.
"Cutlip (1994).
12
Colbert (2005).
nDugan (2014).
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had become "an unregulated private enterprise. ni 4 Lippmann was

not alone in sounding this alarm: his mentor, British social reformer
Graham \Vallas, as well as American philosopher John Dewey
and others all shared this concern. By then, however, the influence
industry had already proven its usefulness to both governments and
corporations.

Today, PR firms, government public affairs officers, and celebrity
publicists are the primary sources of much of what passes as news.
Estimates of just how much influence PR has over news content vary.
Leon Sigal's classic study of the US press, Reporters and Officials
(1973), revealed that almost 60 percent of the editorial content of the
New York Times and the Washington Post was generated by public
relations efforts; some current estimates run as high as 80 percent. 15
A 2008 Cardiff University study of Britain's five most prestigious
national newspapers found that reliance on PR was so extensive
that only 12 percent of the stories published were based on material
gathered by reporters themselves, leading the researchers to conclude
that "any meaningful independent journalistic activity by the press
is the exception rather than the rule." 16 Known within journalism as
"churnalism," the practice of publishing press releases or wire copy
without further investigation or fact checking, has become increasingly common as the news industry has contracted. A 2009 study of
12,000 US editors and journalists found that 94 percent said that they
regularly use submissions from PR people, with younger respondents
(29 or under) reporting significantly more use of PR sources (99
percent) than their older counterparts. 17 In 2010, the BBC commissioned an independent study of its coverage of science, which found
that "stories about science are almost all associated with PR activity"
- the source for 7 5 percent of the stories was an institutional press
release. 18 Researcher Felicity Mellor cautioned that reliance on PR
"isn,t unique to the BBC/) where journalists do rework the 1naterial,
"but they often don't move beyond the framing provided with it."
The frames are factual but promotional, simplifying the science and
glossing over cautionary qualifiers. According to Mellor, "one thing
that's very striking is that there's a real lack of questioning of claims
about science, even though that is an essential feature of science." 19
14

15

Lippmann (1920), p. 8.
Sigal (1973); Turney (n.d.a).

16

Davies (2008), p. 53.
Bates & Arno (2009), p. 9.
18
BBCTrust (2011 ); Mellor (2011).
19
Mellor (2011).
17

I
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To its credit, the BBC used the study to develop a plan for improving its scientific coverage; however, the study raised larger questions
about the distortion of scientific knowledge by PR. 20
Research on PR sourcing highlights the success of public relations
in shaping news agendas as well as the failure of most journalism
to play the independent role that international press organizations
endorse. The vocal disdain for PR expressed by many journalists
seems to function, at least in part, as an attempt to camouflage
journalism's symbiotic relationship with PR. The recent introduction
of so-called "native advertising," whereby advertisers provide paid
news content, is likely to further compromise the integrity of what
no,v passes as news. 21
The Internet has been a game changer for public relations: it allows
PR to bypass traditional media gatekeepers entirely and to address
the public directly. The anonymity of the web also creates numerous
opportunities for preserving and expanding the invisibility of the
shrewd persons behind the keyboards who blog for dollars, troll the
comment sections of major publications, manufacture "likes/' host
astroturfed websites, and engage in other forms of "sockpuppetry"
(deceptive use of online identities).
Social media and the 24/7 news cycle also pose new challenges
for PR. A call to a friendly journalist or editor is rarely enough
to spike a story today; and scandal in high places is raw meat on
Twitte1; Reddit, and other social media platforms where, for many
users, fact checking is "so last century." Increasingly, PR people have
to be proactive rather than reactive. In the aftermath of the Enron
and World.com debacles, the public meltdown of BP's CEO, Tony
Hayward, during the Deepwater Horizon oil spill, the News Corp
hacking scandal, and the 2008 financial crises, business journalists who had long served as compliant stenographers for corporate power
- became more aggressive and adversarial. These factors, combined
with the rise of citizen journalism and stockholder activism, have
made corporate boards and CEOs risk-averse, which, in turn, has
enhanced the role of corporate PR, especially strategic planning, crisis
management, and reputation protection. 22

20
21

I

Taylor (2014).
US Federal Trade Commission(2015) issued guidelineson native advertis-

ing and indicated it would take action against businesses that engaged in
deceptive advertising.
"Burt (2012) provides a comprehensiveaccount of financial PR.
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Definitional Quandary: Spinning Spin
Bernays himself conceived of public relations as a higher calling than
journalism. Unlike journalists who, in his view, simply record news,
Bernays claimed that the "public relations counselor" is "not merely
the purveyor of ne,vs; he is 1nore logically the creator of news. " 23
Creating news is just a small, although important, part of the unseen
power of the public relations industry today. Attempts to fully map
those powers are, however, destined to fail because even PR experts
cannot agree on a definition of public relations. 24
According to PR educator and internal critic of the field, Kevin
Moloney, PR people avoid discussions of what they actually do.
Moloney contends that they resist definitional straightjackets and
"play fast and loose with what is PR, including and excluding purposes and techniques to suit their business pitches and their sense of
status. " 25 This definitional looseness is especially prevalent among
those operating in elite PR circles. This is an arena where the famous
"revolving door'' between the public and private sector is operative:
lobbying, public relations, and other influence management consultancies such as partisan think-tanks, along with corporations more
generally, recruit former (and future) high-profile officeholders to
their staffs with lucrative salaries in exchange for the networking
access to current officeholders that these recruits can provide. For
example, according to a 2010 \Vashi11gto11
Post report, 75 percent of
lobbyists in the oil and gas sectors previously worked in the federal
government, including 18 former members of Congress. 26 The revolving door swings freely for former members of the European Commission as well, with many finding lucrative second careers as lobbyists,
PR people, and members of partisan think-tanks and front groups. 27
Although some revolving door commuters do show up on the
official executive rosters of public relations and lobbying firms, many
prominent people working in the influence business have prestigious
titles like "executive vice-president for public affairs": titles that are

23

Bernays (2011 ); italics in original.

24

Seitel (1995). In an attempt to come up with a definitivedefinition of the

field, the Foundation for Public Relations Research and Education conducted

a study in 1971, which found 472 definitions of public relations.
25
Moloney (2000), p. 59. On the problem of defining public relations, see
also Vos (2012), pp. 119-40.
26 Silverstein(2010).
27
Corporate Europe Observatory (2015a) provides a list.
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largely impenetrable to the uninitiated. They may, for example, function as high-level PR/lobbyists, perform tree-tops public relations (PR
targeting elites), use their name recognition to open doors, and/or
use their insider knowledge to secure government contracts or other
favors. When they return to public office, they presumably retain
some loyalties to their former (and possibly future) employers. One
of the most famous examples of a PR practitione1; who never carried
that title, is US President Ronald Reagan. He is usually referred to as
a former actor, but following his acting career he became a corporate
spokesman for General Electric, hosting and acting in some episodes
of a GE sponsored television program, and also visiting GE factories
throughout the country, giving speeches to workers to raise morale
and burnish the company's image. GE's website describes him as a
"brand ambassador. " 28 British Prime Minister David Cameron is
also a former PR practitioner, serving as director of corporate affairs
for Carlton Communications, now part of ITV, from 1994 to 2001.
Former Prime Minister Tony Blair pushed the revolving door in the
opposite direction, setting up a PR consultancy after leaving office;
he came under heavy fire from Human Rights Watch in 2013 for
advising Kazakhstan's autocratic president, Nursultan Nazarbayev,
on how to repair his international image after his regime killed 14
protesters. 29 But Blair is not the only prominent Kazakhstan apologist. Corporate Europe Observatory reports that "a veritable club" of
former European leaders serves on the International Advisory Board,
funded by Nazarbayev, "to promote Kazakhstan's image internationally": they include former German Chancellor Gerhard Schrode1; former Austrian Chancellor Alfred Gusenbauer, ex-Italian Prime
Minister and former European Union President Romano Prodi, and
others. 30 Advising governments, especially those led by autocrats, is
a particularly lucrative form of PR, and one that not only calls for
high levels of confidentiality, but also requires playing especially "fast
and loose with what is PR."
The definitional quandary is further complicated by recent changes
in the persuasion industries in response to globalization and digital

28

29

General Electric (2010).
11endick (2014) contends that Blair gives Kazakhstan's autocratic presi-

dent tips on how to defend a massacre. It should, however, be noted that

APCO Worldwide, Edelman, Hill and Knowlton, Livingston Group, and
Arnold & Porter also have represented Nazarbayev. McCauley (2013) and
I

Silverstein (2014) present extensive inventories of Tony Blair's PR activities.
30
Corporate Europe Observatory (2015b).
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integration. These developments have led to initiatives that bring
together and more tightly coordinate the separate but related pursuits
of advertising, marketing, and public relations, both materially and
philosophically. This fusion involves corporate mergers and acquisitions that combine these functions within large holding companies
and the adoption of new management theories that advance and
support this synergy. As a result, advertising now borrows from the
traditional repertoire of PR and PR is increasingly moving into the
realm of paid media rather than relying exclusively on Bernays's
old formula of generating newsworthy publicity. Integrated corporate communications (ICC) and integrated marketing communications (IMC) are new forms of management-speak that describe these
efforts. Even small independent public relations firms are affected by
these changes, adopting names like Smith and Brown Communications, with the C-word implying a broader reach than traditional
PR. 31
Definitions of the field proposed by PR associations tend to do
PR for PR. For example, in an effort to "modernize" its definition,
the Public Relations Society of America launched an international
crowdsourcing definitional exercise and public vote. The result was
announced in 2012: "Public relations is a strategic communication
process that builds mutually beneficial relationships between organizations and their publics," 32
Conversely, Trevor Morris and Simon Goldsworthy, UK public
relations practitioners, educators, and authors of PR - A Persuasive
Industry (2008), conclude a discussion of the elusive nature of PR
by characterizing it as "the ultimate postmodern industry. No one
knows what it really is, but it sounds interesting." Nevertheless they
are very clear about its purpose: it is "about persuading people to
act in particular ways in the interests of the people who pay for it." 33
The definitional conundrum does, however, reflect a real issue:
the broad range of activities encompassed by PR and the difficulty
of specifying who can actually be classified as a PR practitioner. A
low-wage employee writing a newsletter for a nonprofit charity is
performing a PR function; so is the unpaid activist rallying support
for a human rights campaign. Indeed, PR is now so ubiquitous that
all of us who have contact with the public sometimes find ourselves
performing PR functions for our employers.

31

Siegel (2014).
Public Relations Society of America (n.d.).
33
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), pp. 13, 26.
32
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Fixers and "Knowing Capitalism"
Yet, such efforts are very far removed from the high stakes involved
in PR work done by strategic communications advisors to presidents,
prime ministers, and CEOs of major corporations: the "invisible
rulers who control the destinies of millions" (or who, at least, mobilize formidable resources in attempts to do so). These are the "invisible," or quasi-visible, big stakes international players who negotiate
and blur the boundaries between public and private interests. They
are the "fixers" who use whatever legally defensible measures are
necessary to remove obstacles that stand in the way of their clients'
commercial or political agendas. 34 Some operate under the broad
umbrellas of the large global firms like Brunswick, Edelman, Havas
PR, Hill and Knowlton, Media Consulta International, and Weber
Shandwick, while others work within more specialized boutique firms
that are often located in capital cities and major financial centers
around the world. Many of these firms also offer legal and lobbying
services. In the United States, where lobbyists are required to register
with the government, some PR firms function as shadow lobbyists,
operating below the radar of regulatory agencies to preserve the
invisibility of their efforts. 35
PR and PR lobbying shops perform a wide array of services,
including familiar textbook practices such as media relations, news
management, strategic use of language to frame issues, branding,
third party endorsements by "thought leaders," surveys and push
polls, networking, events management, 1nedia monitoring, crisis
management, reputation building or repair, and internal corporate
communication strategizing to promote workers' allegiance. The
globalization of free market ideologies and practices has, however,
substantially expanded this repertoire.
Under what Nigel Thrift refers to as "knowing capitalism" - flexible capitalism able to agilely reproduce itself by incorporating new
information that allows it to adjust to rapidly changing conditions
- public relations plays an indispensable role. It contributes to crafting more intuitive, ad hoc responses to the less predictable "performative,, nature of contemporary competitive environments: creating
improvisations that can cope with what Thrift describes as "the order
of the moment and the crafting of the moment. "36 For example, a
! borrow the term from Thrift (1987) who describes servicesrendered by
fields such as public relations, accounting, law as capitalism's 'fixers.'
35
Edsall (2013).
36
Thrift (2005), p. 78.
34
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corporation planning a significant initiative in an unfamiliar com-

munity may hire PR people to do advance research, including undercover quasi-ethnographic research within the cmnmunity, to identify

possible sources of resistance so that they can be neutralized before
they coalesce into viable political forces. 37 Where resistance cannot be
neutralized, PR people may help design globalocal solutions, which
include elements of the local culture in media plans.
Thrift's theory is an attempt to come to terms with the challenges
of the new global environment of digital capitalism. Media scholars
and activists have been highly attuned to this development: documenting the privatization of public media throughout much of the
world and the expanded global reach of \Vestern media and markets,
as well as local resistances to these moves. The mergers and acquisitions in communication industries in the 1990s, which have concentrated ownership of the world's media within a small number of mega
corporations, have been extensively chronicled. Yet, little attention
has been paid to processes of conglomeration and concentration in
the public relations industry that have also accelerated dramatically
in recent years. The PR industry's relative public invisibility, as compared to mass media and advertising, seems to have largely shielded
it from critical analysis by political economists of communication.
Moreover, outside the industry itself, the recent transformation of
public relations from a defensive, crisis management strategy into
an offensive, constitutive, management practice has attracted little
attention.

\Vhat was a distinctly American enterprise with only a small number
of firms located primarily on the East Coast less than a century ago,
focused on opposing the labor movement and government regulation
of business as well as cultivating a pro-business cultural environment,
is now a global enterprise. It is impossible to accurately gauge the
size of the public relations industry, or even to definitively determine
who is conducting public relations activities. The Holmes World
Report, which compiles information and revenue figures of the 250
largest PR firms annually, estimates that the global earnings for
the industry in 2014 was $13.5 billion, growing 7 percent over the
previous year. The report also estimates that PR agencies employed
more than 85,000 people in 2014. 38 However, this figure grossly
underestimates the number of people working in PR: according to

37

Blyskal & Blyskal, M (1985), p. 92. The authors draw this example from

an interview with the president of a PR firm, \Valt Lindenmann of GAC.
38 The

Holmes Report (2015b).
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one knowledgeable source, the largest PR firms in the United States
and the United Kingdom employ fewer than 1 percent of the people
working in PR in those countries. 39 The Holmes World Report only
tracks PR agencies. The US Department of Labor figures for 2014
reported 240,700 people working in PR in the United States, but its
count is also incomplete.4° Actmedia estimate that there are about
4,200 PR agencies in the United Kingdom with about 48,000 practitioners; and the UK National Career Service predicts rapid growth
in the field.41 A 2006 study conducted for the Institute for Public
Relations, which attempted a more comprehensive count, indicated
that there may be as many as 4.5 million public relations practitioners globally; and that the largest investors in PR today are more
likely to be the US government, the United Nations, the European
Union, or the World Bank, rather than ExxonMobil, Shell, General
Electric, etc. 42 As a writer for the Spectator, a British weekly, notes:
"It is increasingly common for the capital's top public relations firms
to work for dubious countries, rather than dodgy people. " 43 In PR
circles, London is known as the world's launderette for its whitewashing and greenwashing of repressive regimes. 44 According to The
Holmes World Report, UK firms led the 2013 growth surge; however,
spectacular annual growth rates have been reported in recent years
in China (30 percent), Russia (40 percent), and Turkey (60 percent).
In 2014 China and Russia were the fastest growth areas. 45
Overall, PR people now outnumber journalists by at least 4.7 to 1
in the United States as PR fills the content void left by the shrinking
news business. 46 At its peak in 2000, there were 56,200 newspaper
reporters, editors, and other journalists in the United States; in 2014,
there were 32,900 full-time journalists. According to the US Department of Labor, the mean annual salaries for public relations specialists were $64,050 in 2014 as compared to $45,800 for reporters and
correspondents. 47 A 2015 salary survey by PR\\?EEK reported much
39 Morris
40 US

& Goldsworthy (2008), p. xi.
Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics (2016). The Bureau

does not count in-house PR employees.
41

Actamedia Media Directory (2016).
Falconi (2006).
43
Quoted in Burt (2012), p. 106.
"Corporate Europe Observatory (2015b).
45
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 1; The Holmes Report (2014); The
Holmes Report (2015b).
46
Sullivan (2011).
47
US Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics (2014); American
Association of Newspaper Editors, Census (2000, 2015).
42
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higher PR pay, with mean salaries of $90,000, a 5.9 percent increase
from 2014. PR people directly employed by corporations fared even
bette1; at $120,000, the same as in 2014; while those working in nonprofits made $75,000, down $5,000 from 2014. The highest salaries
were in industrial and manufacturing corporations, $145,500, aud
the lowest were in education, $70,000. Over 72 percent of the global
PR agency workforce is female; however, the gender wage gap is
stunning. The mean salary of males is $127,500 and just $81,000 for
females, with males dominating the managerial positions globally.48
PR practitioners play a much larger role in "knowing capitalism" than they did under industrial capitalism. According to Richard
Edelman, CEO of Edelman Public Relations, which bills itself as the
world's largest independent PR firm with offices in 65 cities and affiliates in more than 35 additional cities, "We used to be the tail wagging
the dog," but now, PR is "the organizing principle" behind many
business decisions.49 Today, he says, PR functions as "the cutting edge
of corporate power. " 50 It is also frequently a cutting edge of state
power and of neoliberal mergers of corporate and state power. \Ve
now live in what one critic calls "The Golden Age of PR. " 51 Another
analyst, writing for a respectable academic journal even went so far
as to claim "\Ve are all in PR no,v. ,,52

Does PR Work?
We may all be in it, but does it work? Forbes magazine claims that
PR is 90 percent more effective than advertising and much less
expensive. 53 There are large qualitative and quantitative scholarly and
trade literatures that do attest to PR's efficacy in various contexts:
improving relations within organizations, customer relations, reputa-

tions, visibility of products and events, and more. 54 The industry is
constantly seeking to improve its evaluative instruments, since strong

analytics are part of the pitch to both clients and investors; however,
some forms of PR will always elude measurement - for example, the
48 Bloom, Gross,

& Associates (2015); Pace (2015).
Quoted in The Economist (2010).
'°Miller & Dinan (2008), p. 1.
51
Reinish (2011).
52
Evans (2010).
53
Wynne (2014).
54
0n measuring PR effectiveness,see Kim (2000); Kim (2001); Likely &
Watson (2013); Jain (2014); Macnamara (2014).
49
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potentially damaging news that is censored at its source, the crises
averted by strategic PR planning and reputation management. There
is considerable evidence that PR blunders can be very costly to corporations, directly in revenue losses and indirectly through litigation
and fines by regulatory agencies. 55 Further, cultural critics appear to
agree that PR has a powerful unintended effect in cultivating cynicism
and distrust of public institutions. So, it seems reasonable to assert
that the PR industry has a significant impact on all our lives whether
we knov{ it or not.
Global public relations industries cultivate public receptivity to
market values, neoliberal policies and practices, and the commercialization of everyday life by equating these values with rationality,
prosperity, human freedom, and happiness. As early as 1947, Erich
Fromm lamented the spiritual emptiness of the human condition
under the "marketing orientation." 56 Later ,vriters argue that consumer industries seek to fill that void by producing not just desire
for products, but also by seeking to produce the subjectivities of
consumers themselves: brand identities, loyalties, and even brand
"communities'' - for example, the loyalties and sense of superior
digital prowess of Apple versus PC users. Competition for consumer
loyalty fuels a steady demand for media metrics, public relations,
advertising, and marketing services.
The PR industry also performs what might be called 'intelligence
services' to defend the immediate interests of its clients as well as
neoliberal policies and practices more generally, with some private
intelligence firms specializing in neutralizing grassroots activism. 57
That is, highly skilled PR operatives identify, monitor, and work to
counter, disable, displace, or censor organized forms of resistance to
their clients' agendas. 58 On the Internet, PR 2.0 or 3.0 performs these
and additional functions. Commercialization of social media platforms amplifies both the surveillance and marketing potential of the
Internet. Edward Snowden's revelations of the US National Security
Agency's (NSA) surveillance of global communications, including the
private communications of US citizens, demonstrated the vast reach
of cyber surveillance. It also exposed the cooperation of corporations
in government surveillance and, to a lesser degree, shed light on lucrative commercial markets for personal data for use by marketing, PR,
and political campaign strategists. Increasingly, the private security
55

Deegan (2001).
Fromm (1947).
"Horn (2013).
"Lubbers (2007).
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firms, made up of former military and CIA and M15 agents, who
"tend to work below the radar," are moving onto PR terrain to offer
surveillance, corporate risk, and reputation services, 59

This does not, of course, mean that there is no resistance to these
practices, or that neoliberalism is free of internal contradictions or
external criticism. Indeed, it could be argued that the spectacular
growth of global PR is symptomatic of the increasingly problematic
nature of contemporary capitalism. Crises, criticism, and resistance

to corporate agendas can be good for the PR business, accelerating
demand for its services. If, for example, media expose corporate
misdeeds, PR experts in crisis management and reputation repair are
immediately summoned. Or if there is an economic downturn and
public confidence is shaken, as it was in 1929 and 2008-9, then PR
talents are mobilized to rebuild trust in financial institutions. 60
In tbe aftermath of its 2013 US surveillance controversy, the NSA
launched a PR offensive "to win the hearts and minds of reporters
and editors." 61 And in a statement, reminiscent of President Obama's
2009 comments to the CEOs of major banks with which this chapter
began, the new head of the NSA, Vice Admiral Michael Rogers, told
Congress in March 2014 that his primary reform initiative for the
agency would focus on public relations, not on additional substantive
changes in surveillance practices. 62

As manipulative propaganda, PR mediates the interests of elites
so that they appear to represent the general interest. With his characteristic extravagant rhetoric, Bernays describes this objective from
a corporate perspective: "The conscious and intelligent manipulation
of the organized habits and opinions of the masses is an important
element of democratic society. Those who manipulate this unseen
mechanism of society constitute an invisible government which is the
true ruling power of our country. " 63 Public relations is not, however,

the all powerful opiate that Bernays' implies. As Morris and Goldsworthy rightly assert: "The notion, popular among some critics, of
an omnipotent PR industry is one that provokes private smiles among
senior PR people." 64

59

Burt (2012), p. 125.

60

Bernays spent much of the 1930s in these endeavors. Larson & Fleischman

(1978).
61

Carlie (2014).

62 Tucker (2014).
63
64

Bernays (2008), p. 37.
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 172.
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But Matthew Freud, grandson of Sigmund, second cousin of
Bernays, son-in-law of media mogul Rupert Murdoch, and head of
one of London's top PR agencies, is also right when he claims, a bit
too modestly, "I've got almost no influence in 1ny own right/' before
adding: "The people I represent are genuinely influential. " 65 If he does
his job well, which he apparently does, he secures and advances the
influence of the global corporate and entertainment elites and governments that he represents - not an invisible government perhaps, but
"genuinely influential" indeed!

It is time to pull back the screen and educate ourselves about
public relations. Such an education will, by necessity, always remain
incomplete because, as Morris and Goldsworthy point out, "To try
to keep tabs on the PR industry is to seek to study the facade of the
contemporary world - an impossible, Herculean task." 66 The best
we can do is to take apart some of that fa,;ade and examine how it
is constructed.

Containing Hercules
The parts of that fa,;ade examined in these pages take the reader on
a journey from the rise of US corporate public relations in the early
twentieth century, through its global proliferation, to its current
unmasking by an unlikely source: a select group of PR "insiders,"
who offer critical testimony against corporate PR and seek to reform
or transcend it. They would replace PR with forms of expression that
put public interests before private interests. Most of these insider PR
dissidents are located outside the United States, and their primary
focus, like that of this book, is on high-stakes PR advancing neoliberal corporate agendas.
The radical critique of PR is implicitly - and often explicitly - a
critique of US domination of the field and of American-style promotional activities. The market fundamentalism, which corporate PR
helps cultivate, is most fully developed in the United States, followed
by the United Kingdom. As Davis's (2013) broadly based analysis
demonstrates, the promotional industries are American-centric: "The
US leads the way, both in developing an aggressive, free market form
of weakly regulated capitalism and in the per capita resources it
puts into promotion itself. Advertising, public relations, marketing,

I

65

Freud, quoted in Burt (2012), p. 15.
"Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 139.
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lobbying and branding all developed first and fastest in America. " 67
This makes US and UK corporate public relations appropriate targets
for critical excavation by researchers, activists, and practitioners
committed to resisting displacement of local cultural values, communicative conventions, and business ethos by neoliberalism.
From the perspective of communicative justice, the United States
and the United Kingdom are also legitimate sites for critique. Both
nations present themselves to the world as beacons of democracy;
yet, corporate PR was designed to, in Alex Carey's words, serve "as
a means of protecting corporate power against democracy. " 68 The
resulting disparity that separates democratic ideology and corporate
practice in these nations contributes to the decline in trust in democratic institutions. Noting PR's capacity to cultivate public skepticism, novelist Anne Bernays, daughter of Edward, describes public
relations as an "un-American profession," although she is quick to
assure readers that her differences with her father did not cause "a
familial break." In support of her indictment of public relations, she
cites her father's antidemocratic view that PR could (and I would add,
should) be used to control the behavior of the masses without their
knowledge - what he called "the engineering of consent. " 69 This is
not, of course, an original claim, but it is a telling one.
There is now a vast, occasionally critical, specialized body of PR
research and pedagogical literature, intended for PR scholars, educators, practitioners, and students. This book addresses a more general
audience: all of us who, we are told, "are in PR now," hut have only
a fleeting knowledge of its history, uses and abuses, theories, industry,
and pedagogies.
Even media scholars, with some notable exceptions, including
Sharon Beder, Alex Carey, Aeron Davis, William Dinan, Stuart Ewen,
David Miller, and a few others, have generally ignored PR, while
paying voluminous attention to advertising. 70 If we are all in PR now,
67

Davis (2013), p. 197. This is not to suggest that other countries do not have
rich and nuanced histories of public communication, advertising, marketing,

public relations, and propaganda. For many examples, see Davis (2002);
L'Etang (2004); Miller & Dinan (2008); Hines (2009) and the many national
profiles in Sriramesh & Vercic (2009); L'Etang et al. (2016).
68
Carey (1995), p. x.
"Bernays (1996).
70
It is telling that only one of these authors, Ewen, is an American. \Vhen
PR first appeared in the US early in the twentieth century, it attracted
substantial public criticism, but it has long since become a familiar part of
the corporate landscape. It may be that those who have more recently had

I

aggressive American-stylecorporate PR and marketing thrust upon them are
more acutely attuned to its antidemocratic implications and effects.
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then basic civic and media literacy requires inclusion of public relations because it invisibly influences what voices are heard and accredited in public spaces and what voices are marginalized or silenced.
This book examines how PR exercises that stealth influence.
Chapter 2 revisits the early history of corporate PR, which took root
in the United States in response to distinctly American conditions,
which has made it a problematic export. Chapter 3 examines that
export, chronicling a series of historical and contemporary international PR controversies, many involving US public relations agencies,
which continue to dominate global PR rankings within 15 of the
largest 20 firms. Chapter 4 provides a profile of the global industry.
Chapter 5 considers the devolution of Jeremy Bentham's concept of
publicity as transparency into public relations by examining how
PR uses language, framing, priming, front groups, astroturfing and
partisan think-tanks. Chapter 6 examines nation branding, a practice
that exemplifies neoliberal privatization of public resources. Chapter
7 focuses on social movements and NGOs; it considers the use of PR
methods by NGOs, but focuses primarily on PR tactics and strategies that are used to counter challenger groups. Chapter 8 considers
efforts by insider PR critics to reform or transcend American-style
PR with more cnlturally sensitive and socially responsible forms of
public communication.
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2
History Matters: Progressivism,
Muckraking, and
Commercial Propaganda

Corporations are such a pervasive part of everyday life in the twentyfirst century that it is nearly impossible for most of us to envision a
world without them. We are largely dependent upon them to provide
us with food, clothing, and shelter, to create and distribute most of
our news and entertainment, and to curate much of what we know
and how we know it. 1 They now influence, monitor, and monetize
our attitudes, beliefs, speech patterns, sense of style, dreams, and
aspirations. Their reach is so extensive that children as young as 2 can
identify corporate logos; and recent research indicates that toddlers
use these images to organize and make sense of their social worlds
so that, at least to some extent, corporate brands leave an imprint
on the developing brains of young children. Corporations may not
be part of our DNA, at least not yet, but the promises and perils of
creating DNA modified "designer babies" suggest that they may be
in the near future. 2
There are approximately 6 million corporations in the United
States, more than 3 million in the United Kingdom, and more than

1
The always suspicious collective personal pronoun "we" is used here to
signal that, at least in theory, under globalization almost no one on this
increasingly interconnected planet escapes corporate reach, although the
costs and benefits of this reach are very unequally distributed, There are, of
course, limits to the homogenizing effects of global mediazation/marketization, as well as principled rejections of it.
2

McAlister & Cornwell (2010); Ghose (2014).
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2.5 million in Japan, many of them involving international operations.' Whether you embrace corporate values or rage against corporate abuses (or both), it is difficult to deny that corporations today
are commanding forces. Some analysts claim that they now have the
nation-state on the run or, alternatively, that they have collectively
seized the wheel of the ship of state. 4
It was not always so. The modern corporation is a relatively recent
invention. It only firmly took hold in America after the Civil Wai;
and much later in Europe, where partnerships generally remained
the preferred arrangement. 5 According to sociologist Charles Perrow,
business arrangements comparable to US corporate structures did
not appear in Europe until the 1950s. He contends that they were
largely a defensive move "forced upon" Europe by the global success
of US corporations.' Before the nineteenth century, corporations were
either extensions of state imperialism (colonial trading companies) or
government chartered entities that had to prove that they served the
public interest - for example, by building roads or bridges. Harvard
College was America's first corporation, founded in 1636 and chartered in 1650. Trinity Church in New York City, founded in 1697,
was another early corporation, endowed with generous land grants
by King William III of England to serve the people of New York.
By contrast, the modern corporation is dedicated to, indeed defined
by, the pursuit of private profit. The industrial revolution, especially
the construction of long distant railroads. served as a major catalyst
for the organizational and legal changes that made big corporations
the colossus that they are today. The creation of joint stockholdings,
combined with limited liability, allowed corporations to raise large
amounts of capital while reducing the risks to individual investors.
Corporations also achieved the contentious status of legal "personhood" in the United States. 7
The story of the rise of corporate America is far more complex than
either its apologists or its critics generally acknowledge. Long before
the United States became an independent nation, commercial values
were already deeply ingrained in the American character: so much so
3

UK Business Enterprise (2014); US Statistical Abstracts (2012): World Bank
(2014); Forbes (2013). China is positioned to overtake, or already has, the

US as the largest world economy, depending what measures are considered.
China has more than 40 million private businesses; in 2013, 89 of them were
ranked in the Forbes list of the world's 500 largest corporations.
4
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Micklethwait & Wooldridge (2005); Lessig (2012).
'Perrow (2002), p. 217.
5
Micklethwait & Wooldridge (2005); Perrow (2002).
7
Micklethwait & Wooldridge (2005).
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that the Puritan cleric Cotton Mather (1662-1728) famously complained that "Religion begat prosperity and the daughter devoured
the mother. '' 8
The American Revolution was an economic revolution as well as
a political revolution. Among the many grievances against George III
that the revolutionaries listed in the Declaration of Independence was
that England had cut off their "Trade with all parts of the world."
In establishing the new order, the founders unequivocally declared
themselves, in James Madison's words, to be friends of "a very free
system of commerce" and maintained "that commercial shackles are
generally unjust, oppressive and impolitic. " 9 Commerce thrived in the
newly independent republic. Reporting on his 1831 visit to America,
Alexis de Tocqueville wrote that "almost all the Americans [have a]
preference for industrial occupations," including farmers; and "no
nation on earth has made such swift progress in trade and manufactures as the Americans. " 10
Yet, both Thomas Jefferson and James Madison regarded corporations as potential "shackles" on the free system of commerce that
they valued so highly, as well as a threat to the future of democracy.
Jefferson wanted the Declaration of Rights of the First Continental
Congress (1774) to include "freedom of commerce against monopolies," while Madison characterized the corporation as "a powerful
machine," which operates "in great measure independent of the
people." 11 Less than three decades later, Jefferson's worry had risen
to alarm: in 1816, he wrote: "I hope we will take from the example
[of England] and crush in its birth the aristocracy of our moneyed
corporations which dare already to challenge our government to a
trial of strength and bid defiance to the laws of our country." 12 Conditioned by their experience with British tyranny, this antipathy made
perfect sense; the Boston Tea Party was, after all, a protest against
the East India Company's monopoly over the tea trade in America.
Jefferson and Madison were not philosophical outliers; Edmund
Burke, David Hume, and even Adam Smith were also opposed to
corporations, fearing their corrupting influence. The French, in their
revolutionary fervor, even outlawed them. Conversely - and perhaps
perversely- Karl Marx favored corporations because they represented
8

Cotton Mather, Boston Sermons, August 31, 1679: quoted by Ryken

(1986), p. 63.
'Madison (2012), p. 143.
10
Tocqueville(2003), pp. 641,643.
11

James Madison, quoted by Banning (1988), p. 326; Jefferson (1955),
pp. 570-2.
12
Jefferson (n.d.).
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a form of collectivism, which he believed would advance the dialectic
of history in the long march toward socialism. 13
These flammable facts - which seem to suggest that Jefferson,
Madison, Smith, Burke, Hume, and Marx were all, for different
reasons, lined up on the wrong side of history - have been erased
from popular consciousness by corporate sponsored cultural amnesia:
an amnesia cultivated by a century of generously funded pro-business
advocacy, including educational, advertising, public relations, and
lobbying campaigns. 14 They are not resurrected here merely for their
shock value. Rather, they are highlighted to demonstrate that the
rise of the corporation, as we know it today, was not the natural or
inevitable evolutionary development that some contemporary free
market fundamentalists claim. Rather, the modern corporation is an
artifact of human agency and ingenuity, which might have assumed
more democratic forms if different voices had prevailed.
Distrust of concentrated forms of power has been part of the
American heritage from the beginning and that distrust extends to
economic as well as political power." Moreover, there has always
been an inherent structural tension in the relationship of democracy
and capitalism (or corporatism): they have radically different objectives and approaches to power. At the level of boards of directors,
however, corporations do have some formal trappings of democracy:
voting, representation of diverse interests, and decision making are
supposed to serve the interests of the collective body of stockholders. From the perspective of the workers, however, the organization,
authority, and reward structures of corporations are hierarchical
and arbitrary: corporations are not representative democracies. The
resonance of the pejorative nineteenth-century term "wage slavery,,
as well as the popularity of the "industrial democracy" movement in
the first half of the twentieth century attest to early public awareness
and resentment of the chasm that separated democratic theory from
what was then the new corporate reality,
While we may take corporations for granted today, the industrialists who established the first strongholds of modern corporate power
met with considerable resistance. That resistance came from political
and religious leaders, farmers, intellectuals, and ordinary citizens,
13

Micklethwait & Wooldridge (2005).
See, e.g., Fones-Wolf (1994); Phillips-Fein (2009).
15
In a cautious understatement, business historian l\1cCraw (1997), p. 7,
acknowledges: "Capitalism as an economic system did not necessarily go
hand in hand with democracy.,, Bowles & Gintis (1976), p. 4, succinctly
14
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identified the organizational and structural tensions that keep them in tension.
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not just labor organizers, socialists, and anarchists. And industrialists used all the considerable resources available to them to counter
this resistance.

The Public Interest: Run Over by Railroads
The framers of the American Republic left control over corporate
charters to the states. But because corporations were unpopular,
early legislators were generally reluctant to issue these charters. Populists smv corporations as a British plot "to recolonize the country
by stealth." 16 Religious suspicions of corporations were effectively
captured in the late seventeenth century by Edward Thurlow, who
claimed that "corporations have neither bodies to be punished, nor
souls to be condemned, they therefore do as they like." 17 All three
of the major monotheistic religions condemned usury (interest)
and endorsed charity. Christians ranked avarice (greed) among the
seven deadliest sins; and Dante reserved the seventh circle of hell
for usurers. Even the traditional class and gender systems weighed
against corporations, as it was considered unseemly for gentlemen
to pursue money. 18
Although Jefferson was an ardent advocate of minimalist government, he apparently considered corporations so dangerous that,
when he failed in his attempt to have them outlawed, he recommended strong legislative oversight of corporate activities and urged
states to retain the right to revoke corporate charters at will. Some
states, for example Rhode Island, Pennsylvania, and \Visconsin, followed this advice and adopted restrictive rules. In time, however, as
industrialization took hold and demand for charters grew, legislators
discovered that corporate charters could serve as lucrative forms of
patronage. Competition among the states for that patronage soon
led legislators to relax laws of incorporation; and in the 1830s, the
requirement that corporations serve the public interest was eliminated. As a result, even before the Civil War, Massachusetts had 30
times as many corporations as all of the countries of Europe. 19
In 1856, Sir Robert Lowe, considered one of the architects of
modern British business, described corporations as "little republics"

16
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and contended that they could serve as checks and balances on
the power of the big republic, the nation. 20 Across the Atlantic,
however, it soon became clear that state legislatures were no match
for the "republics" of Rockefelle1; Vanderbilt, Carnegie, Gould,
Frick, Mellon et al. Even the big republic, the US federal government, seemed to be immobilized by the collective power of these
not-so-little republics - so much so that, in 1888, former President
Rutherford B. Hayes, a Republican, denounced "the vast wealth and
power in the hands of the few and the unscrupulous who represent
and control capital." He maintained: "Hundreds of laws of Congress
and the state legislatures are in the interest of these men and against
the interests of workingmen." Calling for the exposure and repeal of
these laws, Hayes contended: "This is a government of the people,
by the people, and for the people no longer. It is a government of
corporations, by corporations, and for corporations. 1' 21
Seven years earlier, the once vigilant state legislature of Pennsylvania was singled out by early muckraking journalist Henry Demarest
Lloyd in an Atlantic Monthly expose as thoroughly corrupted by
corporate power. In Lloyd's words, Rockefeller's Standard Oil "has
done everything with the Pennsylvania legislature except, refine it."
In collusion with the railroads, Standard Oil officers refused to testify
before the Pennsylvania Supreme Court, the New York Railroad
Investigating Committee, and a committee of the US Congress. 22
When called before Congress in 1876, Lloyd reports:
A prominent member of the Standard, not a member of Congress,
conducted the farce of an inquiry from behind the scat of the chairman.
Another member of the company, who was a member of Congress,
came with the financial officer of the company before the committee,
and sustained him in his refusal to testify about the organization, its
members, or its relations with the railroads. The committee never
reported. 23

The founders of the American Republic could never have anticipated
the form, scope, or scale of modern corporations, but Lloyd's account
would seem to indicate that in less than a century, Jefferson and
Madison's nightmares of corporate monopolies subverting democracy had largely materialized.
20

Micklethwait & Wooldridge (2005), p. 54. Blackstone had originally

referred to corporations as "little republics."
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Hayes (2007), p. 374.
Beatty (2000a) describes Standard Oil's collusion with the railroads in a l2J
long note accompanying an article by Lloyd (2000), p. 146.
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Lloyd (2000), p. 146. Original appeared in The Atlantic Monthly, March
1881.
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Maelstrom of Change
How did this happen? Historian Henry Adams, scion of "the" Adams
family, described the bewildering changes that took place in the
second half of the nineteenth century, contending that "in the concepts of all science, except perhaps mathematics, the American boy
of 1854 stood nearer the year 1 than the year 1900." 24 Revolutionary science and engineering breakthroughs produced technological
marvels: dramatic expansion of railroads, commercial oil drilling, telegraph, electrification, elevator, skyscraper, telephone, phonograph,
1notion picture, gasoline powered automobile, x-rays, radioactivity,
and so much more. In turn, the commercial viability of these technological wonders precipitated radical transformations of business
organizations and processes, as industrialists acquired national and
international ambitions.
Railroads spearheaded the organizational revolution. They created
the first modern corporations because, as business historian Alfred
Chandler argues, "they had to." Not only did building the transcontinental railways require enormous infusions of capital, including international financing, and acquisition of millions of acres of land grants
from the US government, it also posed the unprecedented challenges
of coordinating and controlling huge workforces with many offices
covering vast geographical territories. This required what Chandler
characterizes as "the visible hand" of a managerial revolution to displace Adam Smith's invisible hand of the market. Large railroad lines
had "to have many salaried managers and had to be organized into
functional departments and had to have a continuous flow of internal information if they were to operate at all. " 25 Railroad managers
needed to develop advanced accounting systems and efficient operating practices, and learn to anticipate and deal with crisis, including
frequent accidents, financial reverses, and labor agitation. Where
Chandler refers to the need for managerial "flexibility," his critic
Charles Perrow responds: "Put more bluntly, market control through
oligopoly, secret kickbacks, monopoly pricing, cartels, breaking
treaties secretly, and violating disclosure laws is what the railroads
had to do. " 26
A few numbers illustrate the stunning scale of the changes that
bewildered Adams and challenged the balance of power established
by the architects of the American Republic. In 1859, the United States
24
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produced 2,000 barrels of oil. Just 10 years later, in 1869, it produced
4,215,000 barrels. And by 1910, it produced 209,557,000. 27 Railroad construction began in 1830, and by 1840, only 3,000 miles of
track had been laid, mostly in the Northeast. 28 By 1860, there were
30,000 miles of track, and by 1916, when the rail system reached
its peak in the United States, that had grown to 254,000 miles.29 In
1870, a year after the Golden Spike united the two segments of the
transcontinental railroad in Utah, the US share of world production
was 23 percent, while Britain accounted for 32 percent and Germany
13 percent. By 1900, the United States led with 30 percent, Britain
followed with 20 percent, and Germany with 13 percent. 30 By the
end of the nineteenth century, the Pennsylvania Railroad was the
largest private corporation in the world, with a budget larger than
that of the US government. In 1914, it employed more than 200,000
people - more than twice the number of soldiers in the US Army at
the time. 31 Emblematic of the power the railroads possessed in North
America is the fact that they, not the governments of the United States
or Canada, established uniform time zones across the two countries
in 1883.
Between 1880 and 1920, the United States added 10 states to its
number, and increased its population from fewer than 63 million to
over 106 million, with most of that growth bolstered by immigration.
In 1890, only 28.6 percent of Americans lived in cities; by 1920,
51.4 percent of the population lived in densely crowded cities.32 Two
presidents (Garfield and McKinley) were assassinated just 20 years
apart. The labor movement expanded from a half million members
in 1904 to four million in 1920. 33
\Vages were low, the hours long, and labor disputes were frequent.
When managers brought in police, federal troops, or private security
forces (Pinkerton agents) to break strikes, conflicts were often violent.
Figures on labor violence are generally unreliable, but one credible
source lists 293 fatalities in strikes between 1890 and 1909; and for
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every death, there were many more serious injuries. 34 Union activism

also contributed to the violence, usually involving property damage,
but in 1910 a poorly planned dynamite attack on the anti-union Los
Angeles Times killed 21 people. 35
Yet the mortality rate in labor conflicts paled in comparison to the
toll taken by industrial accidents, which routinely claimed thousands
of lives every year. Even after safety measures had been introduced,
figures for 1913 indicate that 25,000 people were killed in industrial
accidents and a million more injured: the New York City Triangle
Shirtwaist Factory Fire, in which 146 women workers who had been
locked in the factory perished, is the most notorious industrial disaster of that year.36 Mining was, ho,veve1~the most dangerous industry,
and one that often employed young boys: a 1907 coal mine explosion
killed 361 people in West Virginia.
Reconstruction had been abandoned in 1877 and states across the
South had introduced Jim Crow laws imposing segregation, which
were enforced with lynching. This triggered the beginning of the great
migration North by African Americans. Race and ethnic relations
in the North were also fraught; and in some instances intentionally
exacerbated by corporate managers who used African Americans and
recently arrived immigrant groups as strike breakers. There were also
four financial panics and six recessions during this time period. 37 In
sum, it was a turbulent time: with memories of the Civil War still
fresh, many feared that the country could be torn apart again.

34 Fishback

(1995).
lrwin (2013).
36
Norton et al. (2011).
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These fast facts focus only on changes relating directly to business and
industry. Full inventory of the massive transformations taking place in
America during that period would fill several volumes. However, some
additional developments that do have immediate relevance to our story
include US military interventions in Cuba, Panama, Philippines, Honduras,
and Nicaragua; and the influenza pandemic that killed an estimated 675,000
Americans and between 30 and 50 million worldwide. Lynchings of African
American men in the South were so common that in 1901 lvfark Twain

referred to the nation as the "United States of Lyncherdom": the NAACP
reported 3,224 lynchings between 1889 and 1919. World War I, which
claimed the lives of more than 116,000 Americans and up to 30 million
globally, greatly increased US industrial productivity, brought women into
the workforce in unprecedented numbers, dramatically improved communication technology, and demonstrated the powers of modern propaganda.
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Henry Adams described it as a time when "the moral law had
expired - like the Constitution. " 38 The period following the Civil
War has been called "the era of good stealings. " 39 Social Darwinism
supported and rationalized growing social inequalities as the rich
got richer and the poot; especially newly arrived immigrants who
lived in crowded urhan tenements, were struggling to survive. It is
remembered as a time of widespread political corruption, amplified
in historical memory not only by actual scandals like the Credit
Mobilier and the machine politics of Boss Tweed and Tammany Hall,
but also by the critical publicity generated by reformers. According to
press reports at the time, New York State legislators sold for $5,000
each, while those on a committee investigating a conflict among the
railroad interests of Jay Gould, Jim Fisk, and Cornelius Vanderbilt
were worth $25,000. 40

The Big Stick and the Square Deal
If Adams was bewildered, Theodore Roosevelt was incensed by the
political implications of the spectacular rise of corporate power. In
his Autobiography, he observed: "The power of the mighty industrial overloads had increased with giant strides, while the methods
of controlling them, or checking abuses by them, on the part of the
people, through the Government, remained archaic and therefore
practically impotent. " 41
Roosevelt rejected the views of reactionaries who ,vanted to turn
back the clock and restore the country to the economic conditions
of the mid-nineteenth century, but he also challenged the legitimacy
of the new aristocracy of money that had emerged in America. He
claimed that even the honest men among the industrial overlords
"were as utterly unable as any medieval castle-owner to understand
what the public interest was," or to grasp the fact that "for our
people what was needed was a real democracy." He contended that
"of all forms of tyranny the least attractive and most vulgar is the
tyranny of mere wealth, the tyranny of a plutocracy. " 42
When he first tried to confront the power of this new aristocracy
early in his presidency, however, Roosevelt was treated with the
38
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same dismissive contempt by the mining interests as Standard Oil
had treated Congress in 1876. In the spring of 1902, a general strike
began in the anthracite regions of Pennsylvania, which had a history
of violent labor conflicts, and continued through the summer, with no
signs of abating. \Vith winter approaching, Roosevelt contended that
"the coal famine became a National menace" threatening "misery
throughout the Northeast. " 43 The big coal operators banded together
and refused to negotiate, knowing that they would win when miners
and the public at large faced the prospect of freezing to death. As
September approached, the president sought to create an arbitration
commission. The miners' union, headed by John Mitchell, readily
agreed; however, as Roosevelt reports:
[The representatives of the mine operators] were in a most indolent
frame of mind, refused to talk of arbitration or other accommodation
of any kind, and used language that was insulting to the miners and
offensive to me. They were curiously ignorant of the popular temper;
and when they went away from the interview they, with much pride,
gave their own account of it to the papers, exulting in the fact that
they had "turned down" both the miners and the President.44

That "ignorance" was exemplified by a statement released to the
press by George F. Baer, president of the Philadelphia and Reading
Railroad, speaking for the mine operators, who claimed divine right
for management's position, asserting "the rights and interests of the
laboring man will be protected not and cared for not by labor agitators, but by the Christian men to whom God in his infinite wisdom
has given the control of the property interests of the country." \Vhen
asked about the plight of workers, Baer allegedly said: "These men
don't suffer. Why, hell, half of them don't even speak English. " 45
In 1902, the president and his strategists outsmarted the mine
operators, an arbitration commission ,vas formed, and a settlement
reached. If their efforts had failed, Roosevelt claimed he was prepared
to dispatch the army to Pennsylvania to restore order, send the miners

43 Roosevelt
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back to work and place the mines under government receivership
until further notice - moves that he recognized were of dubious legality under the Constitution.
What little regulatory law that did exist at the time - the Interstate
Commerce Act had been passed in 1887 and the Sherman Anti-Trust
Act in 1890 - had been largely neutralized by subsequent court decisions. According to Roosevelt and others, corruption of judges by
corporate bribery was frequently involved in rendering these laws
unenforceable.
In 1901, in a complex set of maneuvers, railroad interests, backed
by J.P.Morgan's fortune, expanded their holdings to the point where
monopoly control of rail traffic in the \v'estern United States was
threatened. President McKinley was not willing to pursue antitrust
action. But when Roosevelt assumed the presidency after McKinley's
assassination, he ordered the Department of Justice to prosecute the
Great Northern Railroad case; in 1904, the Supreme Court issued a
5-4 decision against Northern Securities Company and ordered the
Morgan backed company to be dissolved.
The Great Northern case definitively established the power of the
federal government to intervene in business affairs. Subsequently,
the Roosevelt Administration took action against Standard Oil and
the American Tobacco Company; both were found to involve criminal conspiracies and broken up. The Administration created the
Department of Commerce and Labor and within it the Bureau of
Corporations. At Roosevelt's urging, Congress passed the Hepburn
Act in 1906, which for the first time gave the Interstate Commerce
Commission real control over the railroads.
"TR," as he ,vas ,videly known at the time, made it clear that
he did not oppose large corporations per se; to the contrary, he
saw them as US assets in international economic competition. His
animus was directed against predatory wealth: wealth that functions as an "invisible government," unelected and unaccountable to
the people or the laws of the nation; wealth that corrupts and uses
elected officials and judges as "puppets who move as the strings of
corporate wealth"; and wealth that exploits and oppresses ordinary
people and denies them their "human rights. " 46 He invoked the
language of "social and industrial justice" and made clear that he
understood how the "mighty industrial overlords" and those who
do their bidding manipulate public opinion through a "subsidized
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press" and by other strategies that would soon become part of the
repertoire of the emerging field of public relations. 47 For example,
the railroad industry's practice of providing annual free passes to
politicians, prominent citizens, and clergy - what the public relations
industry now refers to as "thought leaders" - in the hope that they
would provide "third party" and "opinion leader" endorsements of
railroad travel; and in the case of politicians and judges, that they
would also support the legislative and regulatory positions favored
by the railroads.
Roosevelt also identified more nefarious corporate practices. These
included outright bribery of politicians and judges; encouraging anticorporate agitators to take extreme positions that would backfire
against labor's interests; refusing to recognize reasonable representatives of workers; using violence without provocation to end strikes
or threats of strikes; and ignoring hazardous working conditions. 48
He singled out the National Association of Manufacturers as a particularly destructive employers' association:
The opposition of the National Association of Manufacturers to every
rational and 1noderate measure for benefiting workingmen, such as
measures of abolishing child labor, or securing workmen's compensation, caused me real and grave concern; for I felt that it was ominous
of evil for the whole country to have men who ought to stand high in
wisdom and in guiding force take a course and use language of such
reactionary type as directly to incite revolution. 49

In his advocacy for a "square deal" for both labor and honest businesses, mining, oil, sugar, tobacco, meat, and steel industries all felt
the "big stick" of the newly empowered federal government, hut no
industry felt it more than the railroads.
Roosevelt did not run for re-election in 1908. When his handpicked successor, President \'(liliiam Howard Taft, disappointed him,
however, TR sought but did not win the Republican nomination in
1912 and instead ran on the Progressive Party ticket. He kicked off
his campaign with his famous "New Nationalism)) speech, in ,vhich

47
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he cast "publicity" in a crucial role in the struggle to return American
democracy to the people. 50
By publicity, he meant transparency and accountability: bringing
the special interests and their fixers out of the shadows and subjecting their activities to full public scrutiny and accountability. While
acknowledging that "Every special interest is entitled to justice - full,
fair, and complete," Roosevelt argued that both national and state
governments "must be freed from the sinister influence or control of
special interests ... which too often control and corrupt the men and
methods of government for their own profit." 51 He maintained that
corporations must be driven out of politics, adding that the Constitution protects property, but "it does not give the right of suffrage
to any corporation." 52 Nor does it shield them from public scrutiny:
"There can be no effective control of corporations while their political activity remains ... We must have complete and effective publicity
of corporate affairs, so that the people may know beyond peradventure whether corporations obey the law and whether their management entitles them to the confidence of the public." 53
With the Republicans divided, Woodrow Wilson won the 1912
election with 41.8 percent of the popular vote, and Roosevelt finished
second. Wilson received 435 Electoral College votes, Roosevelt 88,
and Taft just 8. The voters sent a chilling message to the "industrial
overlords," with the business friendly sitting president earning just
two more electoral votes than Eugene Debs, the candidate of the
Socialist Party.
If anything, \Vilson's Progressivism out-Roosevelted Roosevelt.
Contra TR, Wilson did not just advocate strict regulation of monopolies, he called for their outright breakup. His program was anointed
the New Freedom to counter Roosevelt's New Nationalism. Even
\v'ilson acknowledged at the time that "when I sit down and compare
my views with those of a Progressive Republican I can't see what

50

Roosevelt (1951). To our ears, nnew nationalism'' evokes very different
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the difference is except that he has a sort of pious feeling about the
doctrine of protection [tariffs], which I have never felt." 54
TR had borrowed his New Nationalism theme from Progressive
intellectual leader Herbert Croly's 1909 book, The Prnmise of American Democracy. Croly founded The New Republic magazine with
Walter Wey! and Walter Lippmann in 1914 with the specific aim of
advancing New Nationalism and the vision of industrial democracy
that it embraced. But events in Europe would soon take the country
in another direction.

Muckraking, Social Reform and Social Conditions
Roosevelt's popularity and rhetorical skills clearly cultivated a public
climate favorable to reform, but muckraking journalism played an
essential role in galvanizing the country's reformist energies. Muckraking precursor Henry Demarest Lloyd (quoted above) was directly
inspired by the abolitionists; his 1894 \Vea/th Against Commonwealth
was consciously crafted as a nonfiction version of the socially committed narrative form pioneered by Harriet Beecher Stowe's Uncle
Tom's Cabi11(1852) - a lineage he made explicit in Wealth Agai11st
Commonwealth. Jacob Riis, another precursor, in his book, How the
Other Half Lives (1889), used the new medium of photography to
expose the dreadful living conditions of New York tenements as well
as the sweatshops that operated in some of them.
McClure's Magazine provided an early home for muckraking articles. Ida Tarbell's two-volume, The History of Standard Oil Company
(1904), which grew out of a series of articles in McClure's, is generally credited with hastening the breakup of Rockefeller's Standard
Oil. When Roosevelt read Upton Sinclair's The ]ttngle, he personally
pressed Congress to pass the Pure Food and Drug Act and Meat
Inspection Act, which they did the same year as the book's publication (1906). 55 Later, Sinclair muckraked the limits of the free press
under corporate control in The Brass Check (1919).
New York reporter Lincoln Steffens's The Shame of the Cities
(1904), as well as his other publications, exposed widespread political corruption in local governments and on \Vall Street, and rendered
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"invisible governments" more visible, Ida B, \Velis examined lynching
as a means of reasserting white domination in the South. Ray Stannard Baker also investigated the racial divide, as well as poverty,
political corruption, and the railroads. John Spargo's The Bitter
Cry of Children (1906) addressed the conditions of child laborers,
Between 1908 and 1912, Louis Hine created an extensive photographic record of the travails of child laborers in several industries
for the National Child Labor Committee, which used the images in its
publications and legislative advocacy. David Graham Phillips's series
in Cosmopolitan magazine, "The Treason of the Senate" (1906),
helped ensure passage of the 17th Amendment to the Constitution
in 1912, authorizing popular election of senators. 56
In Everybody's magazine and in his book Frenzied Finance (1906),
Thomas Lawson, who had made a fortune in the stock market, muckraked the financial industry; his accusations of fraud in the insurance
industry were also taken up by Pulitzer's New York World and in
McClure's. In response, the Armstrong Committee of the New York
State Legislature undertook an investigation, which confirmed financial manipulations and misappropriations in insurance funds and
made sweeping recommendations for reform, which were adapted
by New York and several other states. George Perkins, an executive
of New York Life Insurance and J.P. Morgan's "right-hand man,"
was indicted for grand larceny, but not prosecuted, for diverting
company funds to Roosevelt's 1904 election campaign; TR claimed
to be unaware of the donation and insisted he would have returned
it if he had known about it.57
Other muckrakers exposed the plight of immigrants, women
workers, the dangers of patent medicine, crime and vice, and other
topics, One could even argue that historian Charles Beard muckraked
the Constitution with his an Economic Interpretation of the Co11stitutio11of the United States (1913 ).
Muckraking was a commercial success, which predictably led to
excess and sensationalism. It also became fodder for popular fiction,
where it was unrestrained by inconvenient facts. Although Theodore
Roosevelt is credited with attaching the pejorative term, "muckraking," to investigative journalism - a term journalists readily embraced
- he generally supported it and encouraged its "responsible" practitioners. For example, consistent with his belief in the curative powers
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of "publicity," Roosevelt personally instructed all employees of the
federal government to "tell Mr. Lincoln Steffens anything whatever
about running the government that you know (not incompatible with
the public interests) and provided only that you tell him the truth - no
matter what it may be - I will see that you are not hurt. " 58 So great
was Steffens's influence that when reform candidates were elected
throughout the United States in 1905, a future Justice of the Supreme
Court (Harlan Fiske Stone) wrote to Steffens directly, crediting his
journalism with throwing out the political bosses, 59
Roosevelt grasped the power of the press and used it to his advantage, but he also displayed an unprecedented openness to the press.
He broke with tradition by inviting reporters into the White House
and creating a press room, where he met with reporters "off the
record." Taft discontinued the practice, but \'(Tilson restored it and
formalized presidential news conferences, However, the public's
appetite for political and social reform was not only whetted by
TR's presidential rhetoric and by journalistic exposes; vibrant social
movements also gave Progressive ideas traction.

The Protestant ethic had generally supported business in America,
but in the late nineteenth century an evangelical movement within
Protestantism emerged and challenged what its leaders perceived as
the established churches' indifference to human welfare on earth.
Asking "What would Jesus do?," the Social Gospel movement called
upon the churches to practice the Golden Rule: to build a heavenly
city on earth. They critiqued classical economics, rejecting laissezfaire, emphasizing historical economics and the creation of a Christian sociology or Christian socialism to survey social conditions and
identify means of addressing social problems. In 1895, Washington
Gladden, a Congregationalist minister and a founder of the movement, denounced "robber barons,, and "pirates of industry" and

their donations to religious causes as attempts to buy salvation; when
John D. Rockefeller donated $100,000 to the Congregational Board
of Missions in 1905, Gladden published an article, "Tainted Money,"
urging the church to refuse the gift. 60 Walter Rauschenbusch, the
chief theologian of the movement, maintained that "Every business
concern is a little monarchy," with which neither a Christian nor a

democrat can be content.
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Both Presidents Roosevelt and \'(lilson were influenced by Social
Gospelers. Andrew Carnegie's "The Gospel of Wealth" (1889) also
seems to reflect its message. Carnegie calls for a redistribution of
surplus wealth for the benefit of the community as a whole. He rejects
Tolstoy's Christian asceticism, which advocates "imitation of the life
of Christ," in favor of a life "animated by Christ's spirit ... recognizing the changed conditions of this age, and adopting modes of
expressing this spirit suitable to the changed conditions under which
we live, still laboring for the good of our fellows, which was the
essence of his life and teaching." 62 John D. Rockefeller had contributed to religious causes throughout his life, but he was profoundly
influenced by "The Gospel of Wealth" and wrote to Carnegie assuring him that his example would "hear fruits"; from that point on,
Rockefeller significantly increased his philanthropic efforts. 63
The New Republic intellectuals, especially Lippmann, along with
philosopher John Dewey, endorsed a secular version of this quest
for the sociological knowledge needed to recreate a functioning
democracy under modern conditions. The Settlement movement, led
by Jane Addams, was an attempt to address the social pathologies
that rapid industrialization had created, especially as they affected
immigrants, women, and children: it emphasized education, research,
women's suffrage, and pacifism. The National Child Labor Committee (NCLC) was formed in 1904 on the initiative of a southern
clergyman, Edgar Gardner Murphy, to establish uniform national
laws regulating (limiting) child labor. In response to lynching and the
1908 Illinois race riot, the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People (NAACP) was founded in 1909 by prominent
white liberals with a small representation of blacks: it endorsed the
principles of W.E.B. Du Bois's Niagara Movement to secure for all
people the rights guaranteed by the 13th, 14th and 15th Amendments. Several other significant cause-specific initiatives, such as the
birth control movement led by Margaret Sange1; also contributed to
the pressures for change.
Synergy across many of the movements magnified their impact.
For example, muckrakers Ida B. Wells-Bake1; Lincoln Steffens, and
Ray Stannard Baker were early members of the NAACP, as were
Jane Addams and pioneer labor activist and women's rights advocate
Florence Kelley. Addams and Kelley were also founding members of
the NCLC. Baker publicized the Social Gospel movement in his book
"Carnegie (1889).
Rockefcller, Sr., Letter to Andrew Carnegie, quoted by Chernow (1998),
p. 313.
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The Spiritual U11rest(1910); and The New Republic published the
writings of Du Bois, Addams, Baker, Dewey, and other Progressives.
The Progressive movement also had the support of what historian
Richard Hofstadter described as an "informal brain trust," which
included John R. Commons, Richard Ely, E.R.A Seligman, and Thorstein Veblen in economics; Charles Beard, Arthur Bentley, and J.
Allen Smith in political science; E.A. Ross, Lester \v'ard, Robert Park,
and others in sociology; John Dewey in philosophy; Louis Brandeis,
Roscoe Pound, and others in law. Add to this the Grange movement
against the railroads, popular Wisconsin Senator Robert ("Fighting
Bob") LaFollette's campaigns for Progressive reforms, and the small
but expanding pockets of support for labor leader Eugene Debs's
Socialist Party.
Moreover, business interests, then as no,v, were not homogeneous.
Some business people wanted trusts broken up or regulated; Ida Tarbell's expose of Standard Oil was motivated in part by the fact that
collusion between the railroads and big oil interests put her father
and other owners of small oil companies out of business. Regionalism was also a factor: many small businesses owners in the Midwest
and South wanted big business, which was still largely headquartered
in the Northeast, contained or eliminated. Further, Carnegie's "The
Gospel of \'(lealth" was received as an authentic call to conscience by
some businessmen; it was widely read on both sides of the Atlantic,
with Prime Minister William Gladstone helping facilitate its publication in Britain. 64 It is probably fair to say that those "industrial
overlords" who did not respond to the call of Carnegie's gospel were
nevertheless feeling the heat of these combined social pressures to
reform their ways or at least to improve their public images. And as
Micklethwait and \v'ooldridge point out, the overlords discovered,
to their delight, that, "with a little diplomacy, they could hang onto
most of their fiefdoms. " 65

Arming the "Weapon Systems" of Capitalism: From
Publicity to Public Relations
This diplomacy took multiple forms; and the nascent field of
public relations - which has been described as one of the "weapon
systems" of capitalism - would come to play significant roles in all of
64
65

Carnegie (1889).
Micklethwait & Wooldridge (2005), p. 74.
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them. 66 The rapid emergence of national media transformed "media
relations,, from occasional, usually crisis driven, corporate interven-

tions into more routine practice that required fulltime attention.
Corporate fixers - shrewd, charming, skillful communicators - who
dealt with advancing their company's image in business-to-business
and business-to-government relations - the Alistair Campbells and
Mark Penns of their day - pioneered many of the methods that PR
professionals would later adopt, routinize, and refine in dealing with
the media.
Under the new diplomacy, corporations would make concessions
when it was necessary or expedient; smne "'ould accept the inevitability of regulation. "Cooperation" became the operative word: it meant
regulations would be negotiated rather than imposed, informed by
the expertise of industrialists and, whenever possible, shaped to
advance their business interests. Instead of bribing politicians and
judges, business elites became more directly involved in politics: the
Senate became known as the "millionaires club/' with senators rep-

resenting regional corporate interests. 67 For example, Steel magnate
Mark Hanna was chairman of the Republican Party during President
McKinley's 1896 election campaign, and served in the Senate from
1898 until his death in 1904. George Perkins, a colorful fixer, who
was referred to at the time as J.P. Morgan's "Secretary of State,"
became chairman of the Progressive Party, managing Roosevelt's
unsuccessful 1912 campaign. 68 \1(/hether by design, personal hubris,
or incompetence, Perkins was also largely responsible for the demise
of the Progressive Party. 69
Corporate social welfare had existed in some nineteenth-century
businesses, including department stores "'here low wages were sup-

plemented by other benefits. The new corporate diplomacy expanded
it to other industries and extensively publicized those initiatives.
Perkins also played a key role in this effort on behalf of the Morgan
interests at US Steel and International Harvester. Both were trusts that
had aroused public suspicion from their inception in 1901 and 1902
because of their size and monopolistic power. Consequently, they
required a proactive form of reputation management; by its second
decade, US Steel was spending ten million dollars a year on corporate
welfare to burnish its reputation.

66

Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 177.
Micklethwait &Wooldridge (2005), p. 75.
68
Kolasky (2011).
"Ickes (1941).
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Corporate welfare was, in some cases, just window dressing
designed to defuse worker discontent and improve public opinion;
but in others, it did benefit workers' lives by improving housing,
health care, nutrition, safety, and the education of workers and their
families. International Harvester had pioneered welfare programs
before Morgan interests took it over, hut Perkins greatly expanded
them and personally kept President Roosevelt apprised of his "fight
for publicity. " 70 Harvester created a profit sharing program and
widely publicized its generosity with the help of a receptive press.
Roland Marchand reports that Harvester's social welfare efforts may
have averted one strike, and helped thwart union organization and
"established a public image of a company that seemed to be trying to
be more humane. " 71 These welfare efforts did not, however, extend
throughout the corporation; and an expose of deplorable working
conditions in one of International Harvester's plants raised questions about the integrity of its efforts. Perkins may have succeeded in
delaying Harvester's antitrust prosecution until after his retirement,
but social welfare efforts did not avert it. 72 Over TR's strong objection, President Taft filed an antitrust suit against Harvester in 1912;
the next day the New York Times ran an expose of Roosevelt's cozy
relationship with Perkins and the Morgan interests. 73
Corporate welfare programs did, however, proliferate and became
more sophisticated in both their implementation and their publicity efforts throughout the early decades of the twentieth century.
Collective bargaining would eventually supersede corporate welfare,
but the concept of corporate social responsibility is a contemporary
descendant of the idea.
Philanthropy by wealthy tycoons predated muckraking, hut it was
also expanded and more widely publicized in an effort to combat
the "robber baron" charge. For good and ill, philanthropy served
as a way for Carnegie, Rockefelle1; Stanford, Vanderbilt, and others
to influence public policy, improve their public images and ensure
their reputations for posterity - not unlike the activities of some billionaires today. Most PR histories credit Ivy Lee with improving the
Rockefeller family's image by publicizing their philanthropic efforts.

'°Perkins, quoted by Marchand (1998), p. 22, Roosevelt and Perkins, a
partner in J.P.11organ, had an alliance going back to when Roosevelt was
governor of New York.
71
Marchand (1998), p. 26.
72
Marchand (1998).
73
Kolasky (2011).
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Yet, Lee was not hired until 1914, two decades after John D. Sr. had
effectively retired from business. 74
Rockefeller had started attracting substantial press coverage three
decades earlier in the 1880s: some of it admiring - celebrating the
American, Horatio Alger, rags to riches myth - but most was ambivalent or derogatory, and all of it generated torrents of solicitations for
charitable contributions and propositions for investment schemes. In
1891, Rockefeller hired a former Baptist minister, Frederick Gates,
to deal with these petitioners and oversee the family's charitable contributions; Gates soon assumed the role of troubleshoote1; financial
advisor, and fixer for Rockefeller family interests.
During the "tainted money" controversy (described above), Gates
convinced Rockefeller to set up a "literary bureau": a proto PR effort
that led Standard Oil to hire a publicist, Joseph Clarke, a former
New York Herald editor, to deal with the press. The affable Clarke
established genial relations with his fellow journalists. He set up lighthearted interviews on topical subjects with Rockefeller and began
to cultivate a positive image of Rockefeller Sr. a full decade before
Lee was retained by Rockefeller Jr. Articles with titles like "The
Human Side of John D. Rockefeller" began to appear in newspapers. 75 Clarke also regularly invited reporters and magazine writers to
festive golf outings with Rockefeller, which generated favorable press
and prompted the popular magazine Leslie's Weekly to report: "Two
years ago he [Rockefeller] dodged newspapermen. Now he courts
them." 76 In addition to publishing his memoirs in both magazine
and book forms, Rockefeller even addressed a gathering of magazine
publishers accompanied by Mark Twain, who described the address
in glowing terms: "Mr. Rockefeller got up and talked sweetly, sanely,
simply, humanely, and with astonishing effectiveness, being interrupted by bursts of applause at the end of almost every sentence. " 77
Although the breakup of Standard Oil in 1911 and what became
known as the Ludlow Massacre in 1914 would bring more unfavorable publicity to the Rockefellers, Gates and Clark had sensitized
the family to the power of the press and to strategies for dealing
effectively with it long before Ivy Lee was hired as a consultant in
the aftermath of the Ludlow crisis. "Bloody Ludlow," as it was later
called, involved violent strikebreaking by the National Guard at the

"Chernow (1998).
75
Chernow (1998), p. 526.
"Chernow (1998), p. 532.
"Twain quoted by Chernow (1998), p. 535.
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Colorado Fuel and Iron Company in which the Rockefeller family
had a 40 percent interest. It resulted in the deaths of between 19 and
26 people (the toll is disputed), including two women and eleven
children who died of suffocation as a result of fires lit by National
Guardsmen. This led to open warfare that spread throughout Colorado mines, resulting in at least 50 fatalities. The violence continued
for several months before federal troops could restore order in the
state. The Rockefellers became the primary target of the union's and
the press's enmity.

The Public Relations Industry's Origin Stories
Ivy Lee was spearheading the Pennsylvania Railroad's publicity efforts
when he was retained by Rockefeller Jr. to repair the family's image
more than a year after the Ludlow Massacre. Like Clarke, Lee was a
former newspaperman. PR industry lore has celebrated Lee as a communication genius who transformed Rockefeller's image from robber
baron to "a benefactor of humanity. " 78 According to one commentator, ln the eyes of fervent supporters among current PR apologists,
Lee's impact on public relations was almost "messianic"; they credit
11

1
'

him with transforming the field into a professional discipline based
on "truth and candor," which won the public's trust and confidence. 79
At best, this is a useful fiction created by PR educators in an
attempt to define and legitimate their enterprise. Historians offer
different accounts. Ron Chernow questions "whether Ivy Lee had
a beneficial effect upon the Rockefellers." He points out that while
Lee may have preached truth and candor, he did not practice those
virtues in the publicity materials he circulated in Colorado, where
critics "faulted Lee for playing fast and loose with the facts" to the
point of absurdity.'° For example, Lee claimed that union organizer
and former school teacher Mother Jones began her career in a brothel

78

The Image Makers (1983). Quote is from Bill Moyers' narration of the
video.
79
Turney (n.d.b) contends: "Ivy Lee was decades ahead of his colleagues."
He argues that influential PR educator-practitioner Fraser Seitel is among
those who assume an "almost messianic,, attitude toward Lee. Lee's Declaration of Principles called for openness and transparency in business dealings,
echoing many of Roosevelt's arguments for more publicity (transparency)
in business dealings.
80
Chernow (1998), p. 585.
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and that the Ludlow Massacre was ignited by an overturned stove
in a striker's tent rather than by strikebreakers. At the time, poet
Carl Sandburg called Lee a "paid liar" and Upton Sinclair famously
dubbed him "Poison Ivy," while columnist Robert Benchley later
lampooned him for suggesting that "the present capitalist system is
really a branch of the Quaker Church, carrying on the work begun
by St. Francis of Assisi. " 81
The PR industry's origin story always celebrated the firm founded
in 1904 by Lee and George F. Parker (former publicity aid to Grover
Cleveland) as being the first PR practice; however, this too has proven
inaccurate. PR historian Scott Cutlip established that the first PR
firm, the Publicity Bureau, actually began operations in Boston in
1900, with George V.S. Michaelis, Herbert Small, and Thomas 0.
Marvin. Fittingly perhaps, the first major PR account was Harvard
University: America's first corporation, although the Publicity Bureau
subsequently attracted business clients.
Little is known about the Publicity Bureau, which lasted for 12
years, but according to a contemporary account by Roy Stannard
Baker, the firm was hired by the railroads to conduct a nationwide propaganda campaign against railroad regulations that were
being pushed by Roosevelt and the Progressives. The firm set up
branch offices across the nation and staffed them primarily with
former newspapermen. The Chicago office alone had 43 employees.
The Publicity Bureau distributed millions of articles, pamphlets, and
books to newspapers and the public; and traveling agents visited local
newspaper offices to establish personal contacts and to promote their
materials. The campaign failed, and the Hepburn Act, imposing new
railroad regulations, was passed by Congress in 1906.
Baker raised two questions about the ethics of the Publicity
Bureau's practices, which a century later remain core criticisms of
PR. First, they used deception by pretending to be impartial interlocutors instead of acknowledging they were working for the railroads.
Second, they had access to vast resources to carry out a campaign to
advance private interests at the expense of the public good. 82
Another firm predated Parker and Lee, a \v'ashington firm founded
by William Wolff Smith, who combined his publicity work for clients
seeking to influence Congress with serving as \v'ashington correspondent for a number of newspapers, including The Buffalo News,
where, according to his critics, he slanted news reports in favor of

I

I
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Chcrnow (1998), p. 585.
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Cutlip (1994), pp. 10-26.
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his PR clients. Cutlip located a contemporary account that described
Smith as a propagandist for the "Interests. " 83 Smith would later
develop a publicity program for the US army. There may have been
other early firms which left no visible traces.
Ivy Lee (1877-1934) and Edward Bernays (1891-1995) occupy
outsized positions in the PR industry's origin story as "founding
fathers" because, unlike most PR people, who work quietly behind
the scenes to advance their clients' interests, they were highly visible
self-promoters. They frequently made themselves part of the story by
touting their own ingenuous efforts to save rhetorically challenged
capitalists from themselves. As we have seen, however; George Perkins
performed high-level image management functions for the Morgan
interests long before Lee entered the picture, and Joseph Clark used
media relations strategies that are still deployed today to burnish
the image of John D. Rockefeller Sr. It is reasonable to assume that
other fixers and publicity agents quietly performed such services
for other prominent people who were not in positions to ignore the
rapid rise of national periodicals or the popularity of muckraking
and the yellow press. Moreover, not all the industrial titans were as
undiplomatic as George Baer or William Vanderbilt, who allegedly
responded to a reporter's question about the welfare of the public by
saying, "The public be damned. " 84 Whatever else Andrew Carnegie's
1899 "Gospel" may have been, it was also compelling pro-corporate [I]
propaganda. I think it is reasonable to conclude that the captains of
industry probably would not have gone down with the ship if Lee
had stayed in the newspaper business and Bernays had remained a
theatrical promoter.
Divorced from the larger historical context, Lee's theory, if not his
practice, of business communications, emphasizing truth and candor,
may seem like a dramatic advance. It was, however, exactly what
TR was very publicly demanding as a "square deal" in the relations
between business, lab01; and government. While Lee's Declaration of
Principles for Publicity were laudable, they were reactive rather than
proactive. They were not groundbreaking ideas, nor did they mark
a definitive break with the old world of showman P.T. Barnum-style
press agents and launch a new era of utwo-way communications,"
83

Cutlip (1994). This was of course a blatant conflict of interest that would

be sanctioned as a clear ethical violation today; however, such arrangements,

usually hidden, still occur.
84

Vanderbilt later denied making the statement. The reporter Clarence
Dresser insisted he did say it, but later admitted it was more in a bemused

I

than in a contemptuous tone. Keyes (2007), p. 175.
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as PR origin stories contend. The efforts of fixers like Perkins and
mediators like Clarke as well the work of the Publicity Bureau and
Wolff Smith and many nameless others - including Bernays's silent
partner, his wife Doris Fleischman, a former New York Times writer
- suggest that the development of PR was a gradual process, not the
epochal intervention of two prescient geniuses.
Lee and Bernays did make significant contributions to early public
relations. Unlike many of their forgotten contemporaries, howeve1;
they carefully documented their contributions and left substantial
paper trails behind. They were savvy businessmen who published
books to promote and legitimate their enterprises. In addition to
his many books on public relations, Bernays published his memoirs,
which ran to more than 800 pages, and oversaw development of a
700-page-plus bibliography of his publications. He also subsidized
preparation of a history of the field, Two Way Street (1948) by Princeton historian Eric Goldman, which inaugurated the industry's origin
story and anointed its two founding fathers. 85 Both men have been
subjects of full-length biographies. 86 Bernays was also instrumental in
encouraging the creation of the Museum of Public Relations, which
does PR for PR. The museum also serves as a repository for PR
documents, including some of Bernays's 1nassive archive; the museum's inaugural ,vebsite featured the careers of five PR "visionaries":
Bernays and his first partner, Carl R. Byoir (1886-1957); Arthur Page
(1883-1960), who pioneered in-house PR at AT&T; Moss Kendrix
(1917-89); and Chester Burger (1921-2011). 87
Since pernicious forms of PR are responsible for instrumental
erasures in American cultural memories and distortions of public
opinion and knowledge, there is perhaps some justice in the fact that
PR history itself has been spun by its self-anointed fathers.

Coda
Little more than a century ago, corporations were denounced from
the pulpit as "little monarchies" and their leaders as "robber barons"
and "pirates of industry" who trafficked in "tainted money." They
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Bernays (1965); Goldman (1948). For an account of Bernays's role in
the conception, development, and publication of Goldman's book, see Tye
(1998). See also Lee (1925).
"Hiebert (1966); Tye (1998).
"Haughney (2014). See also Museum of Public Relations (2015).
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were seen by many, including some presidents of the United States, as
lawless, oppressive forces undermining America's democratic traditions and institutions. Yet, by the late twentieth century corporations
had become pervasive forces in American life and throughout much
of the world. Corporate diplomacy, with public relations as one of
its primary engines, played an essential role in that transformation,
rationalizing, legitimizing, and naturalizing corporate power.
Bernays himself freely described public relations as propaganda as
late as 1928; and acknowledged that he only abandoned the word
when the rise of Nazism, fascism, and Stalinism made it impolitic.
Even in later life, however, he seemed to find appeal in the term:
making light of criticisms of propaganda and PR, he described his
own enterprise as "proper-ganda," implying that bis ends justified
the means. 88 This sly move not only posits as a given that his ends
were always proper, it also deflects attention away from analysis of
the means: framing PR as just a technique to be used for good or ill
and thereby coating it with a veneer of neutrality. However, as Ray
Stannard Baker well understood a century ago, neither the means
nor the ends of the PR industry are neutral. Indeed even when the
ends might be considered laudable by most impartial observers - for
example, saving the environment or advancing human rights - the
means still require rigorous interrogation.

88

I

Bernays interviewed in The Image Makers (1983).
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The Spectacular Growth of Global
Public Relations

America exported the corporate public relations industry to the rest
of the world in two great waves. The first wave followed World War
II and the reconstruction of \Vestern Europe. The second, even more
dramatic expansion, took place after the Cold \Var with the ascent
of neoliberal globalization and the emergence of China as a major
- by some measures even dominant - global economic power. The
rise of the environmental movement in the 1970s and the corporate
attempt to contain it also stimulated the international growth of PR,
especially in Anglo-American spheres of influence.
Public relations has, however, been an international enterprise
from its inception. The railroads took the lead. Fearing competition
from the shipping industry with the development of the Panama
Canal, they sought to undermine the project with negative publicity
campaigns.' The Hamilton Wright Organization, founded in 1908,
was the first firm to specialize in international public relations, and
pioneered many methods still practiced today.
This chapter explores the development of global PR, its early
history, controversies, spectacular growth and consolidation of ownership in the 1990s, and its current role as a neoliberal fixer within
what Nigel Thrift calls "knowing capitalism. " 2

'Lee (2011). An indispensible source on PR, the US Congress and its relaI

tionship with government agencies.

'Thrift (2005).
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World War I: Propaganda and Public Relations
World War I not only established the United States as an international
power, it also helped shape the destinies of future leaders of the public
relations industry. America's propaganda agency, the Committee on
Public Information (CPI), also known as the Creel Committee after
its director George Creel, practiced the arts of mass manipulation on
a scale never before imagined. Modern technological and organizational knowledge and resources were mobilized to, in Creel's words,
"fight for the minds of men, for the 'conquest of their convictions'"
with a "battle-line [that] ran through every home in every country." 3
The CPI schooled many future public relations and advertising practitioners in the dark arts of mass manipulation, including Edward L.
Bernays and Carl Byoir.
Ivy Lee also played a prominent role in wartime persuasion by
helping to lead a massive government sponsored fundraising campaign on behalf of the American Red Cross during World War I. This
effort gave Lee credibility and high-level contacts within the federal
government. In 1921, he became one of the founding members of
the Council on Foreign Relations, along with prominent scholars
and policy experts, including former and future government officials. 4
Lee's PR firm would have many international clients, including interests in Belgium, Bolivia, Bulgaria, Chile, Cuba, Germany, Venezuela,
and, as we shall see, possibly the Soviet Union.
Bernays served in the CPI's foreign division and was part of Creel's
entourage to the Paris peace negotiations. Shortly after Bernays's
return to the United States, Byoir, who had served as associate
director of the foreign division offered Bernays his first PR assignment. Byoir had negotiated a $25,000 retainer (equivalent to almost
$344,000 in 2015) 5 from the Lithuanian National Council to secure
US diplomatic recognition for Lithuania, which had been separated
from Russia and had declared its independence. Byoir hired Bernays
to work on a freelance basis for $150 (more than $2,000) a week
to run the publicity campaign. The campaign was successful with
3
4

Creel (1920), p. 3.
Rockefeller money supported the founding of the Council on Foreign

Relations.
5
Adjustments for inflation use the US Bureau of Labor Statistics CPI Inflation Calculator. Unless otherwise indicated, historic figures are from Cutlip

(1994). This chapter is heavily indebted to Cutlip's accounts of Hamilton
Wright, Byoir,and the Lee & T.J. Ross firm.
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help from Woodrow Wilson's nemesis, Senator Henry Cabot Lodge
(R-MA), and Senate Majority Leade1; who guided the resolution for
recognition through Congress. The experience led Bernays to set up
his own PR firm. Although he had some international clients, including India and Austria, Bernays's international entanglements were
generally on behalf of US clients.
Meanwhile Byoi1; who had acted as the CPI's liaison to Americans of Czechoslovakian and Lithuanian extraction during the war,
set up a business that used his Czech-American network to create a
customer base. He sold US army food surplus from warehouses in
Europe to Czech-Americans and had the food delivered to their relatives in Europe. He was involved in various money-making schemes
in postwar Europe, including selling American tobacco in Czechoslovakia. When he returned to America, he sold patent medicines
of doubtful therapeutic value for several years. In 1928 he moved
to Cuba, where he negotiated a five-year $300,000 (more than $4
million today) contract with Cuban dictator Gerardo Machado to
promote US tourism to Cuba. In 1930, he opened a PR firm in New
York, where he had a thriving practice for many years, with both
domestic and international clients.
As these and other intrigues suggest, even in its early days international PR was deeply involved in foreign affairs - US government
sponsored or sanctioned in some instances, independent or rogue
in others. \'ilhether acting as agents of neocolonialism, or on behalf
of totalitarian governments, as self-appointed private diplomats, or
promoters of trade and tourism for neutral nations during hot or
cold wars, international PR practitioners have often been viewed with
suspicion by those officially charged with conducting diplomacy and
overseeing foreign affairs. This suspicion led to the creation of the
US Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA) in 1938.
Since then, PR has made far more substantial inroads into official
US diplomatic affairs than the framers of the FARA Act could ever
have imagined. To wit, some analysts now contend that the fields
of public relations and international relations have converged.' The
US State Department's share of the federal budget has systematically
contracted since the 1980s; and many of the traditional responsibilities of diplomats have been transferred to other government agencies
or outsourced to private contractors. In One Nation Under Contract,
Allison Stanger documents this shift; she also points out that, under

I

'Van Dyke & Vercic (2009); I;Etang (2006).
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globalization, "private sector forces often represent the face of the
\Vest abroad as much as traditional diplomats and sometimes exert
more influence. Globalization gives private actors enormous and
unprecedented impact. " 7
Public diplomacy, a nation's attempt to influence public opinion in
other countries, has become an especially lucrative source of government PR contracts. Billionaire Peter G, Peterson, co-founder of The
Blackstone Group, President Nixon's Secretary of Commerce, former
CEO of Lehman Brothers, former Chairman of the Federal Reserve
and the Council on Foreign Relations, led the effort to legitimize the
outsourcing of public diplomacy in a widely publicized 2003 article
in the Fi11a11cial
Times, "Privatizing Public Diplomacy. ns
"After \Vorld \Var I," Bernays noted, "private industry converted
wartime technology to peacetime use. And they applied wartime
propaganda methods to launching peacetime products and services. " 9
The process has now come full circle as private industry has expanded
its revenue stream by privatizing public communication.

Snapshots of Early International PR: Practices
and Controversies
If "the victors write the history of wars," as the familiar adage claims,
PR people have been among the first to join the victory parades. The
1998 Spanish-American War, the first imperial war in the United
States, clearly captured the imagination of Hamilton Wright (18841954), a law instructor who became a journalist and then founder of
the first international public relations firm. Even before he established
his firm, Wright did publicity work on a freelance basis, initially
promoting the development of California, pioneering a form of place
branding. His firm also introduced the creative use of visuals in PR,
including films distributed by major film studios and later content for
the new medium of television.

'Stanger (2009), p. 63,
Peterson (2003). Peterson's vision is to create a private corporation similar
to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting. The Broadcasting Board of
Governors, an independent federal agency, is responsible for public diplomacy efforts carried out through broadcasting: Voice of America, Radio Free
Europe/Radio Liberty, Alhurra TV and Radio Sawa, Radio Free Asia, and
Radio and TV Marti.
9
Bernays (1965), p. 205.
8
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Case I: The Hamilton Wright Organization
In 1905 Wright accepted a commission from the Pacific Commercial
Museum of San Francisco to publicize the commercial opportunities
available to American entrepreneurs in the newly occupied Philippines, which had been seized by the United States in the SpanishAmerican \Var. According to Scott Cutlip, the "museum" did not
actually exist, but was a front group for US private interests. 10 \X'right
published numerous articles on the resources of the Philippines, its
forests, its tropical and subtropical climate conducive to tobacco
growing and other crops. These efforts culminated in A Handbook
of the Philippines (1907), which was apparently sponsored by the
Filipino Chamber of Commerce and related US interests. The commander of the US army in the Philippines, Major General Leonard
Wood, also became \X'right's client, but the nature of the work performed for him or the army is unknown. \X'ood later campaigned for
the Republican presidential nomination in 1920, but lost to \X'arren
Harding.
When Wright's colonial venture in the Philippines concluded, he
returned to California, where he simultaneously served as the editor
of a monthly magazine promoting the state, wrote freelance articles about the Philippines for other publications, was a reporter for
the San Francisco Examiner (1907-11), and founded the Hamilton
Wright Organization (HWO) publicity firm in 1908. Except for a
two-year stint during \X'orld War I when Wright served as a war
correspondent in Europe, HWO continued to operate until the late
1960s under the leadership of Wright's son and grandson - all three
Wrights were named Hamilton.
Wright served as publicist for the Pacific International Exposition
in San Francisco in 1915-16, then promoted trade and investment
in Central and South America. He opened an office in New York in
1917, where he promoted "Wonderful Guatemala" for the United
Fruit Company before the war interrupted his work. In its more than
half-century of operations, HWO handled the accounts of 30 foreign
governments, including Egypt, Formosa, Morocco, Ivory Coast,
Holland, Luxembourg, Venezuela, Argentina, Italy, Chile, Bolivia,
Ceylon, Mexico, and apartheid South Africa.
The firm's demise came a few years after what \X'right II referred to
as a "public smear" by the US Senate Foreign Relations Committee
headed by Senator J. William Fulbright (D-AK). The 1963 Hearings

I

10

Unless noted otherwise, my account of HWO relies on Cutlip (1994).
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on Foreign Agents heard testimony from US government officials and
15 agents representing foreign governments: four PR firms, including
H\VO, came under extensive critical scrutiny. 11 Wright II contended
that the investigation "did tremendous damage to our reputation. 12
The Fulbright Committee did not censure or bring charges against
H\VO. In an unprecedented move, howeve1; \Vright III was censured
by the Public Relations Society of America (PRSA) and his membership was suspended for six months because of information disclosed
in the Senate hearings. He immediately resigned from the professional
organization that Wright II helped found but no longer belonged
to. The violation of the PRSA code involved contracts that HWO
had with South Africa and Formosa (Taiwan), which guaranteed
specific results - a violation of Article 13 of the code, which states:
"A member shall not guarantee the achievement of specified results
beyond a member's direct control." 13 Wright II contended that such
practices were routine as many foreign governments insisted on contractual guarantees.
According to Cutlip, this was "the harshest penalty the society
had handed down to that point." 14 News reports claimed that Wright
II was suspended by the PRSA for failing to disclose that the news
articles and film shorts distributed by HWO were subsidized by
foreign governments and for providing journalists with free trips to
client countries - standard practices then and not unheard of today. 15
Perhaps HWO's real offense was, as Wright II maintained, being
too candid in testimony and open in sharing files with the Fulbright
Committee. For example, on HWO's service to apartheid South
Africa, Wright II told the Committee:
1

'

What much of this work proves - beyond doubt - is the value of positive nonpolitical propaganda to create an effect essentially political.
11
The other firms were Selvage and Lee, Julius Klein, and Harry Klemfuss.
Klein is a particularly interesting figure: a self-made man in a literal sense
who claimed to be a "'distinguished war correspondent' at 13, a 'doughboy'
in the American expeditionary forces at 17, and, at 18, 'member' of the US
Military Commission in Berlin." Then a Hearst "editor," a movie executive,
a war hero and general, a consultant and advisor to Congress, author of
important works of literature, a friend of Hubert Humphrey and of Senators

Jacob Javits and Thomas Dodd, and a PR genius. Harwood (1966).
"Wright II, quoted from a letter to Cutlip (1994), p. 88.
13
PRSA, Article 13, quoted by Cutlip (1994), p. 88.
14
Cutlip (1994), p. 88.
15
New York Times article, March 24, 1964, excerpted in Cutlip (1994),

I

p. 89.
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Political propaganda as such would have been largely ineffective. But
institutional publicity - touching on South Africa's general life, economic, social, cultural accomplishments, tourist attractions, sports,
festivals, etc. - can tend to soften hard political attitudes, make for
good feeling, and tend to correct misinformation about the country. 16

Cutlip implies that the PRSA used Wright III and HWO as scapegoats to distance itself from the PR practices criticized by the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee and sensationalized in the press. Many
of these practices, such as using front groups, providing junkets for
journalists, and failing to label promotional materials, were (and are)
common PR practices.
The Committee issued a report that was generally critical of international PR practices, including: paid junkets for news personnel,
failure to identify materials prepared by foreign agents, dishonesty in
client-agency relations by making unrealistic promises to client governments, contributing to US political campaigns for foreign interests, employing government officials as part-time consultants, using
front groups, and failing to identify foreign agents relationships with
foreign governments when dealing with the US government or the
American public. 17
Foreign Agents Registration Act
In addition to damaging HWO's reputation, the Senate hearings
resulted in an amendment to the 1938 Foreign Agents Registration Act (FARA), co-sponsored by Senator Fulbright, requiring more
detailed disclosure of the nature of political activities by agents acting
on behalf of foreign governments. The 1964 Amendment empowered
the Attorney General to issue an injunction to anyone thought to be
in violation of FARA; and it required the Attorney General to report
to Congress annually on the Act's enforcement.
FARA "requires persons acting as agents of foreign principals in a
political or quasi-political capacity to make periodic public disclosure
of their relationship with the foreign principal, as well as activities,
receipts and disbursement in support of those activities." The disclosure is intended to facilitate "evaluation by the government and the
American people of statements and activities of such persons in light
of their function as foreign agents." 18 FARA registrations and annual

16

Wright, Jr., quoted by Gower (2005), p. 42.
Cutlip (1994), p. 74.
18
US Department of Justice (n.d.).
17

I
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reports to Congress are available online (at fara.gov), although some
firms exploit loopholes in the law to elude registration.

Case II: The Ivy Lee and T.J. Ross Firm
FARA was originally created in the aftermath of a 1934 investigation
by the US House Un-American Activities Committee (HUAC) into Ivy
Lee and Carl Byoir's work on behalf of foreign clients. These were
not just any foreign clients; however, both were suspected of propagandizing on behalf of Nazi Germany, charges that understandably
attracted extensive press coverage.
Lee had come under political fire earlier for traveling to Stalinist
Russia in 1927 and writing a book about his experience, Present Day
Russia (1928). This was less than a decade after the 1919 Red Scare
in America and the US military's ill-fated Operation Polar Bear, its
1918-19 invasion and occupation of Northern Russia and Siberia
in attempts to aid anti-Bolshevik forces and secure US ordinance
intended for those forces.
Lee advocated establishing diplomatic relations and opening up
trade with Russia. Rumors circulated in the press that he had become
a paid propagandist for Russia, which he always denied. While Cutlip
and Lee's biographer, Ray Eldon Hiebert, seem to accept Lee's denials
in their sympathetic portraits, others are less convinced. Lee did meet
with every major Soviet leader in Russia, except Stalin, who failed to
keep his appointment. It is perhaps conceivable, although unlikely,
that his membership on the Council on Foreign Relations gave him
that access. When the USSR did gain American diplomatic recognition in 1933, however, Soviet Foreign Minister Maxim Litvinov sent
Lee a telegram thanking him for his help. US Representative Hamilton Fish (R-NY) called Lee a "notorious propagandist for Soviet
Russia." 19
So there was already a cloud over Lee's reputation when he was
called before the HUAC hearings, led by John McCormack (D-MA,
and later Speaker of the House), to explain his services to his client
the German Dye Trust (LG. Farben) and, by extension, Hitler. Lee
began working for the American arm of I.G. Farben in 1929 for
a $4,000 (more than $55,000 today) annual retainer. In 1934, he
acquired a contract with the German parent company for an additional $25,000 a year (about $515,000 today); and his 28-year-old

19

I

Litvinov and Fish quotes from Lee (2000); Hiebert (1966); Cutlip (1994).
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son James was sent to Berlin to serve as account executive at a salary

of $33,000 (almost $600,000).

20

to improve Gennan-American

relations. Its American business was

According to Lee, Farben wanted

declining because German exports were increasingly subject to US
boycotts in response to the Nazi persecution of Jews. Lee claimed
that he told Farben he would distribute no information in the United
States and that he would only act as an advisor to Farben, not as an
advocate. Cutlip reports that Lee consulted with the State Department before taking the German account (although he does not indicate whether that was in 1929 before Hitler's rise to power, or in
1934). A few months after Lee signed the Farben contracts, Farben
executives arranged a meeting for Lee with Hitler. He also met with
members of Hitler's cabinet, including Joseph Goebbels, Reich Minister of Propaganda. Lee claimed these meeting were purely out of
personal interest.

Lee and one of his junior partners, Burnham Carter, testified before
the McCormack Committee: both insisted that their position was
purely advisory, but Carter admitted that Farben hoped to use Lee's
advice to influence the Nazi leadership. The committee introduced
into evidence a report that Carter had given to LG. Farben, which
indicated that the firm of Lee and T.J. Ross was advising Farben
on what Nazi leaders should do to improve world opinion of Nazi
Germany, including writing articles for American publications. Lee
died shortly after his HUAC testimony and the committee brought
no charges against him or his firm.
Max Ilgne1; one of the directors of American LG. Farben, who
recommended hiring Lee, was found guilty of war crimes at the
1946--49 Nuremberg Trials and Lee's name was once more vilified as
a propagandist and anti-Semite more than a decade after his death.
General Telford Taylor, US Chief of Counsel for War Crimes, who
brought the charges against 23 LG. Farben officials, including Ilgner,
introduced those charges by saying: "In 1933, Farben's American
public relations expert began to disseminate Nazi and anti-Semitic
propaganda and literature throughout the United States. " 21 Cutlip
concludes that Lee was guilty minimally of great naivety. Others have
been much less sympathetic.
Lee's son never took over the Lee and T.J. Ross firm as his father
had hoped. Ross retired in 1971, but the firm continued to operate
under other leadership until the mid-1980s.

20

I

21

Unless otherwise noted, original figures are from Cutlip (1994).
Taylor, May 3, 1947, quoted by Cutlip (1994), pp. 144-5.
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Case III: Carl Byoir and Associates
Like many PR people, Carl Byoir (1886-1957) began his career as a
newspaper man, becoming a reporter while still in high school. He
received a law degree from Columbia, but never practiced law. \Vhile
still in his twenties, he created a corporation to promote the Montessori educational approach and sell Montessori related pedagogical
materials and equipment. In just a few years, he sold his interest and
netted over $1.5 million in today's dollars; he used some of the capital
to develop children's magazines, again selling out early and making
another large profit (over $794,000 today). Byoir then took a job
at Hearst, where he quickly rose to become circulation manager of
all Hearst magazines. He stayed there until wartime service on CPI
intervened.

Byoir claimed that his return to the publicity business in 1930
was accidental. He had moved to Cuba, where he invested in two
English-language Cuban newspapers. To grow their circulation, he
needed to grow the English-speaking tourist trade. According to
Byoir, his firm more than doubled Cuban tourism in a single yea1;
from 80,000 to 165,000. 22 However, his contract with the Cuban
dictator Machado fueled criticism that Byoir was in the propaganda
business - a charge that would come back to haunt him later. Nevertheless, his success in Cuba secured a tourism account from Quebec.
Byoir's firm then moved beyond travel promotion to secure a broader
range of accounts.
Losing money during the depression, the company decided to
return to its original business model and sought new international
travel and tourists accounts. With the help of Nazi sympathize,;
George Sylvester Viereck, it secured one with the German Railroad
Tourist Bureau late in 1933. Viereck was then put on Byoir's payroll
for $1,750 a month (over $32,000 today). Independently of his Byoir
connection, Viereck lectured and published pro-Hitler propaganda
and was convicted in 1942 of violating FARA for failing to register
as a Nazi agent: he was sent to prison for five years.
In 1933, Byoir's junior partner Carl Dickey, together with Viereck,
made a trip to Germany, where they apparently met with Hitler,
Goering, and Goebbels. After the trip, the firm's retainer increased
to $6,000 a month (almost $110,000 today), and Byoir opened an
office in Berlin. The firm published the German-American Bulletin,
22

Byoir'sfiguresfrom a memorandum to his staff in 1933, quoted by Cutlip
{1994), p. 543.
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sponsored by German businessmen, with a mailing list of 3,0005,000 consisting primarily of newspapers. The firm also performed a
monitoring service of US newspapers editorial comment on Germany.
Like Lee and T.J. Ross, the Byoir firm was called before McCormack's HUAC Committee in 1934, which concluded that both firms
"had sold their services for express propaganda purposes. " 23 For
Byoi1; a Jew, the charge was particularly damning. In 1940, he was
again attacked on the floor of the House of Representatives by Wright
Patman (D-TX). Patman denounced Byoir as "the man who rode
Hitler's first Trojan Horse into the United States," accusing him of
attempting to "infiltrate spies into this country's big business. " 24
In 1938 Byoir accepted a retainer from China's Chiang Kai-Shek
to raise funds to address starvation in China. Byoir raised $175,000
(almost $3 million today) in one night. The Chinese were, however,
unable to pay their fee. Byoir claimed that the firm had rendered
$104,000 in services (over $14 million today). The firm sued the
Nationalist Chinese government but never recovered the money. At
that point, Byoir and Associates decided to abandon international
work. The firm prospered without it and continued to operate after
Byoir's death until it was absorbed by rival, Hill+Knowlton. In 1988,
H&K revived the firm's name, which currently operates as Carl
Byoir & Associates with offices in North America, Asia-Pacific, and
Europe, as part of Sir Martin Sorrell's WPP (Wire and Plastic Products) conglomerate. 25

Case IV: Bernays Guatemalan Campaign
Unlike Lee and Byoi1;Edward Bernays was not touched by these scandals and the resulting stigma. In his memoirs, Bernays did, however,
claim that a foreign correspondent for the Hearst newspapers, Karl
von \Viegand, who had interviewed Goebbels, said that the German
propaganda chief was using Bernays's book, Crystallizing Public
Opinion "as the basis for his destructive campaign against the Jews

23

McCormack Committee, quoted by Cutlip (1994), p. 549, who provides

no page number for quotes.
24

Representative Wright Pateman quoted by Cutlip (1994), p. 550. Cutlip

characterizes Pateman's statement as "a vicious and unjustified attack on
Byoir." Patman and Byoir had an earlier conflict when Byoir defended his
client, the grocery chain A&P, during a government investigation.

I

25

Carl Byoir & Associates(n.d.).
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of Germany. " 26 To his credit, Bernays declined accounts in Nazi
Germany and Franco's Spain."
In the 1950s, Bernays was, howeve1; involved in shadowy international activities in Guatemala on behalf of his client, the United Fruit
Company (UFC), where his retainer reportedly rose to $100,000 a
year (almost $900,000 in 2015 dollars). 28 At his urging, an initially
reluctant UFC undertook a propaganda campaign to turn American public opinion, including the opinion of government officials,
against the democratically elected government of Guatemala, which
culminated in a 1954 coup by CIA-trained Guatemalan exiles with
CIA air support. Initially advocating that UFC treat its indigenous
workers better, Bernays eventually convinced the company, numerous US editors, journalists, members of Congress, and presumably
himself that Guatemala was ripe for a Communist take-over. 29 In his
words, "although I was advising a banana company, I was actually
fighting the cold war. " 30
The reformist Guatemalan governments of Juan Jose Arevalo and
especially that of his successor Jacobo Arbenz Guzman had shown
sympathy for unions and undertaken land reforms, redistributing
uncultivated land owned by foreign companies to peasants, with
a promise to reimburse the companies with bonds that were to be
paid over a 25-year period. These policies were unacceptable to
UFC. Acting as a one-man committee on public information, Bernays
undertook a multifaceted campaign that included two-week junkets
for journalists to Guatemala, contacting editors of prominent newspapers and magazines to ensure extensive coverage of UFC's perspective, creating a network of intelligence agents and spies in Central
America, commissioning an analysis of convergences in the word
usages of Guatemalan leftists and Russian communists, creating and
circulating numerous publications, trying to get members of Congress
to read favorable coverage of UFC's position into the Congressional
Record, engaging in psychological warfare, and more.
Bernays continued his work for UFC until 1959, when Fidel Castro
confiscated the company's Cuban holdings and the resulting financial
"Bernays (1965), p. 652. Doubt has been cast on Bernays's claim.

"Tye (1998).
28
Tye (1998), p. 165.
29

\'?hilc Bernays was known for exaggerating his achievements and influence, secret CIA documents, released in 1997, confirm that he "directed a
campaign to persuade Congress and administration officials that attacks on

the company were proof of Communist complicity." See Cullather (1994).
·'°Bernays (1965), p. 766.
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losses forced the company to make cuts across the board, eliminating all external contracts. Bernays regarded the Cuban revolution as
confirmation of his political prescience. His usually skeptical biographer Larry Tye, CIA documents, and historians of the Guatemalan
coup Stephen Schlesinger and Stephen Kinzer all agree that Bernays
played a substantial role in building momentum for the coup by
framing the Arbenz's government as a strategic threat to the United
States. If so, he - along with UFC and the US government - also bears
some responsibility for what Schlesinger and Kinzer call the "bitter
fruit" of brutal atrocities and human rights violations that followed
in Guatemala, claiming as many as 200,000 lives.31 Moreove1; the
Guatemala coup became the blueprint for future CIA operations in
Latin America, including the 1961 Bay of Pigs attack on Cuba.
It should, however, be added that Bernays was not the only public
relations firm working for UFC to bring about regime change, Bernays
was considered a political liberal, so UFC also hired the right-wing
firm of John Clements Associates to influence right-oriented publications. It was during the McCarthy Era, and Clements was a supporter
of the Wisconsin senator. UFC paid Clements $35,000 ($314,000
today) to write "Report on Guatemala 1952," an official looking
document that was distributed to members of Congress without identifying its source. 32 Thomas ("Tommy the Cork") Corcoran, a lawyer
and consummate \Vashington fixe1; who is regarded as the founder
of modern lobbying, acted as an intermediary between United Fruit,
the Eisenhower administration, and the CIA, Corcoran even recruited
Progressive Senator Robert La Follette (D-\VI) to convince liberals
that Arbenz was under communist influence. E. Howard Hunt, who
would later gain notoriety as one of Richard Nixon's \Vatergate burglars, was one of the CIA operatives, 33
While Wright and HWO have been largely forgotten, the controversies raised by Lee and Byoir's international work continue
to receive attention in critiques of PR. Their opportunistic links to
Hitle1; Nazism, anti-Semitism, and Stalinist Russia deserve infamy,
although it should be noted that the United States participated in
the 1936 Berlin Olympics, which was an international propaganda
spectacle for Hitler and Nazism, two years after Lee and Byoir were
interrogated by HUAC. Similarly, Bernays's and Clements's manipulative subversions of US public opinion deserve condemnation,
31 This account

is informed by the followingsources:Tye (1998); Schlesinger
& Kinzer (1982); Cullather (1994).
32
Schlesinger& Kinzer (1982).
33 Schlesinger& Kinzer (1982). On Corcoran, see McKean (2005).
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Nonetheless, the actual PR practices these men engaged in are standard practices among some major contemporary international public
relations firms.
What Has Changed?
Public relations firms today regularly do business with authoritarian
governments, corporations that engage in negligent or criminal acts,
and entities that systematically damage the environment; they also
deny global warming, denigrate scientific expertise, and undermine
democracy. Under "knowing capitalism," the same firms may also
engage in philanthropic work, promote corporate social responsibility, have admirable sustainability plans, and endorse ethical practices.
The major conglomerates are so enormous, and PR - like the law
- requires confidentiality, so the right hand may not know what the
left hand is doing. The silo metaphor, which is often used to describe
the lack of communication among and within intelligence agencies,
has also been applied to large PR conglomerates where sensitive
information is shared on a "need to known basis. 34 This is one of the
ways in which PR plays fast and loose with what it does, sometimes
unwittingly, sometimes purposively. All but those directly involved in
ethical lapses possess plausible deniability.
Public relations and lobbying firms complain about FARA; and
most try to avoid registering whenever possible. Yet, it would seem
they have little to fear except from the inquiring eyes of investigative journalists or scholars. This is because, despite the fact that
globalization has vastly expanded the size and reach of international
public relations, the US Department of Justice reports that there
have been 110 s11ccess(11l
criminal prosecutions under FARA in the
last half-century and only three indictments. 35 The 1966 Amendment to FARA, created in response to the Fulbright hearings, which
caused HMO and Hamilton Wright II and III so much grief, actually
increased the government's burden of proof for prosecutions. Moreover, the independent Project on Government Oversight (POGO)
has found "loopholes in the law that often make it difficult if not
impossible for the government to police compliance or to discipline
lobbyists who fail to comply. " 36
34

See examples at Harvard Business Review (2013); Gayeski (1996).
US Department of Justice (2009).
36
Freeman & Dennett (2014). POGO also found poor record keeping, lax
35

enforcement, and that "lobbyists for foreign interests have routinely failed
to comply with the law."
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POGO recommends reforming FARA to make it more effective,
but that does not mean that the law, in its current form, is without
value. Its very existence has some constraining effect. That effect
may be less than Representative McCormack or Senator Fulbright
had hoped for, but it is substantive enough that, at least in theory,
some critics of European public relations practices look to FARA as
a model to emulate in reforming European Union PR. 37 FARA provides a level of relative transparency that did not exist in the past,
especially now that its database is online. Abuses still occur; and even
when FARA is fully enforced, it only regulates criminal behavio1; not
civil or ethical lapses.
Many PR firms also have government relations (lobbying) arms.
Under the Lobbying Disclosure Act of 1995 and its amendment, the
Honest Leadership and Open Government Act of 2007, lobbyists are
required to register with both the House and the Senate: failure to
do so carries a penalty of $50,000. Lobbying firms and their lawyers
have, however, found ways of avoiding registration, including creating public relations subsidiaries, which do not have to register. They
then channel work in "strategic communications," especia1ly digital
strategies to the newly created subsidiaries. Thomas Edsall, who
has reported extensively on these developments, says: "Many of the
activities most people would call lobbying now fall outside of its
legal definition. They have become a large but almost invisible part
of special interest influence on public policy." As a result, after the
passage of the 2007 Act, lobbying fees, which increased 153.3 percent
between 1998 and 2010 - from $1.4 billion to $3.55 billion - began
dropping to $3.3 billion in 2012. 38 By 2015, Open Secrets reported
that lobbying fees had fallen to $2.39 billion, and that the number
of registered lobbyists had been reduced from a high of 14,831 in
2007 to 11,165 in 2015. 39
So, just as public relations is benefiting from the digital revolution
at the expense of journalism and advertising, its digital strategies
are enabling it to benefit from lawyerly crafted loopholes in the
Lobbying Disclosure Act. As a result, public transparency is taking
another hit.

37

Corporate Europe Observatory (2015c). Too optimistically, the scathing

report on European PR contrasts EU public relations and lobbyists who
"are often working below the radar" to the United States, which "has strict
reporting requirements for representatives of foreign agents.
38
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Edsall (2013).
0pen Secrets (2015).
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Case V: Hill+Knowlton and the 1991 Persian Gulf War
The story of Hill+Knowlton's role in the lead-up to the 1991 Persian
Gulf War has been told many times, but it bears repeating here for
two reasons. First, because it will likely be overshadowed in the collective historical memory by the massive propaganda campaign that
accompanied the 2003 US-led invasion of Iraq; and second, because,
like Bernays's Guatemala campaign, it is a compelling example of
how the political economy of PR works when elite interests converge.
After Saddam Hussein invaded Kuwait in August 1990, H&K, a
division of WPP, reportedly received $10.8 million (more than $19
million today) from Kuwait to drum up US support for military
action against Iraq. 40 In a classic example of the way the \Vashington
revolving door can work when it is well oiled, the man in charge of
H&K's Washington office was Craig Fuller, who had been President
George H.W. Bush's chief of staff when Bush was vice-president.
Fuller was in charge of the Citizens for a Free Kuwait account, which
conducted a massive multidimensional campaign ranging from interviewing visiting Kuwaitis, organizing public rallies, creating a book
on Iraqi atrocities, distributing video news releases to television news
media, and much more.
Most audaciously H&K helped create an ersatz front group, which
appeared to be an official arm of Congress. The Congressional Human
Rights Caucus, chaired by US Congressmen Tom Lantos (D-CA) and
John Porter (R-IL) consisted of a group of politicians interested in
human rights issues. The two congressmen were also co-chairs of the
Human Rights Foundation, an independent organization that occupied free office space in H&K's Washington branch office.
The caucus held "hearings" on Capitol Hill on Iraqi human rights
violations. These hearings closely resembled official congressional
proceedings. Since the caucus was not actually a legislative body of
Congress, those testifying could not be charged with perjury. On
October 10, 1990, before television cameras, a young woman, identified only as Nayirah - ostensibly to protect the safety of her family in
Kuwait - testified that she had been a volunteer in a Kuwait hospital
where she said armed Iraqi soldiers entered the hospital and took
Stauber & Rampton (1995). For the definitive account, see MacArthur
(1992). Hill+Knowlton was just one of several firms hired by Kuwait to
mobilizeUSaction against Iraq. Former CongressmanJimmy Hayes (D-LA),

40

who supported the Gulf \Xlar,estimated that oil-rich Kuwait funded as many
as 20 PR, law, and lobbying firms to make its case.
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babies from incubators and left them on the floor to die. 41 Nayirah's
story was repeated by President Bush, presented as fact in actual
congressional testimony, on television and radio. Three months late1;
the US went to war in Iraq.
It turned out that Nayirah was actually the daughter of the Kuwaiti
ambassador to the United States and that she had been coached by
H&K. She later acknowledged that she had not been a hospital
volunteer. None of this was known until after the wai; when John
MacArthur published The Seco11d Fro11t:Censorship a11dPropaga11da
in the 1991 Gulf War, his 1992 book on the manipulation of the
news and public opinion during the Gulf War.

Case VI: Ketchum, to Russia with Love, No More
Lest it be assumed that such practices are artifacts of a simpler, less
digitally connected era, consider some more recent cases. Ketchum's
work for Vladimir Putin and Russia's state owned energy company
Gazprom reportedly yielded the firm $60 million between 2006 and
2014. 42 Ketchum's charge was to make Russia more attractive to
investors. A former employee, who worked on the account, said that
this"means helping them disguise all the issues that make it unattractive: human rights, invasions of neighboring countries, etc. " 43
Ketchum, an Omnicom holding, provided Russia with a variety of
services that included running the Think Russia website and Twitter
account, creating press releases, and lobbying for Time magazine to
name Putin man of the year (which it did in 2007). The firm submitted Putin's September 11, 2013 op-ed, "A Plea for Caution From
Russia," to the New York Times: Putin urged US caution in Syria and
caused a stir in the Obama \Vhite House. 44 According to ProPublica,
Ketchum also facilitated the publication of opinion pieces by what
appeared to be independent writers, who praised Russia, in the H11ffi11gto11Post, on CNBC's website, and in other publications, without
41

In various subsequent reports, the number of babies allegedly involved has
varied from the five Nayirah initially claimed she saw, although she later

said she saw only one, to 22, 60, or 70 to 312.
Lynch (2015).
43
Angus Roxburgh quoted by Somaiya (2014). Roxburgh is a former
Ketchum consultant and journalist with the BBC and The Economist, who
described his experiences working with Ketchum in his book, The Strongman: Vladimir Putin and the Struggle for Russia (2011).
44
Javers (2014); Somaiya (2014); Logiurato (2013).
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disclosing their source, 45 Ketchum also hired subcontractors to work
on the Russia account, including the law firm of Alston and Bird,
which has former Republican senator and presidential candidate Bob
Dole on its roster, along with former Democratic congressman Earl
Pomeroy, Ketchum hired another law firm, Venable, to work on the
Gazprom account: former Democratic congressman Bart Stupak is a
member of that firm,46 According to Politico, Venable paid one of its
consultants more than $850,000 to seek favor with US think-tanks
and to attract investments in Russia. 47
Ketchum came under intense criticism for its work for Putin after
Russia seized Crimea and commenced hostilities in the Ukraine. At
the time, Ketchum also had US government contracts. In March 2015,
Ketchum and Russia announced an end to their nine-year partnership; howeve1; Advertising Wleek described that ending, with a wink,
as "Sort of, Not Really," pointing out that there is "a major catch:
another Omnicom property GPlus will [continue] 'to operate under
the terms of the contract' moving forward. " 48 That is, Omnicom
will move the Russian work from its Ketchum silo to the GPlus silo.
Patrick Coffee, author of the Advertising Week article, points out
that the PR firm Edelman did something very similar a month earlier
when it announced, while under critical fire, that it was ending its
partnership with the American Petroleum Institute (AP!) by spinning
off its subsidiary, Blue Advertising, which was actually doing most
of the promotional work for APl.49

Case VII: Edelman, Evacuating Climate Denial Silos
Edelman, the world's largest independent firm, has been in the crosshairs of Greenpeace for some time, primarily because of its work
for AP! and other anti-environmental industries.'° AP!, the trade
association for oil and natural gas industries, is also aligned with,
and funds, Americans for Prosperity, a Tea Party astroturf group, and
the American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), a Koch brothers (Koch Industries} group that brings together representatives of
large corporations and state legislators to secretly draft model bills
45

Elliott (2013).
Javers (2014).
47
O'Brien (2015).
46

48

Coffee (2015).
Coffee (2015).
50
Greenpeace (2015).
49
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that industries would like to see adopted by state legislatures. 51 API
has opposed climate change legislation and funded climate denial
pseudo-science.
Edelman's recent troubles began in August 2014 when the Guardian
newspaper and the Climate Investigations Center (CIC), a \Vashington group that monitors climate disinformation campaigns, reported
on a survey that they conducted of public relations firms. A number
of global firms responded that they would not represent clients who
deny that humans contribute to climate change or conduct campaigns
to block limiting carbon pollution. Those companies include WPP,
Waggener Edstrom (WE) Worldwide, Weber Shandwick, Text 100,
and Finn Partners. Some firms did not respond and some chose to
remain neutral on the issue. 52
Edelman became a significant part of the Guardian story as a result
of an email gaffe by Mark Hass, Edelman's US president. Hass initially responded to the survey with what he thought was an internal
email to his staff, saying, "I don't believe we are obligated in any
way to respond. There are only wrong answers for this guy," but he
apparently left CIC's address on the email. 53 This led the Guardian
reporters to look more closely at Edelman. They pointed out that, like
WPP, WE, and Ogilvy, Edelman has a strong in-house plan for reducing its own carbon footprint. At the same time, however, Edelman 's
client list includes AP! and supporters of the Keystone XL pipeline.
Edelman responded, telling the Guardian: "Expanding the dialogue in a constructive manner, and driving productive outcomes
to solve energy challenges are the key criteria for evaluating client
engagements." This unsuccessful attempt at "semantic tyranny/
which strings together several positive sounding words to no coherent end, further compounded the damage. 54 Edelman then posted
a statement on its website definitively rejecting "client assignments
that aim to deny climate change. " 55 The Guardian published Edelman's new statement, but raised questions about Edelman's existing
relationship with AP! and with other clients who oppose climate
1

51

American Petroleum Institute (n.d.); Greeley (2012); The Center for Media

and Democracy (n.d.) has presented extensive exposes and documentation
of ALEC's activities at prwatch.org.

"Goldenberg & Karim (2014).
53
Hass, quoted by Goldenberg & Karim (2014).
"Edelman statement and analysis by Hazley (2014); Elliott (2014b). Ber-

I

nays's conception of "semantic tyranny" is explored in Chapter 5.

"Edelman (n.d.).
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regulation or develop projects that exacerbate climate change. 56 On
August 13, 2014, O'Dwyer's PR reported that Edelman had fired
Hass. Richard Edelman described the firing as, in part, "because of
that stupid note he wrote," adding that the firm was misrepresented
by "the ham-head who filled out the questionnaire to be a little, uh,
slick. I don't like that. " 57
On November 20, 2014, Greenpeace released leaked documents
that contained Edelman's and Canada's Energy East PR campaign
to promote a TransCanada pipeline. The proposed pipeline would
bypass the stalled Keystone XL pipeline, which was to transport
Alberta's tar sands oil to the US Gulf Coast for foreign export. The
TransCanada plan would avoid the US political battles by using an
alternative route from Alberta to Quebec and Canada's East Coast.
The leaked documents included a "Grassroots Advocacy Vision Document" and a "Digital Grassroots Advocacy Implementation Plan"
to "Promote, Respond, Pressure. " 58 A key passage from the documents, quoted in the PR trade press, is: "We cannot allow opponents
to have a free pass. To make an informed decision on this project,
Canadians need to have a true picture of the motivations not only of
the project proponents, but of its opponents as well. " 59
Edelman's Canadian campaign, which would be run out of its
US office in \Vashington, called for using third party endorsements;
astroturfing with 35,000 fake grassroots activists, oppositional
research, and monitoring of critics; identifying professors who could
be "armed'' with corporate talking points; and utilizing "every
channel at our disposal to drive forward engagement messages and
calls to action. " 60 In other words, it embraced the same old deceptive
PR toolkit that has given the field its bad reputation.
By July 2015, four of Edelman's executives, who led its corporate
responsibility practice in New York, Chicago, and San Francisco,
had resigned because of the company's attempts to play both sides
of the climate issue. Two influential clients left the firm and Unilever,
a major client, was reviewing its relationship with Edelman. 61 These
events cast a cloud over the sustainability work that Edelman had
performed for other corporations, including \Valmart.

"Goldenberg & Karim (2014); Gunther (2015a).
57
Edelman, quoted by Hazley (2014).
"Edelman (2014a); Edelman (2014b).
59
Coffee (2014).
'°Edelman (2014a), p. 16. Queally (2014).
"Gunther (2015a).
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Edelman's UK work in support of shale gas (fracking) also came
under heavy criticism by environmental groups, which accused the
company of using front groups to try to influence Parliament. In July
2015, an open letter signed by 172 organizations and community
groups singled out the Task Force on Shale Gas, an Edelman front
group, as a source of "untrustworthy propaganda" that is trying to
"push through fracking undemocratically. " 62
Edelman is not the only major firm that operates teams with
competing agendas. Fleishman-Hillard, a division of Omnicom, has
also worked for APL Burson-Marsteller, part of WPP, promoted coal
as a means of alleviating poverty for Peabody Coal, which opposes
climate regulation.6 3 Moreove1; according to the Guardia11, Edelman
has taken principled positions in the past, refusing to work for
tobacco companies and gun manufacturers.6 4
To control the damage, Edelman ended its relationship with the
American Petroleum Institute and spun off its Blue Advertising unit,
which handled most of the account. These were costly moves. AP!
was a major client with very deep pockets. According to a study
by the Center for Public Integrity, from 2008 to 2012, AP! paid
Edelman $327.4 million for lobbying and public relations. 65 By
2015, the total had reached $833 million.66 According to Michael
Steward, Edelman's chief executive for Europe, the company undertook a two-year review of its practices following the negative publicity and concluded that representing coal producers and climate
denial groups, as well as using techniques like greenwashing and
front groups, was a high-risk strategy. Edelman would therefore
no longer accept work from the fossil fuel industry or engage in
these deceptive practices." Given the history, the Guardian and
others parsed the language of Edelman executives very carefully. 68
Despite the bad publicity, Edelman's 2014 global revenues were
up 8.2 percent to $812 million with its US revenues approaching
$500 million. That growth increased by 8.5 percent to $833 million

62

Talk Fracking (2015).
(2015a).
64
Gunther (2015a).
65
Quinn & Young (2015).
66
Goldenberg (2015).
"Stewart, quoted by Goldenberg (2015).
68
1nDecember 2015, Corporate Europe Observatory (2015a), p. 8, reported
63 Gunther
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that Edelman in Brussels still represented ExxonMobil and Chevron, which
were both funding climate denial groups.
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for Edelman's 2015 fiscal year - ahead of the industry average of
7 percent growth. 69
If "the best PR is invisible PR," all these cases miss the mark although some of the firms accomplished their immediate ohjectives
before their efforts were retrospectively exposed. These controversies
involved major PR firms and financially lucrative accounts - targets
most likely to attract critical press scrutiny. All involved US identified firms and most attempted to influence public opinion in North
America.
Yet, PR interventions

in international

affairs and privatized

shadow diplomacy are not unique afflictions of American democracy
or American corporations. They are increasingly global operations.
The Corporate Europe Observatory (CEO), a research and activist
group, which seeks to expose and challenge the "corporate capture
of EU decision-making," issued a 2015 report, Spin Doctors to the
Autocrats: How European PR Firms Whitewash Repressive Regimes.
The CEO report focuses primarily on 18 regimes that the EU considers to be in violation of human rights or accused of war crimes,
including Russia, Bangladesh, Nigeria, Bahrain, Cote d'Ivoire, Benin,
Qatar, Uzbekistan, Kazakistan, and others. The European Director
of Human Rights Watch, Andrew Stroehlein, told the authors of the
report: "These regimes vastly outspend human rights organizations
on any campaign, by an order of ten or fifty to one. " 70
CEO maintains that governments are "increasingly outsourcing
their diplomacy" to lobbying and PR films that engage in nondemocratic forms of shadow diplomacy. The authors of the report maintain
that outsourcing diplomacy is "a trend across the board, but that
there is currently a particularly fierce 'scramble for Africa' among
\'v'estern PR firms" because developing nations lack embassy infrastructures. These firms offer full-service ''ambassadorial outsourcing))

along with K-Street lobbying. 71
The CEO report focuses primarily on European firms: Belgium,
British, French, and German. It indicates that the revolving door
between politics and PR and lobbying is just as active in Europe as
in the United States, and reaches beyond legislative and cabinet ranks
to include former leaders like Tony Blair, Roman Prodi, and Gerhard

69
The Holmes Report (2015a); Shah (2015). Edelman's fiscal year ends
June 30.
7
°Corporate Europe Ohservatory (2015c), p. 5.
71
Corporate Europe Observatory (2015c), pp. 6-7; Kessler & Kabukuru
(2013).
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Schroder advocating on behalf of authoritarian governments. CEO
singles out Bell Pottinger as among the most egregious offenders.
Co-founded by Timothy Bell, who had served as Margaret Thatcher's
media advis01; Bell Pottinger is one of the United Kingdom's largest
PR firms. In addition to pitching to the government of Uzbekistan,
which has one of the worst human rights records in the world, disenchanted former employees say the firm's previous clients included
Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet, the authoritarian president of
Belarus, Alexander Lukashenko, Saudi Arabia, Yemen, Sri Lanka
during its crackdown on rebels, and Syrian first lady Asma Al-Assad.
One former insider said BeH Pottinger "have zero conscience in what

they do.))71
Prominent American PR and lobbying firms are also cited in the
CEO report for their services to repressive regimes: Qorvis (Equatorial Guinea, Saudi Arabia, China), Burson-Marsteller (Azerbaijan
and the former Ukrainian regime), Patton Boggs (Georgia), APCO
Worldwide (Azerbaijan), Levick (Nigeria), BGR (Kazakhstan, Bangladesh), Mercury PA (Uganda), Glover Park Group (for Egyptian
General Sisi), DCI (Azerbaijan), Brown, Lloyd James (Syria), and
Ketchum, Hill+Knowlton, and \Veber Shandwick - and indirectly
Edelman through its representation of the European Gas Forum, of
which Gazprom is a member (Russia).
CEO contends that the 18 cases they profile "can only be considered the tip of a larger iceberg" because "the more controversial the
client, the less likely it is to have been uncovered by our research. " 73
The Center for Public Integrity uncovered a little more of the iceberg
by compiling a list of PR and lobbying firms that "give human rights
abusers a friendly face." In 2015, the watchdog group identified
American lobbyists and PR firms that had received $168 million
since 2010 from "50 countries with the worst human rights violation records. ,,74
Some PR firms refuse, on ethical grounds, to represent repressive
regimes or exploitive corporations; others claim that, just as criminals
have a right to defense lawyers, so rogue nations and corporations
also have a right to PR counsel. Some insist they can influence their
clients toward more democratic practices. Harold Burson, co-founder
of Burson-Marsteller can be counted among the latter group. According to PR Week, his company's clients have included: the Nigerian

71

Corporate Europe Observatory (2015c), p. 11.
Corporate Europe Observatory (2015c), p. 5.
74
Quinn (2015).
73
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government, to discredit reports of genocide during the Biafran war;
the Argentinean junta, after thousands of civilians disappeared; the
Indonesian government, in the wake of the East Timor massacres;
and the Romanian dictator Nicholas Ceausescu and the Saudi royal
family when they were in need of image repair. Burson claimed
that only the Argentine junta was a mistake, but explained that his
company's work for the juuta was economic, helping them pay their
debts, not political. 75
Human Right Watch's Strohlein says: "The idea that these companies come in with reformist mentalities is hogwash , , , Saying
they are encouraging reform is just PR companies doing spin for
themselves. These people are defending torturers." PR educatorpractitioner Fraser Seitel agrees: "PR firms work with these thugs
because these thugs have lots of money." 76
Some analysts claim that PR has now become "war by other
means." John Peffer maintains that "The PR race is not that different
from the arms race." To support this claim, he cites Russia's use of
Ketchum to promote its leaders and policies, Georgia's contract with
Public Strategies, and South Ossetia and Abkhazia's hiring of Mark
Saylor Co. 77 Peffer points out:
An uptick of spending on one side will inevitably lead to an increase
by the other side, as PR becomes war by other means. The firms hope
the spin they set in motion will, through the alchemy of the media, turn
into "facts" in an editorial, or an op-ed, or even a reporter's dispatch. 73

Peffer notes that Mexico hired several firms during NAFTA negotiations, China launched a media campaign around the Hong Kong
handover, and Saudi Arabia spends millions annually on several
firms to convince the United States that it is a good ally. Some credible reports claim that the Chinese government employs as many as
280,000 people to troll the internet and act as astroturfers to promote
government policies and Chinese companies, 79 Russia's deployment

Benady (2014). Harold Burson is extensivelyquoted by Corporate Europe
Observatory (2015c), pp. 11-12.
76
Stroehleinand Seitelare quoted by Corporate Europe Observatory (2015c),
p. 12.
77
RadioFreeEurope/RadioLiberty (2009). Saylor was a former Los Angles
75

Times editor who founded his own crisis communication firm.
78
79

Feffer (2009).
Anderson (2010).
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of blogger brigades as part of its artillery in the Russia-Ukraine conflict has been chronicled by the Guardian, 80
If the PR arms races actually culminated in war by other means,
with money spilling out of state coffers instead of blood spilling out
of veins, soft capitalism might be a step forward in human evolution. But too often PR wars cover up human rights abuses, glorify
tyrants, justify exploitive labor practices, co-opt NGOs, and undercut
campaigns for social justice, And of course information wars are frequently preludes to, rather than substitutes for, actual wars.
Corporate mercenaries defending authoritarian thugs do, however,
add a chilling literal twist to the description of public relations as
one of "the weapon systems" of capitalism. 81 The firms catering to
autocrats are not sketchy, pop-up, boutique operations; they are
mainstream firms, including some of the largest firms in the world.
Six of the top ten global firms listed in the 2015 Holmes Report
rankings made the CEO's 2015 report blacklist, including Weber
Shandwick, Ketchum, Burson-Marstelle1; Hill+Knowlton Strategies,
Havas PR, and, to a lesser degree, Edelman.
Ketchum is part of the Omnicom Group, which includes more than
50 firms. Omnicom surpassed WPP as the largest global PR holding
company in 2015. WPP also houses some of the firms on CEO's
blacklist, including Hill+Knowlton Strategies and Burson-Marsteller,
Weber Shandwick is part of the Interpublic Group. Some of the
firms (or silos) within these holding companies are routinely awarded
contracts by major Western democracies; they also represent major
nonprofit organizations and educational and religious groups, along
with major corporations. Ironically, many of their clients pay them
to protect or improve their reputations.

The activities identified by CEO violate every public relations
professional code of ethics as well as principles of ethical practice
discussed in public relations textbooks. Yet, these companies not only
operate with impunity, they are widely honored with awards and other
tributes from the industry and its professional organizations, trade
publications, and other communication associations. 82 The websites
'°Walker (2015),
81
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 177.
82
For example, the International Public Relations Association honored
Burson-1farsteller's founding Chairman Harold Burson at its 2015 annual
meeting. Edelman garnered many 2015 awards and honors including:

Holmes PAN-EMEA (Europe, Middle-East and Africa) Consultancy of
I

the Year; CommsCon Award Agency of the Year; Australian Campaign of
the year; and more. Havas PR won 12 Cannes PR Lions and Agency of the
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of these firms herald their involvement in various philanthropic and
charitable activities, civic initiatives, global citizenship, corporate
social responsibility, concerns for diversity, gender equity, education, sustainability and other laudable initiatives. Whether work for
human rights violators and authoritarians constitutes 30 percent or 3
percent of their work is impossible to precisely determine, but even 1
percent is enough to undermine the creditability of their awards and
claims to corporate social responsibility.
Economic historian Karl Polanyi maintained: "The road to the
free market was opened and kept open by an enormous increase in
continuous, centrally organized and controlled interventionism. " 83
As the "weapons system" of capitalism, corporate PR has played
a considerable role in that interventionism as well as in providing
ideological covers for it.

Year Award, an award for its work with the United Nations Foundation for
publicizing the science of climate change; was a Global Citizen finalist in
PR\Veek's Global award for Good Work; and more. Hill+Knowlton Paris
was awarded Gold at TopCom 15 awards; Hill+Knowlton Canada won
Gold for best use of direct marketing by Strategy Magazine. Ketchum was
awarded more Silver Anvils, the industry's highest honor by the Public Relations Society of America in 2014; awarded one of the top honors by PR\Veek

in 2014, 2011, 2010, and 2009; and named Agency of the Year at European
Excellence Awards and many other laurels. \Veber Shandwick was honored
by the PR Council and PR\'Veek for the "Best PR Firm Diversity Initiative";
and Advertising Age named the firm on its Agency A-List, the only PR firm
to make the list of "best advertising and marketing firms," citing its exceptional creativity. Information from PR firms, websites.
83

l

Polanyi (1944), p. 140.
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The textbook distinction between advertising - paid media - and
public relations - earned media - is breaking down as the two communication functions increasingly converge and, in some contexts,
compete with each other. In theory, public relations has more credibility than advertising because a positive story about a client, product,
candidate, or brand is distributed to the public as news or independently vetted information coming from third party, a reputable
media outlet. That is, its original sourcing as PR is unacknowledged.
Michael Levine, author of Guerilla PR, contends: "Depending on
how you measure and monitor an article, it [PR] is between 10 times
and 100 times more valuable than an advertisement."'
Corporate mergers, global expansion of media business, and
technological advances, especially the Internet and social media, are
responsible for this convergence. As a result, advertising and public
relations agencies, along with marketing, are increasingly combined
within single large corporate entities.
This chapter provides a brief descriptive overview of the global
public relations industry: its scale, reach, and penetration; the topranking firms; and the large holding companies that house most of
the major PR firms, as well as hundreds of smaller, specialized PR
shops. The managerial logics that rationalize the convergence of these
commercial communication practices are also examined.

I

1

Levine, quoted by Wynne (2014).
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The Scale of the Global Industry
The Holmes Report is a leading source of public relations industry
news, which annually ranks the top 250 firms based upon their actual
or estimated fees. The research establishing the rankings is conducted
jointly by The Holmes Report and the International Communications Consultancies Organization (ICCO) with a database of 500 PR
agency principals. The top 25 are listed in table 4.1, in millions of
US dollars, along with their headquarters. 2
The full list is dominated by US firms, followed by UK, French,
and German firms. Top-ranked Edelman, founded in 1952, has 5,500
employees and 67 locations throughout the world. Its nearest competitor Weber Shandwick, founded in 1921 and part of the Interpublic Group, has 75 offices in 34 countries, but boasts an extended
network in 123 cities and 81 countries. 3 By contrast, #24 Ruder
Finn, an independent firm founded in 1948, has 600 employees and
12 offices across North America, Europe, and Asia. The Japanese
company, Vect01; Inc., #25, was established in 1991, and has 449
employees (see table 4.2).
The fastest growing firms among the giants in this category, China's
Dentsu Blue Focus, founded in 2006 with a staff of 1,484, increased
its revenues between 2013 and 2014 by 45 percent. The overall industry growth averaged 7 percent, which was lower than anticipated due
to currency fluctuations in 2014. Two mid-size Russian firms had
the highest one-year growth rate: Motiv Communications grew 491
percent to $13.8 million and Sobytie Communications increased by
210 percent to $10.1 million.4
The Holmes Report found that most 2015 respondents were upbeat
about the continued growth of the PR industry, with Latin America
registering the most optimistic views and Eastern Europe the most
pessimistic. It also found that in 2014 marketers were spending more
money on PR compared to other marketing fields; and most remained
optimistic that would continue. Agencies were also generally optimistic about clients' willingness to engage PR firms for nontraditional
PR services, including advertising, digital and social media support
services, as well as word-of-mouth marketing. 5

2

The methodology is explained in the report.

3

Interpublic does not advertise the size of its workforce on its website.

'Shah (2015).
5
The Holmes Report (2015b}.
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Table 4.1

Global rankings of PR firms, 2014

Rank

Fee income
($ million)

Headquarters

1. Edelman

812,300,000

USA

2. Weber Shandwick

800,000,000

USA

3. FleishmanHillard

580,000,000

USA

4. Ketchum

515,000,000

USA

5. MSLGroup

490,000,000

France

6. Burson-Marsteller

477,000,000

USA

7. Hill+Knowlton

380,000,000

USA

8. Ogilvy PR

303,000,000

USA

9. Golin

213,500,000

USA

10. Havas PR

211,000,000

France

11. Brunswick

210,000,000

UK

12. Ff! Consulting

189,367,000

USA

13. Cohn & Wolfe

181,000,000

USA

14. BlueFocus (BlueDigital)

179,214,216

China

15. 1\1edia Consulta International

172,802,280

Germany

16. Porter Novelli

125,000,000

USA

17. APCO Worldwide

118,112,600

USA

18. Grayling

109,740,000

USA

19. Waggener Edstrom Worldwide, Inc.

106,676,000

USA

20. Finsbury

105,000,000

USA/UK

Strategies

21. FBS Comunicac;6es

86,895,982

USA

22. InVentiv Health

85,000,000

USA

23. W2O Group

82,625,000

USA

24. Ruder Finn Inc.

73,891,000

USA

25. Vector, Inc.

67,000,000

Japan

Source: The Holmes Report (2015b)
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Table 4.2

Largest PR firms outside the USA, 2014

Firm

Fee revenue ($ million)

Headquarters

1. MSLGroup

490,000,000

France

2. Havas PR

211,000,000

France

3. Brunswick

210,000,000

UK

4. BlueFocus (BlueDigital)

179,214,216

China

5. Media Consulta International

172,802,280

Germany

6. Vector, Inc.

67,000,000

Japan

7. Res Publica (National PR)

67,000,000

Canada

8. Public Systeme Hopscotch

64,624,890

France

9. Lewis PR

61,700,000

UK

58,205,810

UK/Sweden

10. Kreab
Source: The Holmes Report (2015b)

Many of the large firms are part of holding groups. Even Edelman,
the largest independent PR firm in the world, houses multiple subsidiary operations. The two largest PR holding companies, Omnicom
and \VPP, house many major PR firms. The Omnicom Group, which
surpassed WPP as the largest PR holding company in 2014, includes
FleishmanHillard, Ketchum, Kreab Worldwide, Portland, Porter
Novelli, and numerous other communication firms. WPP houses
Burson-Marstelle1; Cohn & Wolfe, Finsbury, Hill+Knowlton Strategies, Ogilvy PR, and many others. The Interpublic Group houses
Golin, Weber Shandwick, and others. Publicis Groupe is home to
the MSLGroup and Qorvis and others. PROI describes itself as "the
world largest partnership of independent agencies," with 67 partners
in 50 countries, 6
Omnicom, founded in 1986, has more than 74,000 employees in
100 countries; it has nearly doubled its revenue since 2004 (see table
4.3). Interpublic, founded in 1960, has 48,700 employees in all the
major world markets. WWP, founded in 1985, employs 179,000
people in 155 companies in 3,000 offices in 111 countries. 7
The giant holding companies are a relatively recent development, the result of the merger mania of the 1980s and 1990s that
6

PROI Worldwide (n.d.) Other holding company properties listings are
drawn from PRWeek(2015a).
7

I

Jnformation from websites of the holding companies.
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Table 4.3

Rankings of holding groups and networks, 2014

Group

Revenue from PR
operations* ($ million)

Headquarters

4. DJE Holdings

852,200,000

5. PRO! Worldwide

615,000,000

USA
USA
UK
USA
UK

6. Publicis Groupe

490,000,000

France

7. Worldcom PR Group

288,409,941

8. Huntworth Group

256,932,000

9. IPREX

220,000,000

USA
UK
USA
USA

1. Omnicom Group

1,400,000,000

2. Interpublic Group

1,400,000,000

3. WPP

1,391,520,000

10. Havas PR

211,000,000

'"These figures are from the PR portion of their holding only. The PR
holdings of most of the holding companies represent only a portion
of their communication holdings. For example, the revenue for all
Omnicom's holdings was $15.32 billion in 2013. 8
Source: The Holmes Report (2015b)

made communication properties desirable acquisitions. These supracorporate entities typically include a full range of communication
companies: advertising, marketing, public relations, and lobbying.
They offer media production and support services to provide clients
with "one-stop shopping."
While the public relations business has grown steadily since its
inception in the early twentieth century, its rate of growth has accelerated dramatically since the 1990s. In 1990, the top 10 largest firms
had revenues of $910 million; by 2000, this had more than doubled
to just over $2.5 billion; and by 2014, it had almost doubled again
to $4.8 billion.' The estimated worth of the PR agency business is
8 Statista
9

I

(2015).

The sources and methodologies used to compile these figures differ, but they

are the best available data. The 1990 figure was from O'Dwyer's Directory
of PR Firms and the 2000 figure was from the Council of PR Firms, reported
in PRW'eek. Both are cited by Morley (2009). The 2014 figure is from The
Holmes Report (2015b), p. xi.
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$13.5 billion, with more than 85,000 employees. 10 Agency employment represents only a small percentage of people working in PR.
It is, however, important to note that young people often begin
their careers with agencies and receive their professional socialization
from them before moving on to other opportunities in this highly
mobile field.
PR is expected to continue its strong growth, and not just in
new markets, but also in the well-developed markets in the United
States and the United Kingdom. Consolidation of ownership is also
expected to continue despite the collapse of a much publicized merger
in 2014 of the two giants Omnicom and Publicis. The giants continue
to expand their holdings of specialized firms.
As they have globalized, PR firms have necessarily changed.
They have had to become more agile to accommodate new political and cultural environments and forms of capitalism. In a pioneering effort to outline a "political economy of public relations,"
Sandra Duhe and Krishnamurthy Sriramesh identify four models
of capitalism that a political economy of global public relations
must take into account: American market oriented capitalism, Japanese collective capitalism, German social market capitalism, and
the emerging market economies of the BR!Cs, Brazil, Russia, India
and China. 11
Global PR must also navigate diverse journalistic conventions
and national legal climates, including laws governing press freedom
and censorship. At the same time, however, PR firms often serve as
part of neoliberal's ideological front guard in efforts to develop new
markets and integrate the global marketplace. When, for example,
a corporation is planning a significant initiative in an unfamiliar
community, it may hire PR people to do advance work, including
undercover quasi-ethnographic research within the community to
identify possible sources of resistance. If potential trouble spots are
located, then fixers may be brought in to neutralize opposition before
it coalesces into a viable political force.12 Where resistance cannot
be neutralized, PR people may help design "globalocal" solutions,
which integrate elements of the local culture into a corporation's
media plans.

"The Holmes Report (2015b).
Duhe & Sriramesh (2009).
12
Blyskal & Blyskal (1985), p. 92. Based on an interview with the president
of a PR firm, Walt Lindenmann of Global Assembly Cache (GAC).
11

j
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Knowing Capitalism
Spending money on PR is different from spending money on soft
drinks or automobiles. It even differs from advertising, which produces tangible products, commercials, billboards, and radio jingoes,
along with creative ideas. It is more directly akin to lobbying and,
as we have seen, is sometimes indistinguishable from it. Iva Llic
Gabara, founder of the London PR firm BGR Gabara pointed out:
"Mother Teresa doesn't need our services. She isn't going to come to
us as a client. It's always the difficult issues. If someone is willing to
spend money on media relations, it's because they have a problem." 13
Something is preventing them from getting what they want. Many
corporations also spend money to avoid difficult issues, so that obstacles that could have prevented them from getting what they want can
be seamlessly bypassed.
Communication researcher Vincent Mosco defines political
economy as "the study of the social relations, particularly the power
relations, that mutually constitute the production, distribution, and
consumption of resources, including communication resources."
Mosco contends that this definition "directs the political economist
to understand the operation of power, a concept that addresses how
people get what they want even when others do not want them to
get it.,, 14
While all PR has ties to power, as Ivy Lee knew and Edward
Bernays eagerly acknowledged, the work of fixers, whether they
operate on global or local stages, is primarily about helping clients
"get what they want even when others do not want them to get it."
In many cases "the others" are the general public or what used to
be widely referred to in democratic theory as "the public interest."
PR fixers are powerbrokers who help their clients avoid or overcome
opposition. 15
Postmillennial management approaches appear to be more dependent on the services of fixers than the twentieth-century organizational
models of Max Weber, Frederick Taylor, Elton Mayo, W. Edwards
Deming, and others. New theories of global business are premised on
complexity models, which embrace radical indeterminacy. In Knowing
13

Gabara, quoted by Corporate Europe Observatory (2015c), p. 1.

14

l\1osco (2009) defines political economy in the narrow sense here, but he
also offers a broader definition, the "study of survival and control in social

I

life": pp. 2-3.
''Thrift (1987).
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Capitalism (2005), Nigel Thrift examines the new approaches, which
see the world economy as fluid, process oriented, fuzzy, discursive,
full of uncertainty, tensions and contradictions, constituted by multiple interrelated networks of cultures, knowledges, and epistemologies that cannot be reduced to one master script. Complexity theory
requires managers to be reflexive, agile, attentive, inventive, perfor-

mative: ready to intervene in the world to change scripts and modify
structures.

Business theorists view the world economy as profoundly altered by
the end of the Cold \Var: postmodern business theory and its accompanying practices are conceived as increasingly "constitutive."

16

That

is, Thrift claims that "the new managerial discourse is changing the
shape of the world economy as much as the changing shape of the
world economy is changing it." He calls this "soft capitalism. " 17 PR
trade publications frequently invoke the popular "disruption" meme
to describe new challenges and opportunities posed by globalization
and the new digital technologies that facilitate it. To date, these technologies have proven a boon to PR.
Communication industries are the linchpin of the mediatized
economy of knowing capitalism. "Integrated communications," "inte-

grated corporate communications" (ICC), and "integrated marketing
communications" (IMC) are competing forms of management-speak,
which are intended to signal the significance of the enhanced roles
played hy communication industries under soft capitalism as well as
to provide theoretical and pragmatic rationales for these roles. The
visions driving the ICC and IMC models are still more aspirational
than empirical descriptions of the operational relationships among
advertising, marketing, and public relations within the big communication corporations.

Just as corporate entities like Omnicom, \VPP, Havas, and Interpublic have become horizontally and vertically integrated, so too
have their operations. Communication functions and processes, like
communication

organizations

and technologies,

have converged.

Convergence and integration are seen as both reflecting and generating greater organizational synergy. This integration is, however, far
from seamless. Advertising, marketing, and public relations have
always had overlapping borders and long histories of competitiveness
and turf battles within those border territories; and they continue

"Thrift (2005), pp. 29-30; Daley (1993).
17
Soft capitalism is presumably a play on Joseph Nye's concept of "soft

I

power."
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to jockey for dominance within their joint ventnres. Describing this
competition, WPP's CEO Martin Sorrell says, "Everybody likes to
paddle their own canoe and the better they are, the harder they like
to paddle. But the market is going against them, the market wants a
more integrated approach.)'

18

ICC and IMC advocates make frequent references to individual companies as "silos." Some ICC proponents seek to eliminate
"command and control" management by tearing down the silos
to produce greater efficiency and, of course, synergy. 19 Others, like
Sorrell, want to have the option of constructing or demolishing silos
at will as opportunities present themselves. According to Sorrell,
WPP's structure "morphs": it is "a corporate amoeba changing shape
according to the needs of clients and the demands of the moment. " 20
To attract rival brands like Unilever and Proctor & Gamble under
WPP's big tent, Sorrell promises insular silos, but also easy access to
the services of its many other companies. Sorrell exemplifies the new
management style of knowing capitalism.
Soft capitalism is currently tearing down the silo that has long separated advertising and pnblic relations. 21 Christopher Graves, Chairman of Ogilvy PR Worldwide, says: "It may be indistinguishable at
some point where one ends and the other begins." 22 PR is expected to
continue to grow while advertising declines for a number of reasons:
(1) the results of PR are easier to measure; (2) mounting consumer
cynicism about and resistance to advertising favors the invisible "sell"
of PR; (3) the rise of the Internet, social media, and blogging have
proven fertile ground for the unseen powers of PR because they facilitate forms of

H

information laundering" that advertising can never

fully achieve;23 (4) the 2008 economic crisis refueled PR engines of
economic advocacy; (5) the decline of journalism has been especially
good for PR, even though it is bad for an informed citizenry.
Journalists are more dependent on PR people than ever before and
there are more PR people now to feed that dependency. Moreover,
the new media landscape allows PR to bypass journalism entirely
by posting news releases directly on websites and using "native

PR\Veek (2015b).
"Schultz (1993).
20
Morais (2008).
21
Serazio (2013).
22
Graves, quoted by The Economist (2010).
23
In a personal communication, Jefferson Pooley suggested the phrase
1&

I

11

information laundering.''
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advertising. " 24 It can be said, without exaggeration, that PR has
already replaced journalism as the primary source of information
in some content areas, especially entertainment, health, and lifestyle
information.

"The Golden Age of Public Relations"
PR weathered the Great Recession better than other business sectors,
growing 4 percent in the United States in 2008 and 3 percent in 2009,
,vith increasing investments in digital PR; conversely, advertising con-

tracted by 3 percent in 2008 and 8 percent in 2009. From 2010 to
2013, PRs annual growth averaged in the double digits, and declined
to 7 percent in 2014 due to currency volatility, not lack of business.
As President Obama noted in 2009, the financial industry had
"an acute public relations problem. " 25 So did the real estate industry, as well as what critics referred to as the "casino capitalism" of
\Vall Street. Not only did PR come to the rescue of business; it also
expanded markets for specialists in crisis communications and reputation management and repair. Even more significantly, PR's longstanding, but largely ignored, argument that PR specialists should be
part of top corporate management teams became far more persuasive
as public trust in the financial system plummeted. Richard Edelman
may have been puffing only slightly when he told The Economist
that public relations is now "the organizing principle" behind many
business decisions. 26
It has long been an organizing principle behind American political
campaigns, which are the source of the term "spin'} and the arena
of a specialized form of PR practice, which US practitioners have
successfully exported to many other parts of the world. 27 Ryszard
Lawniczak examines the ways that PR strategies and instruments are
used "to promote, and sometimes impose certain political and socioeconomic models of market economy." He maintains that the United
24

The US Federal Trade Commission (2009} responded to PR abuses by

issuing Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials. These
guidelines have come under heavy fire by PR interests and bloggers. Enforceability of the guidelines, except in extreme cases, is difficult. The business

of pay-to-play blogging was reportedly worth $1.35 billion in 2007; see
Shafer (2009}.
25
Obama, quoted by Suskind (2011), p. 234.
"Edelman, quoted in The Eco110111ist
(2010}.
27
Sussman (2005}.
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States has been the primary global player in imposing its model, but
recently China has also been attempting to "sell" its authoritarian
fast growth model to both former socialist/communist countries as
well as developing nations. 28
As the established democracies are increasingly characterized by
high levels of social economic inequality - with the United States
having the highest levels of inequality among the advanced democracies - PR may also be assuming the position as an "organizing
principle" and ideological wellspring of a what PR critic Sharon
Beder calls "business managed democracies. " 29 That is, just as US PR
strategies and instruments have been used to impose certain political
and socioeconomic models of the market economy in the countries
studied by tawniczak, they are deployed to sell acceptance of increasing social inequality within the advanced democracies.
Despite recent attempts by PR to clothe itself in the folksy robes
of storytellers and genial hosts of dialogic encounters, neoliberal
corporate PR is a hierarchically ordered, monological form of instrumental communication, which seeks to muffle, negatively code, delegitimize or covertly censor views that question, criticize, or contest its
claims. It is the exemplar of what Jiirgen Habermas calls repressive
communication. It erodes the grounds for open, rational, reciprocal
discourse. That does not, of course, mean that it is always successful
or that it fails to meet with resistance.
The next chapter examines some of the ways public relations uses
language to help clients "get what they want even when others do
not want them to get it.''

28

I

29

tawniczak (2007), p. 378.
Beder (2010).
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5
Language Matters: Framing and
Spinning

Theodore Roosevelt won his campaign for corporate "publicity," but
it was a pyrrhic victory with the unintended consequence of stimulating the growth of corporate public relations. 1 This inversion has
been so complete that a century later the trade publication PRWeek
could breezily assert: "Power and ideology are the glues that hold
us together and PR has always been the way that they have been
projected. \Vithout it, there is no way of sharing a view of the world,
no common purpose, no rallying of the troops. " 2

From Publicity to Public Relations with A Smile
and A Wink
In his 1903 State of the Union Address, TR made it clear what he
meant by "publicity." He applauded Congress for creating the Bureau
1

Jn Kolko's (1963) view, it was also a pyrrhic victory for proponents of
radical democratic or socialist change. However, TR was never about radical
change. Governing in tumultuous times, he feared revolution and was committed to creating a new balance of powers that would rid the industrial
system of its worst abuses and create a stable economic and social order. He
was also committed to economic growth and expanding American competitiveness in world trade. For these reasons, he is correctly labeled a conservative, but he was also committed to fostering a more just order. In that sense,
he was a Progressive reformer.
2

Benady (2014).
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of Corporations earlier that year (the predecessor of the Federal Trade
Commission), which gave the federal government "for the first time
authority to secure proper publicity of such proceedings of these great
corporations as the public has the right to know." He assured his
audience that the legislation "was not designed to restrict or control
the fullest liberty of legitimate business action, but to secure exact
and a11the11tic
information which will aid the Executive in enforcing
existing laws. "3 Consistent with this initial cmnmitment to openness,
Roosevelt also established a government publicity bureau, which was
charged with collecting, collating, and disseminating data about the
work of federal agencies.
TR's definition of publicity is consistent with the way the concept
had evolved in democratic political philosophy from Kant, Bentham,
Jefferson, Madison, and J.S. Mill. It is most fully developed by Jeremy
Bentham (1748-1832), who is best known today as the target of
Michel Foucault's critique of the panopticon: a prison that allows
authorities to keep inmates under constant surveillance.
Bentham's architectural imagination was not limited to prisons, He
also created designs that were intended to ensure openness and transparency in courts and legislatures. 4 Opposed to the use of obscure
and technical jargon in official proceedings, he called for officials to
use accessible or "natural" language that could be understood by
the general public, Bentham was also among the first to advocate for
the presence of newspaper reporters in courtrooms as well as citizen
scribes, who would take notes on the proceedings along with the
official court reporters, to create fuller, multiperspectival accounts
of trials.
Bentham maintained that publicity had three beneficial effects
on democratic governance, First, openness increases the probability of truth prevailing over falsehood. Second, it forces judges and
legislators to explain the reasons for their decisions and in doing so
publicity educates the public by serving as "schools" or "theatres
of justice," Finally, openness has a disciplinary effect because public
officials behave better knowing that the public is watching, "auditing," their behavior. 5 In Bentham's words, the "doors of all public
establishments ought to be thrown wide open to the body of the
curious at large - the great open committee of the trib1111al
of the

3
4

Roosevelt (1903). Emphasis added.
Resnik (2013). p. 85. My account of Bentham relies heavily on Resnik's

excellent interpretive work.

I

5

I

Bentham, quoted by Resnik (2013), p. 84.
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world."' Bentham did recognize the need for privacy under certain
circumstances; however, his primary objectives were to make those
in power accountable and to enhance the knowledge base available
for the formation of public opinion by citizens of all social classes. 7
Bentham's view of publicity, developed during the American and
French Revolutions, was a radical departure from the practices of his
time, but it resonates quite closely with TR's use of the term. Unlike
Bentham, however, Roosevelt wanted to render visible the "invisible
government" created by the new "industrial overlords" and subject
its activities to public scrutiny.' \'ilhere Bentham sought to defend
"the community in generaP' from the private interests of government
officials, judges, and legislators, Roosevelt sought to restore the integrity of the legislative and judiciary branches of government, which
had been corrupted by corporate bribery. He wanted to broker a
new balance of powers between public and private interests. Publicity
would, in theory, subject the activities of corporations to Bentham's
"great open committee of the tribunal of the world."
A number of prominent business leaders, including J.P. Morgan,
publicly supported cooperation with the government, and Morgan's
partner, George Perkins, strongly endorsed Roosevelt's campaign for
corporate "publicity." Critics argue that this cooperation led to cooptation of government by corporations; and Roosevelt himself quickly
discovered that throwing open the doors of private corporations
worked better in theory than practice.'
When the Bureau of Corporations released the report of its first
investigation of corporate activity to "the tribunal of the world," it
ignited a firestorm of criticism from the press. Offering a wide array
of facts about the business practices of the meat packing business,
journalists interpreted the report as exonerating the industry. This
had the unintended effect of granting immunity to the packing houses
that were, at the time, under government investigation. Learning
from this experience, Roosevelt scaled back his commitment to full
'Bentham, quoted by Resnik (2013), p. 84; emphasis added.
7

Bentham recognized the need for the secret ballot to prevent corruption;
the need to protect essential state secrets, diplomatic negotiations and war
efforts; to protect individuals from harassment or unwarranted harm to
their honor; and to preserve public decency. The radical democratic aspects
of Bentham's "regime of publicitf' influenced the development of JUrgen

Habermas's theory of the public sphere. Resnik (2013); Habermas (1991),
p. 100.
8
Roosevelt (1919), p. 578.
'Kolko (1963).

l
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public disclosure. Instead, he made himself and the Commissioner
of the Bureau, James Garfield, the arbiters of publicity. Thereafte1;
"the threat of publicity and exposure of individual corporations'
monopolistic tendencies was used as a coercive tool to right offenses
via discreet channels, thereby preventing shockwaves from resonating
through the economic system or causing harm to legitimate business
interests." 10 The "big stick" TR used to broker his "square deal" for
business, lab01; and the public was a form of paternalism whereby he
withheld potentially damaging corporate information from the public
on the condition that errant corporations reform their ways. 11 Instead
of rendering the "invisible government" of corporations visible, as he
had promised, TR discovered that publicity was most potent when
used selectively: a lesson that was not lost on his corporate adversaries and their publicists.

Ivy Lee's Principles of Publicity
Coming, as it did, three years after the creation of the Bureau of
Corporations and Roosevelt's call for "exact and authentic business information/' Ivy Lee's ''Declaration of Principles" was hardly
the groundbreaking innovation that some public relations apologists
claim.12 If anything, it was a belated conciliatory gesture, perhaps
even a defensive smokescreen. The "Principles" were issued by Lee
when his firm, Parker and Lee, was hired by George Baer to tell the
owners' side of the conflict during the 1906 United Mine \Vorkers'
strike; this is the same rhetorically challenged George Baer who, as
we have seen, was subjected to the sharp end of TR's big stick in the
1902 strike.
Promising "accuracy, authenticity and interest," the "Principles"
announced:
This is not a secret press bureau. All our work is done in the open. \Ve
aim to supply news. This is not an advertising agency; if you think any
of our matter ought properly to go to your business [advertising] office,
do not use it. Our matter is accurate. Further details on any subject will

be supplied promptly, and any editor will be assisted most cheerfully in
verifying directly any statement of fact .... In brief, our plan is, frankly,
10

Murphey (2013).
Murphey (2013) refers to TR's approach as "pragmatic paternalism."
"Hiebert (1969). Turney (n.d.b) describes Fraser Seitel as one of Lee's I]

11

I

strongest champions.
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and openly, on behalf of business concerns and public institutions, to

supply to the press and public of the United States prompt and accurate
information concerning subjects which is of value and interest to the
public to know about. 13

Lee is often credited with creating the press release, and the "Declaration of Principles" could be considered a proto press release. While
its message initially evoked skepticism among journalists, Lee and his
principles gained some credibility when the firm released information
about a Pennsylvania railroad accident, departing from the usual
railroad practice of suppressing information about train wrecks. Lee
was also successful in creating positive publicity for Baer and management during the strike.
One of Parker and Lee's other early clients was the ubiquitous
George Perkins, who hired the firm to amplify International Harvester's in-house efforts to publicize its corporate welfare program.
To this end, Lee published an article in Moody's Magazine describing Harvester as a "beneficent" trust, acting from "enlightened
self-interest." 14
Here we square the circle in the development of corporate diplomacy described in chapter 2. From the robber barons to the social
gospel to Carnegie, Rockefeller, Morgan, Perkins, Baer, Roosevelt,
Progressivism, Lee, and public relations - and from Bentham's venerable critical concept of publicity as the architecture of democracy to
publicity as an organ of corporate power. 15

Semantic Tyranny
Inverting and spinning the meaning of "publicity" was one of the
earliest and most consequential semantic triumphs of the nascent PR
industry. While manipulative use of language to deceive the public,

13

Quoted by Cutlip (1994), p. 45.
Cutlip (1994), p. 47.
15
Kolko (1963), pp. 3, 282, maintains that this convergence of political
14

and economic interests - what he calls "political capitalism,' - during the
Progressive era did not involve any conspiracy, but rather the emergence
of a general consensus among business and political leaders about what
constituted the public good. Kolko does, however, contend that the shared
class interests of these men, who attended the same universities and traveled
in the same social circles, influenced this consensus, and that the capitalists
were its primary beneficiaries.

I
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deflect criticism, inspire loyalty, rally troops, and market goods has
ancient rhetorical roots, modern public relations contributed dramatically to its institutionalization by governments and corporations
and to its routine use as a tool of management. The public relations
industry and public relations educators also rationalized and codified techniques for what PR pioneer Edward Bernays described as
''semantic tyranny." 16

Semantic tyranny is a form of instrumental communication that
seeks to censor critical thought at its source. Describing this technique
in a television interview, Bernays cited the tagline he gave to the
worldwide event he helped orchestrate in 1929 to honor the fiftieth
anniversary of Thomas Edison's invention of electric light: "Light's
Golden Jubilee." Composed only of terms with positive connotations,
Bernays explained that his semantic tyranny disarmed potential criticism. \Vho, he asked, could oppose light, associated with the divine,
gold, the most valuable substance on earth, or jubilee, which refers
to the harvest of nature's bounty?" It should be noted that, at the
time of the celebration, Bernays did not disclose that this extravaganza, which involved many dignitaries, including the President of
the United States, was not merely a civic initiative. He was privately
acting on behalf of the interests of his client, General Electric. Light's
Golden Jubilee not only burnished the industry's image; GE profited
directly from the event's culminating gesture in which governments,
businesses, and citizens throughout the world were encouraged to
join in the celebration by turning on all of their electric lights as
a tribute to the great man. GE and Bernays also benefited by their
association with Edison, President Hoove1; Henry Ford, and many
other prominent industrialists and political figures who unwittingly
became part of a global-scale third party endorsement of the electronics industry.

Perkins, Lee, and Bernays possessed what is colloquially referred
to as the "gift of the gab." They were shrewd opportunists, who used
that gift effectively. Although Bernays made inflated claims about
applying sociological and psychological theory to PR, they were seatof-the-pants "theorists.,, That is, they were situational improvisers
who were astute readers and pleasers of powerful clients and their
target audiences. Perkins began as a salesman, Lee as a journalist,
and Bernays as a theatrical promoter, who was further schooled in
the persuasive arts as a war propagandist.

I

"Bernays television interview.The Image Makers (1983).
"Bernays television interview.The Image Makers (1983).
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Many PR practitioners today have not had any formal schooling in
PR; like Lee, they are often former journalists, who have, as journalism's loyalists put it, "gone over to the dark side" where the money
and job security are better. They bring strong writing and people
skills as well as street smarts to their new trade, and learn the rest
on the job rather than from PR textbooks, which theorize applied
PR practices. Practitioners are more concerned about what works
(results) than how it works (theory), as seen from the perspectives
of sociologists or psychologists. And unlike academic PR theorists,
many practitioners do not hesitate to embrace combat metaphors.
As we have seen, Trevor Morris and Simon Goldsworthy describe
PR as one of "the weapon systems" of Anglo-Saxon capitalism; and
the concept of "guerrilla PR" also has significant resonance among
US practitioners, although it has little traction among academics. 18
So, it may be safe to assume that Bernays's self-promotional claim to
mastery of semantic tyranny is not as far outside the norm of PR shop
talk as it might initially seem: under conditions of industrial or actual
warfare in the early twentieth century, it had significant cash value.
The contemporary PR industry does, however, prefer to refer
to its semantic craftsmanship by other names. Depending on the
target clientele, some favor the homey soft power of "storytelling"
or the business-like focus of "key-messaging," the more ecumenical "framing,, or the bold '(strategic communication" and bolder
"perception management." The take-charge 1nilitaristic connotation
of the last tvvo terms is not coincidental: "perception manage1nent"
was originally created by the US military as a euphemism for psychological warfare techniques, but the concept has migrated into
the language of PR, marketing, and advertising. And it is a primary
objective of these practices."
"Framing" is the more neutral of these terms and one with a distinguished transdisciplinary history, where it is invoked in diverse theoretical contexts in philosophy, sociology, political science, economics,
psychology, artificial intelligence, and communication theory, especially political communication and news analysis, and more recently
in the academic study of public relations. Its lineage is usually traced
to Erving Goffman's 1974 opus, Frame Analysis: An Essay 011 the
Organization of Experience. In his nearly 600-page "essay," Goffman
examines how contexts "frame" or structure perceptions of the social
world. Goffman uses "the picture frame metaphor to illustrate how

18

19

I

Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 173; Levine (1994, 2008).
Goldman (2004).
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people structure (frame) the content (picture) of what they are experiencing. " 20 Picture theory has a longer history in the philosophy
of Gottlob Frege, Ludwig Wittgenstein, the pragmatists, especially
William James, and in the work of anthropologist Gregory Bateson
- a genealogy that Goffman partially acknowledges."
More recently, philosopher Nancy Fraser has introduced the concepts of "meta-framing" and "misframing" to interrogate "how,,
frames for justice are set and legitimized under globalization. She
maintains that supranational, international, and nongovernmental
organizations and global public opinion are increasingly displacing
the nation-state, the traditional arbiter of justice, For example, in
human rights disputes, the frame has shifted from territorial states
to global arenas. Fraser contends "frame-setting is among the most
consequential of political decisions. " 22 Yet, theories of justice have
ignored it. Consequently, under neoliberalism, she asserts, ''agencies
more accountable to global capital than the public" are "systematically reversing the democratic project, using markets to tame politics
instead of politics to tame markets. " 23 She contends that misframing
"is an indispensable concept of critical theory, as it allows one to
interrogate the mapping of political space from the standpoint of
justice. " 24
Re- or misframing of "publicity)) as "public relations,, was a form

of meta-framing that contributed over the course of the twentieth
century to the development of the condition diagnosed by Fraser.

Pictures in Our Heads
In acknowledging his debts to William James, Goffman does not
mention the philosopher's protege, young Walter Lippmann (18891974), whose classic work Public Opi11io11
(1922) not only provides
a searing critique of propaganda, including government and commercially generated "publicity," but also offers a pioneering social
constructivist approach to the analysis of public opinion, Briefly,
'°Trevino (2003).
21
Goffman (1974). Goffman's acknowledgments tend to be oblique, names
named but always with the reflexive critical edge that he also applied to
his own assertions. He does not mention Frege, whose "picture theorfi of

I

language influenced both Wittgenstein and Lippmann.
"Fraser (2009), p. 19.
"Fraser (2009), p. 89.
24
Fraser (2009), p. 6.
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Lippmann maintains, as Richard Rorty would six decades later, 25
that conception precedes perception, "For the most part," Lippmann
contends, "we do not first see, and then define, we define first and
then see." \Ve generally see "what our culture has already defined for
us. " 26 That is, we carry around pictures in our heads and impose them
on the world outside. Lippmann variously referred to these pictures
as "fictions,,, "maps,,, or ''stereotypes." For Lippmann, fictions are
not lies and stereotypes are not always negative; rather, these cognitive maps - or "frames" - simplify social reality allowing us to make
sense of a world that is "too big, too complex, too fleeting for direct
acquaintance. " 27 That is, frames are crutches that help us navigate
everyday life as well as cultural blinders that render us vulnerable to
manipulation, prejudice, and error.
Lippmann identified a three-step process that explains how people
make sense of external events and react to them and how propagandists intervene and redirect or distort that process. A person (1)
observes the scene of action, (2) draws on her experience to form a
picture of that action in her mind, and (3) responds to the picture in
her mind rather than the action itself. Propagandists intervene in this
sensemaking process by manufacturing "pseudo-environments'' and
inserting them in step (2) to manipulate the pictures people form in

their heads about the world, In Lippmann's words, "propagandists
and censors put a painted screen where there should be a window to
the world." 28 While Lippmann had no Faustian illusions about the
possibility of ever producing fully transparent windows to the world,
he did offer strategies for trying to keep the information system as
free of opinion and manipulation as possible. Much of Lippmann's
early work has been absorbed into American social science, but, over
time, its author has been forgotten or ignored, There has, however,
been a recent revival of interest in his work.
Although frequently misinterpreted, Lippmann's approach is more
directly germane to the critique of manipulative forms of public relations than Goffman's, despite the utility and salience of Goffman's
tenns "frame" and "frame analysis,, and his richly textured examples.

Lippmann's relevance is multifaceted. First, and ironically, Goffman,
the sociologist, cautions that his focus is on the individual and he
makes "no claim whatsoever to be talking about the core matters of

25
26

27
28

Rorty (1979).
Lippmann (1997), pp. 54-5.
Lippmann (1997), p. 11.
Lippmann (1920), p. 14.
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sociology - social organization and social structure. " 29 Conversely,

journalist and public philosopher Lippmann insists that he is doing
social analysis: that the social group is his unit of analysis and that he
is studying the formation of public opinion in democratic societies. 30
Public relations framing devices typically target specific social groups,
strata, voting blocs, consumer segments, or even entire nations, but
rarely discrete individuals. Its intent is to influence opinion.
Second, Lippmann focuses specifically on the crisis of democracy posed by government and corporate propaganda. 31 In his book
Liberty and the News, he asks whether "government by consent can
survive in a time when the manufacture of consent is an unregulated
private enterprise." 32 Lippmann not only sought to expose and critique the dynamics of government propaganda and censorship during
World War I, but also postwar efforts by private interests to shape
public opinion. While this practice was not yet widely known as
"public relations," Lippmann's target was clear. He contended that
news was increasingly filtered through the publicity agent who "is
censor and propagandist, responsible only to his employers, and to
the whole truth responsible only as it accords with the employers'
conception of his own interests. "3 3
Third, Lippmann's argument and terminology were very consciously hijacked and inverted by Edward Bernays, who had worked
for America's World \Xlar I propaganda agency, the Committee on
Public Information. The CPI was the impetus for and primary target
of Lippmann's critique of propaganda. Conversely, it was the model
for Bernays's postwar public relations business, which, in his words,
"applied wartime propaganda methods to launching peacetime services and products. " 34

"Goffman (1974), p. 13.
'°Lippmann (1997) p. 17. Lippmann emphasizes that Public Opinion is a
sociological rather than a psychological study; yet, his analysis is frequently

treated as a psychological study.
31
Lippmann & Merz (1920).
32
Lippmann (1920), p. 8.
33
Lippmann ( 1997), p. 217.
34 Bernays (1965), p. 205. Lippmann is often listed as a member of the CPI
by propaganda scholars. This remains a disputed point. He never served
in the domestic CPI. As a captain in the army, stationed in France, he did
write propaganda leaflets urging German soldiers to surrender. There was a
dispute between George Creel, head of the CPI, and the army over control

I

of battlefield propaganda. I have found no definitive evidence on how that
dispute was resolved.
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Fourth, Bernays also boldly exploited Lippmann's fame. Lippmann
was still a young man when he published Public Opinion, but he
was already a nationally prominent public intellectual; and the book
attracted national attention, including an enthusiastic review by
John Dewey, then America's most famous philosopher. Never one to
miss an opportunity, Bernays freely acknowledged that he called his
own book, published the year after Lippmann's, Crystallizi11g Public
Opinio11, in order to capitalize on Lippmann's success.35 But here is
the rub. Bernays cited Lippmann extensively as a source in his book,
but intentionally inverted Lippmann's critique of propaganda into
advocacy for it. In a brief passage near the end of his book, Bernays
concedes that Lippmann maintains that propaganda is "dependent
on censorship." \Vhereas he (Bernays) contends: "Propaganda is a
purposeful, directed effort to overcome censorship - the censorship of
the group mind and the herd reaction. " 36 Bernays amplifies this elitist
claim with a paragraph denouncing the illogical and absolutist mind
of the average citizen. Despite the unbridgeable chasm that clearly
separates their arguments, Bernays continued to cling to Lippmann's
coattails throughout his long life.37 Most contemporary critics of
public relations appear to know Lippmann only through Bernays's
deceptive rendering; as a result, they conflate these two diametrically
opposed positions, doing an egregious injustice to Lippmann and
misrepresenting PR history. 38
Fifth, Lippmann's work, accurately interpreted, is readily acknowledged as the source of media theorists Ma>.,vell McCombs and
Donald Shaw's agenda setting theory of mass communication, which
has generated hundreds of studies of media framing since its original
articulation in 1972. 39 Their theory asserts that the media set the
agenda for public discussion: they argue that media do not tell people
what to think, but they do tell them what to think about.
Framing theory goes further. It maintains that how an issue is presented to an audience - its framing - influences how people perceive
and process that information. Framing not only tells the audience
what to think about, but how to think about issues.40 Framing is
often referred to as second-order agenda setting. A related concept,
35

Bernays (1965).
"Bernays (2011; original 1923).
37
The Image Makers (1983). In the television interview, Bernays claims
Lippmann as inspiration, along with his uncle Sigmund Freud.

"Jansen (2013).
39
McCombs & Shaw (1972).
40
McCombs et al. (1997); Hallahan (1999).
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priming, refers to the processes whereby people use associations and
expectations, not overtly present in the message, to impute meaning
to it. Skilled message designers intervene to "prime" a target audience by using words and images that attempt to make the desired
inferences salient. Light's Golden Jubilee, for example, evokes a very
different set of associations than the Fiftieth Anniversary of the Electronics Industry would have done.
PR scholar Kirk Hallahan identifies a startling gap in the vast literature on agenda setting theory and research. Despite the existence
of a large literature on news sourcing, "the role of public relations
as sources in news framing has been largely overlooked. ))41 Yet, as
we saw in chapter 1, journalism and PR have a symbiotic relationship so that much of the informational content of Anglo-American
media now has its origins in PR. Given Lippmann's acknowledged
influence as the source of agenda setting theory, this oversight is
especially puzzling because the agenda setting power of the emerging
public relations industry was a key concern of both Liberty and the
News and Public Opinion. Lippmann maintained that, as a result of
the expansion of press agentry, after World \Var I, "many of the first
channels of news have been closed and the information for the public
is first filtered through publicity agents." Pointing out that all major
organizations now have press agents, "they are the media through
,vhich news comes. " 42 Lippmann was not the only early critic of PR,
but he was among the most insistent, since he saw it as imperiling
the information system upon which democracy depends. 43

Cautionary Note: Pictures in Our Heads, Smiles on Our
Faces and the Phallus in the Sky
This account focuses on language, since that is the primary medium
of the PR industry, whereas advertising and design have historically
been the sources of visual persuasion and propaganda. But these fields
frequently overlap or work in concert, especially at the agency level,
where words, pictures, color, design, music, motion, gesture, even
scent may all be strategically choreographed to bring the message
home to a target audience. The public figure, who has been media

41

I

42

Hallahan (1999), p. 221; emphasis added.
Lippmann (1997), p. 217.

43

For some contemporary examples of press critiques of early PR, see Reyn-

olds & Hicks (2011), pp. 171-91.
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trained by a PR coach, will know how to frame and prime, but also
what to wea1; how to sit, when to smile, and what gestures to use to
convey authority, intelligence, and charm. The stages for press conferences and promotional venues are carefully set to try to "engineer
consent.

11

Even architecture functions as a nonverbal form of impression
management. Historian Roland Marchand describes the message that
insurance companies intended to send when they participated in
the late nineteenth-century skyscraper building frenzy in New York:
"Insurance was a relatively new and often controversial enterprise;
they needed to persuade a suspicious public to place confidence in
their financial soundness and their ability to withstand economic
depressions." The skyscraper offered a potent image that conveyed
the legitimacy of the insurance business. "The skyscraper not only
represented a claim to strength, modernity, and protective domination,,, Marchand maintains, ((it was also designed to signify service. " 44
Visual communication has probably never been as important in
advanced technological societies as it is today. The \Vorld Future
Society maintains that we may be at the beginning of a postliterate
age: claiming that digital technologies and artificial intelligence may
render written language "functionally obsolete" by 2050. 45 Words
and frames still matter, but they are not all that matters. Some of
the pictures in our heads are just that, and sometimes their priming
effects are more powerful than our words can express. PR that is
insensitive to nonverbal communication may not only be ineffective,
but it risks backfiring.

Agenda Setting, Framing, Priming and Public Relations
Hallahan provides a comprehensive guide to the interdisciplinary
literature on framing, focusing on its relevance to public relations:
my brief gloss does not do justice to that work. Hallahan contends
that "the framing metaphor" is best "understood as a window or
portrait frame drawn around information that delimits the subject
matter and, thus, focuses attention on key elements within." Consequently, he maintains, "framing involves processes of inclusion
and exclusion as well as emphasis. " 46 Camera lens also provide a

44

Marchand (1998).
Tucker (2009).
46
Hallahan (1999), p. 207.
45
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useful analogy for thinking about framing, especially in relation to
PR, since photography involves intentional framing practices, which
may involve staging, posing, cropping, editing, or the mischievous
magic of Photoshop. In effect, instrumental framing facilitates what
Lippmann condemns as censorship and distortion of the information
system. Conversely, at least in theory, it enables Bernays's "intelligent
fe,v" to carry out their invisible governance of average citizens. 47
Frames bias cognitive processing; they limit, define, channel, or
censor the meaning of a message. This bias may be intentionally
introduced by the persuader, who anticipates the inferences that
members of a target audience will draw based upon pre-testing of the
frames in focus groups. Or, framing bias can be introduced unwittingly with unintended results. Hallahan maintains:
Frames reflect judgments made by message creators or framers. Some
frames represent alternative valencing of information (i.e. putting
information in either a positive or negative light, or valence framing.
Other frames involve simple alternative phrasing of terms (semantic
framing). The most complex form of framing is storytelling (story
framing). Story framing involves (a) selectingkey themes or ideas that
are the focus of the message and (b) incorporating a variety of storytelling or narrative techniques to support that theme. 48

Visuals can be used as part of the framing process as well to trigger
associations and inferences. Especially obvious examples in contemporary US media are television commercials for pharmaceuticals,
where images of beachscapes, sunsets, flowers, and puppies are
projected to distract viewers' attention away from the government
required voiceovers and text reciting possible negative side-effects of
the drugs, including in some cases death. In arenas unconstrained
by regulation, PR message creators are usually much more subtle in
deploying visual cues, operating on the principle that the best PR is
invisible PR.
Frames that confirm target audiences' preconceptions are more
likely to get and hold their attention; and as many leaders throughout history have discovered, fear is an effective frame for securing
compliance. If a frame emphasizes risk, audience members generally
hesitate. The social media revolution and Internet-based marketing
surveillance now makes it possible for frames to finely target specific
interest groups. For example, a political action committee backing
47
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Bernays (2008), pp. 54, 57.
(1999), p. 208.

48 Hallahan
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Senator Lindsay Graham's (R-SC) 2014 re-election used commercial
data to target beer drinkers, golfers, and those who recently shopped
for cars to reach those Republican men who don't normally vote. 49

Metaphors and Frames
\Vorking on a larger canvas than agenda setting theorists, linguist
George Lakoff also borrows the language of framing from Goffman;
however, he uses it to construct a comprehensive theory of human
language, embodiment, and cognition. While Western thought has
conventionally treated metaphor as a literary artifact, a figure of
speech, Lakoff's research demonstrates that how we think and act is
fundamentally metaphorical. Our perceptions of the external world the pictures in our heads - are, in his view, metaphoric projections of
human embodiment. Building on the contributions of linguist Charles
Fillmore's "frame semantics" - the theory that words trigger a whole
series of associations, ideas, images, emotions, and narratives in the
mind - Lakoff abandoned the then prevailing wisdom of AngloAmerican analytic philosophy and became an adversary of Noam
Chomsky in the so-called "linguistic wars" of the past four decades. 50
Lakoff argues that only a tiny portion of the information that the
brain processes is conscious, approximately 2 percent; the rest is dealt
with by the unconscious. 51 In short, only a fraction of our thinking
is fully rational. Emotions play a much larger role in cognitive processes than the mind-body dualism of \Vestern Cartesian thought
acknowledges. 52 Lakoff's cognitive linguistics has radical implications
for a number of academic disciplines. Lakoff is, however, best known
outside the academy, for his controversial application of what he calls
"advocacy linguistics" to American partisan politics, specifically his
advice on framing progressive Democratic politics, which he developed in his Moral Politics: Horu Liberals a11d Co11servatives Think
(2002), Don't Think of an Elephant (2004), and other recent books. 53
Lakoff draws a sharp distinction between his academic research and

49

Samuelson (2014).
See Harris (1993).
51
See Goldstein (2008).
51
Feminist epistemologies have advanced a similar critique of Cartesian
dualism: see Jagger & Bordo (1989).
53
Including Thinking Points (2006), \Vhose Freedom (2006), The Political
Mind (2008).
50
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advocacy work and the reader need not share his politics to grasp
the implications of his work for framing and priming.
Lakoff's early collaborative work with Mark Johnson on everyday
metaphors suggests that there are basic conceptual metaphors that
organize our thinking: "The esse11ce of metaphor is 1111dersta11di11g
a11d experiencing 011e kind of things in terms of a11other." 54 Lakoff
and Johnson contend that metaphoric concepts are systematic or patterned; that is, they support or underwrite others terms and relations.
In contemporary American English, for example, Time is money and
Theories are buildings. Time can be wasted, saved, spent, invested;
it can run out, be borrowed or lost. Theories are buildings: they
require foundations, supports, frameworks; they stand or fall and
can be exploded. Lakoff and Johnson offer numerous examples of the
metaphors that organize everyday language and thought, and point
out that metaphors have consequences. They may guide our future
thoughts and actions. When they do, this will "reinforce the power
of the metaphor to make experience coherent. In this sense metaphors
can be self-fulfilling prophecies. " 55
To illustrate, Lakoff and Johnson use an example from the Carter
Administration. In confronting the energy crisis, the president
described the challenge as "the moral equivalent of wa1;" which
in turn evoked a whole network of related terms - enemy, setting
targets, establishing a chain of command, strategies, national security,
etc. The war on drugs has had a similar effect. The military metaphors authorized policy changes and political and economic actions,
which increasingly contributed to militarization of law enforcement.
World leaders do, of course, have wordsmiths who carefully select
the metaphors that administrations live by. Sometimes they err, as
President George W. Bush's advisors did when they initially described
the US response to the 2001 attack on the U.S. as a "Crusade against
terror," which evoked the historical legacy of the early Christian
Crusades against Muslims.
In everyday life, most of us unconsciously use conceptual metaphors, but PR and marketing experts do so consciously, frequently
pre-testing the resonances of specific metaphors and their associations
and related inferences that a target group will draw from them, so
that not only the framing but also its priming effects are calculated in
advance. This is how "dog whistling" politics and persuasion work.
Language or images are selected so that only the targeted segment of
a heterogeneous audience will readily draw the intended inferences.
54

I
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Lakoff & Johnson (1980), p. 5; italics in original.
Lakoff & Johnson (1980), p. 156.
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Strategic Talking Points
"It's not what you say, It's ,vhat people hear" that 1natters, according

to Frank Luntz, US Republican Party and Fox News consultant, CEO
of PR firm Luntz Global, and author of Words that Work (2007). No
one in America is better known for telling politicians and CEOs what
to say so that target audiences will hear what his clients wants them
to hear. Known for his work on the political right, Luntz's company's
website announces: "a little known fact: we work on both sides of
the aisle" as well as for corporations such as Google, eBay, Face book,
McDonald's, Coca-Cola, GE, GM, NBC, BBC, News Corporation,
Merrill Lynch, NFL, NHL, Dodgers, Yankees, Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, and others. 56 Luntz has also done a number of international consultations, including in Australian, Canadian, Irish, and UK
elections. Even more controversially, he prepared a secret report for
The Israel Project that was leaked to news media: in the document,
he provides "words that work" to deflect American and European
criticism of Israel in the aftermath of its 2008-9 operations in Gaza,
which killed 1,387 Palestinians and 9 Israeli soldiers. 57 Luntz is most
famous for his reframing abilities as well as for using an age-old
propaganda device: "Repetition. Repetition. Repetition. " 58
Whereas Lakoff's scholarship studies how language works, Luntz
and his team are businessmen who approach language instrumentally, crafting words that work "to move clients forward. " 59 The
1994 midterm US congressional elections catapulted Luntz to fame
as the wordsmith and pollster who helped Newt Gingrich and Dick
Armey craft and promote the Contract with America, which led
to a sweeping victory for Republicans. Luntz uses focus groups to
carefully track and respond to shifts in language and values. His
best-known rcframings are: "death tax," in place of "estate tax,"
and "climate change," instead of "global warming." Climate change,
which has made its way into the lexicon of many scientists, infers

56

Luntz Global (2015). Luntz sold Luntz Global to MDC Partners, an agency

holding group, which own more than 50 agencies; however he remains as

the CEO of Luntz Global. Elliott (2014a).
Cockburn (2015). Subsequently,Israeli soldiers associated with Breaking

57

the Silence (Anonymous n.d.) have testified that during Operation Protective
Edge they were ordered to shoot unarmed civilians.
58 Luntz
59

(2007), p. 11.
Luntz Global (2015).
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natural causation, whereas global warming is more easily associated
with human agency.
Luntz's political work is much easier to track than his "littleknown" corporate efforts. Political adversaries, journalists, and
pundits are always eager to identify and expose the strategic political communications. And once political campaigns are over, Luntz
himself can and does publicize his achievements. This is not the
case with corporate work, which remains both sensitive and largely
invisible to the general public. Even when PR campaigns backfire or
involve scandals, they only receive tertiary coverage outside trade
publications.
Nonetheless, examples from Luntz's political work illustrate his
approach to framing and priming. Here is a sample from a document
Luntz prepared for the spouses of Republican members of Congress
in 2005. Never say "government"; instead say "\Vashington," Never
say "privatization," "private accounts,', or "private health care";
instead say "personalization," ''personal accounts," and "free market
health care.,, Never say "tax reform" or "tax cuts"; instead say
"tax simplification" and Htax relief." Never say "glohal economy,"
"globalization," or "capitalism"; instead say "free market economy."

Never say "drilling for oil"; instead say "exploring for energy." If
most Republican legislators and their spouses stick to their scripts as
instructed, the bandwagon effect can be substantial.'°
The Luntz Group is very good at what it does. It has contributed
to shifts in American political language. Presumably it is equally
effective with its corporate clients. Unlike voters, the targets of corporate PR campaigns are frequently unaware that there are organized
efforts to persuade them or to marginalize or discredit their views.
And research suggests people are more vulnerable to persuasion when
they are una,vare of it.61
Framing and priming involve more than creating talking points.
They are also deployed in crafting third party endorsements - solicited or unsolicited testimonials praising a position, person, or product
from a source that appears to be independent and unbiased. Successful third party endorsements transfer the prestige, expertise, or
celebrity of the endorser to the subject of a campaign.
Endorsements can be entirely legitimate and transparent efforts,
with the endorser acting from deep conviction - for example The
Elders, a group of former world leaders founded by Nelson Mandela

60
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Luntz, (2007), pp. 279-88.
Pratkanis & Aronson (2001).
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and including Jimmy Carter, Kofi Annan, Marr Robinson, and other
notables, has taken positions on such issues as global warming,
United Nations reform, and equit)' for women and girls. The Elders
use their visibilitr and accessibility to media to advocate on behalf
of these and other causes.
Solicited endorsements can also be consistent with endorsers' principles or interests; in many cases, however, endorsements are purely
commercial arrangements where someone is paid to play. With advertising, the public is usuallr aware that testimonials are both solicited
and paid, but this is not generally the case with PR since PR campaigns are frequent!)' stealth campaigns. If the campaign is invisible,
so are its sources.

Front Groups and Astroturfing
Where PR testimonials move more deeply over into the dark side is
with front groups - organizations with hidden agendas that deceptive!)' present themselves as independent brokers of information or
protectors of cherished social values, while concealing their true
purposes and sources of funding. Bernars is credited with inventing
the front group in his early days as a theatrical promoter, though the
practice probablr predates him. 62 In 1913, a prominent actor was
interested in producing a play called Damaged Goods, which dealt
with sex and prostitution, but he feared the police would raid the
theater and shut the plar down. So he hired Bernays to find a way
to keep his show from being banned. Bernays organized a group
with a formidable title, "Medical Review of Reviews Sociological
Fund," and enticed prominent phrsicians and members of social
elites to join. The stated purpose of the organization was to combat
venereal disease through sex education: Bernays's actual intent was,
of course, to legitimize the plar and avoid a police raid - a strategy
that succeeded."
Contemporarr examples of front groups abound. They include
food industrr front groups, which claim to represent farmers and
consumers but actuallr represent food industry corporations and
lobbyists; among the most prominent of these fronts are Alliance
for Food and Farming, American Council on Science and Health,
Animal Agriculture Alliance, and Center for Consumer Freedom. 64
62
63
64

Cutlip (1994 ).
Cutlip (1994).
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There are front groups advocating "tort reform," which actually seek
to protect corporations from liability by curbing access to courts by
consumers, workers, and patients, including the Institute for Legal
Reform, American Tort Reform Association, Civil Justice Reform
Group, Searle Civil Justice Institute, and, most famously, American
Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), which has received significant
critical media exposure in recent years. 65 Oil companies, including BP, Shell, ExxonMobil, Citgo, Chevron, and, collectively, The
American Petroleum Institute and others, have created front groups
with names framed to evoke benevolent concern such as "America's
\Vetland Foundation" in 2002 and "\Vomen of the Storm" in the
aftermath of BP's 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill in the Gulf Coast.
Their actual objective is to shift the responsibility for the damage
from corporations to taxpayers. These fronts also promote continued drilling in the interests of "sustainability. " 66 Energy companies
and the forestry industry routinely use greenwashing, which falsely
evokes environmentalism and conservation to advance agendas that
pollute or deplete natural resources. The fossil fuel industry has
long funded climate denial groups, with ExxonMobil and the Koch
Industries leading the charge by funding groups like the Atlas Economic Research Foundation, the Media Research Cente1; The Pacific
Research Institute, and the Heartland Institute. 67 The industry has
also funded pro-fracking campaigns and front groups such as Energy
Citizens and Energy Voters, which emphasize energy independence,
national security, job creation, and American prosperity. Chemical,
tobacco, plastics, auto, lumber, electric, and nuclear industries all rely
on front groups to advance their interests.
In Crystallizing Public Opi11io11,
Bernays emphasized the importance of using established media outlets because of their familiarity
and credibility. As new media emerged and gained legitimacy with
audiences, PR expanded its repertoire: from newspapers and magazines to radio, television, and the Internet, so that the impact of messages was amplified by transmedia repetition. For example, the press
release was reinvented for television as the video news release (VNR),
PR messages with high-production values that simulate news broadcasts, and can be inserted into local news programs. The Internet,

65 Center

for Justice and Democracy at New York Law School (ccnterjd.org);

and Take Justice Back: Corporate Front Groups (takejusticeback.com).See
extensive coverage of ALEC at Center for i\ Iedia and Democracy (n.d.).
66
Desmog Blog (2010).
67
Union of Concerned Scientists (n.d.); Luntz (2007).
1
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which has undermined rights of privacy, has also, paradoxically,
proven a boon for anonymous speech, Virtual front groups only
require a website and a convincing storyline, Fake biogs, known in
the industry as "flogs," function much like front groups, deceptively
providing endorsements.
The language used to frame front groups, in their varied manifestations, is an exercise in semantic tyranny that might even surprise Bernays: evoking pro-social terms like freedom, justice, reform,
health, nature, sustainability, citizenship, and patriotism to promote
private agendas at the expense of the values they claim to embrace,
Astroturfing is a related tactic whereby PR firms artificially create
grassroots coalitions to support positions or projects of their clients:
the objective is to create the impression that the general public supports the client's goal, so that media, politicians, and public officials
can't ignore it. Astroturf recruiters use deception, ignorance of the
issue in question, or material incentives to recruit participants. Astroturf recruiters reportedly can make as much as $500 per head. 68
Organized trolling is a related and controversial practice, whereby
governments and corporations hire people to anonymously attack
adversary's positions in the comment sections of on line communications, sometimes with reasonable arguments but often with misinformation, insults, and threats." And research has shown that negative
comments following an article can change readers' views of it. 70
Since front groups and astroturfing are intentionally deceptive,
they are by definition unethical: even the Public Relations Society of
America agrees. 71 According to PRSA ethical guidelines, members can
only represent front groups if they disclose their sponsors and funding
sources. Genuine transparency would, however, defeat the purpose of
front groups. And in any case, only a small percentage of US public
relations practitioners (fewer than 12,000) belong to the PRSA, a
voluntary organization with no enforcement power. 72 The legality
of front groups has been challenged in the United States; however,
a 1961 Supreme Court decision ruled that they were protected by

"Beder (1998),
Monbiot (2010) describes a case involving the Bivings Group PR and

69

Monsanto.
70

Anderson et al (2014).
Public Relations Society of America (2015b).
72
This figure is from the Public Relations Society of America (2016), which
lists more than 22,000 members. The US Department of Labor for 2012
listed 229,100 PR people in the United States
71
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the First Amendment. 73 Scott Cutlip called the decision the "Magna
Carta" of public relations. 74
Deceptive endorse1nents have, however, come under scrutiny by

regulatory agencies. A 2005 pay-to-play scandal during the George
W. Bush Administration involving payments to conservative radio
and television pundit Armstrong \Villiams to promote the administration's No Child Left Behind educational initiative received extensive
news coverage. Williams was paid $241,000 from the Education
Department, which was funneled through Ketchum PR; and Ketchum
received a payment of $700,000 that included creating a VNR and
rating journalists' positions on No Child Left Behind. The scandal
brought to light similar efforts at news management by other government agencies. The Government Accountability Office found these
efforts to be illegal violations of the 1948 Smith-Mundt Act, which
prohibited the use of government funds to support domestic propaganda.75 The Justice Department conducted an investigation under
the federal False Claims Act and reached a settlement with \Villiams,
which required him to pay the government $34,000.
As a result of a complaint to the Federal Communication Commission by the Center for Media and Democracy and Free Press in
2006, the FCC began to take action against television news stations
that fail to disclose the source of VNRs "grounded in the principle
that listeners and viewers are entitled to know who seeks to persuade
them. " 76

There is no sign of an ebb in the flow of anonymous speech,
testimonials and endorsements, flogs or front groups. The critical
consensus is that front groups - and semantic tyranny more generally - are unethical. In some very limited instances, they may also be
illegal, but it remains a murky area. While advertising and lobbying
are subject to regulation in some countries, the conglomeration and
integration of communication companies in the persuasive industries

have blurred the distinctions among advertising, marketing, lobbying, and public relations - with PR still remaining relatively free of
regulation.

73

US Justice Hugo Black, a free speech fundamentalist, wrote the majority
decision in Noerr Motor Freight v. Eastern Railroad Presidents Conference

I

365 US. However, Black condemned front groups as both deceptive and
unethical. Cutlip (1994); Gower & Lamme (2003).
74
Cutlip (1994), p. 580.
75
Kurtz (2005), p. AOl.
76
Rainey (2011); Farsetta (2007).
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A Note On Think-Tanks
Think-tanks emerged in the United States in the early twentieth
century in response to the social dislocations produced by rapid
industrialization, urbanization, mass immigration, and Progressive
campaigns for social reform, which placed great faith in the promise
of the emerging social sciences. Reform required independent and
accurate information about which efficient and effective policy and
planning decisions could be made by government, business, and
social service agencies. Think-tanks were conceived as a way of
meeting that need. Some were centered in universities, while others,
like the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, were standalone organizations.
During the last quarter of the twentieth century, however, new
forms of corporate and foundation funded partisan think-tanks with
conservative or libertarian agendas were created with the expressed
purpose of supporting research that advanced their political values
and objectives - for example, the Heritage Foundation, the American Enterprise Institute, the Cato Institute, and the network of
think-tanks sponsored by the Atlas Economic Foundation. In the
United States, think-tanks are tax-exempt, nonprofit organizations;
this requires them to disclose the sources of their funding. 77 They
do, however, have powerful PR arms: the Heritage Foundation, for
example, reportedly spends more than a third of its $82,400 million
annual budget on PR. 78
With more than 1,900 US think-tanks and an estimated 6,500
worldwide, even the most vigilant critical media consumer cannot
easily distinguish between traditional and partisan think-tanks, know
their agendas, or assess credentials of their affiliated experts - let alone
determine how media training has prepared these experts to frame
specific issues, prime target audiences, and undercut counter-claims. 79
The global proliferation of think-tanks further blurs the distinction between think-tanks and front groups, since different practices
apply in different nations. Authoritative governments use them
to create a veneer of civil society: North Korea, for example has
two think-tanks, but is not known for its commitment to independent research. 80 Sharon Beder has extensively tracked the role of
thumbnail history of think-tanks draws loosely on Haass (2002).
(2001); Heritage Foundation (n.d.); Gutbroad (n.d.).
79
Think Tank Watch (2012).
'°Singer (2010), p. 10.
77 This

78 Beder
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international think-tanks in undermining environmental science and
opposing environmental regulations. 81
There are still many think-tanks that support independent research,
but some organizations that call themselves think-tanks operate more
like front groups in that their primary focus seems to be on advocacy
rather than research.

PR as "the Armor of the Establishment"
According to Herbert Marcuse, "one of the most effective rights
of the Sovereign is the right to establish enforceable definitions of
,vords." He refers to language as ''the annor of the establishment. " 82
Acknowledging that it has always been so, Marcuse nevertheless contends that this armor assumed new forms under corporate domination. The "political linguistics" of consumer capitalism conflates the
instrumental logic of capitalism with rationality itself: a move that,
by definition, marginalizes and stigmatizes any significant resistance
to the corporate monoculture, which it cannot absorb and co-opt. 83
Marcuse advocated "linguistic therapy" as a means of decoding the
language of this monoculture. This therapy would replace it with
language that is informed by the "aesthetic dimension" of human
experience and cultivates ' a new sensibility" that enables the return
of repressed voices. 84
Whether or not Marcuse's diagnosis of capitalism at the midtwentieth century is accurate - and that is certainly open to debate
- his analysis of the dynamics of "political linguistics" does provide
a razor-sharp account of the intent of corporate PR's instrumental
approach to language. By intentionally building bias in the framing
of issues in an effort to rig the outcomes of public controversies,
conflicts, and crises, public relations plays a central role in manufacturing and servicing the armor of the establishment and selling it to
the highest bidde1; whether corporations or nation-states.
PR's stealth communications do not, of course, always succeed.
Sometimes they backfire, producing larger problems than those they
were intended to solve. Some frames are discredited in "PR wars"
when multiple adversaries compete to establish dominant frames.
Occasionally, even independent critics can prevail against powerful
1

81

Beder (1997) and the articles and chapters on at Beder (n.d.)
Marcuse (1969), p. 730.
83
Marcuse (1969), p. 730.
84
Marcuse (1978).
82
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PR interests as the Center for Media and Democracy and Free Press
were able to do in seeking US government regulation of video news
releases in the wake of the 2006 Armstrong Williams/Department of
Education scandal. Deceptive PR is not an all-powerful behemoth,
but neither is it merely an innocuous nuisance.
We have seen how PR methods transferred what Theodore Roosevelt, following Bentham, understood as publicity into public relations. The jargon of the PR industry is rife with "words that work"
to mislead the public- and perhaps some practitioners as well- about
how semantic tyranny works. In light of its history, scandals, and
public attitudes toward PR, many PR textbook authors and educators would seem to be either innocents or in denial. Trevor Morris
and Simon Goldsworthy dismiss even the best of them as "naive." 85
Based upon analysis of the five most popular textbooks in the
field, communication researcher Margaret E. Duffy concludes that
"public relations textbooks uncritically present a singular view of
PR as an ever-evolving and positive social force. " 86 She contends that
they gloss over the more negative aspects of PR history. Some public
relations educators also play fast and loose with history, not just by
ignoring or papering over PR scandals, but by erasing the field's roots
in industrial strife and even claiming origins in religious proselytizing
and progressive social movements. 87 Representing PR as the offspring
of progressive muckraking journalism, rather than a reaction against
it, is seriously misleading.
Yet, there is a small but growing number of insider PR educators
and critics, who are taking on the PR establishment and performing linguistic therapy on its jargon with a critical verve worthy of
Marcuse's approval. For example, Kristin Demetrious deftly peels
away the misleading democratic veneer of terms and phrases like
"stakeholder," which falsely implies equal power and voice, PR as a
"two-way street)) when its goal is one-way control, and "Excellence
and Ethics" invoked by the dominant Grunig and Hunt paradigm
in PR academic theory. 88 Contra the Excellence model, Demetrious marshals formidable evidence to support her claim that the

85
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 172.
"Duffy (2000), p. 294.

87

To be sure, both social movements and their adversaries draw on common
cultural and rhetorical resources, but such assertions reflect the underlying functionalist assumptions of PR pedagogy, which cannot accommodate
social conflict.
88
Demetrious (2013).
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ethical breaches of the PR industry are systemic, "not accidental or
unplanned. " 89

As the armor of twenty-first century neoliberalism, Demetrious
argues that PR produces and reproduces a "discursive monoculture. " 90 PR protects the boundaries of this monoculture by assembling and policing "a fence around the dominant discourse, the
business or corporation, both to keep in the subject and to keep
out new statements that might lead to alternative view. " 91 Demetrious claims activists who profess alternative views are stigmatized as
"hostile intruders" and, when possible, silenced by the monoculture.
That is, the jargon of the PR industry and its underlying assumptions
function -in George Orwell's words -to "defend the indefensible." 92
Demetrious and this author as her ventriloquist here paint with a
very broad and colorful brush. Her primary target is PR that seeks
to discredit activists or deny the risks that some corporate actions or
products pose to the public and the environment. Framing an issue
and priming an audience to deny the harmful effects of tobacco,
chemical pollutants, and deforestation, or promoting benevolent
images of authoritarian governments, are both very different from PR
that hypes a gala event, a new app, or the rebirth of a rust belt city.93

The Prison House of Language
The inextricable link between language and framing raises much
larger stakes than PR's biased frames, audience priming, dog whistling, flogging, and trolling for dollars. It points to a larger perceptual,
linguistic, and epistemological quandary. Framing is a fundamental
constituent of human communication. Eliminating PR - if that were
possible - would not eliminate framing.
Unlike PR framing, which is a calculated, strategic, instrumental
act, much of the framing of everyday communications is largely
unconscious. It draws on the faded mythologies of our cultural inheritance, patterns of expression, and the emotional resonances of the
metaphors "we live by" (Lakoff). Those metaphors, along with our

"Demetrious (2013), p. 73.
Demetrious (2013), p. 31.
91
Demetriou,, (2013), p. 30.
"Orwell (1946), p. 5.
93
Levine's (2008) popular, as opposed to academic, PR primer effectively

90
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makes this point.
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own lived experience as embodied humans form the pictures in our
heads (Lippmann), which we project on the external world and act
upon. In short, we cannot step outside language into a nirvana of
pure communication.
If frames confine us within Nietzsche's "prison house of language,"
then the question is not whether frames? 94 But, rather, whose or what
frames? Lakoff, Lippmann, and Marcuse all confront this question.
Lakoff's "advocacy linguistics," (as distinguished from his "cognitive linguistics") plays the messy hand that nature and culture have
dealt us. Recognizing that much of our political behavior is motivated by emotion (Luntz's "words that work") rather than logic
or self-interest, Lakoff opts to fight fire with fire, propaganda with
counter-propaganda.
Marcuse, for his part, sought to break through the dominant
monoculture constructed by the instrumental rationality of twentiethcentury capitalism using "political linguistics": an approach that
identifies and critiques the words that work as the armor of political and economic elites. He saw this critical exercise as a prologue
to developing forms of linguistic therapy. The therapeutic exercise
would, in turn, undermine domination by instrumental rationality
and prepare the way for developing an enlarged concept of rationality
that affirms "the aesthetic dimension" of human sensibility. Eliminating the surplus repression imposed hy the dominance of market
values, the critical spirit would uo longer be silenced, systematically
negated, or co-opted.
Lippmann's critique, which, as we have seen, ,vas inverted and
co-opted to the service of public relations theory by Bernays, occupies a middle ground between Lakoff and Marcuse. If reason plays
only a small role in political thought, as Lakoff maintains, Lippmann
would still cast his vote for it and seek ways to increase its weight in
discussions of public affairs through institutional reforms and education. For that reason, Marcuse's call for a more fulsome concept of
rationality might hold some appeal to Lippmann. \Vithout a concrete
educational plan for achieving it, however, Lippmann, the realist,
would likely reject Marcuse's quest for a new liberating sensibility
as utopian.
Recognizing with Nietzsche that "immaculate perception" is impossible and that human knowledge is "all too human," Lippmann opts
for a pragmatic alternative: identify as many biases - censorships impeding the creation of reliable knowledge and, insofar as possible,

I

"Nietzsche, as loosely translated by Jameson (1972), title page.
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try to control for these censorships. 95 To Lippmann, the most obvious
contaminant of the information system was censorship at the source,
whether by government propagandists or their civilian counterparts,
publicity agents. In short, he saw no exit, only reflexivity and critical
vigilance. That may still be the best we can do.

Critical Interventions in Framing Wars
The stakes of PR framing wars can be very high, as global warming
denial and/or inaction demonstrate. Yet, PR is often viewed as being
too trivial to warrant serious critical analysis. This hubris only adds
to the armor of the establishment. Effective critique and linguistic
therapy require getting down into the weeds of PR practices. For,
as climate scientists belatedly discovered, scientific evidence is not
enough if well-funded adversaries control the frames for and dominate access to channels of public communication.
The good news is that most critiques of semantic tyranny are not
nearly as difficult as the kind of remapping of structures of global
power that Nancy Fraser's theory of justice envisions. Journalists,
media scholars, political scientists, and sociologists do it periodically,
and so do civil rights, postcolonial, feminist, and queer theorists,
although their animus is generally visible structures of hegemonic
power, not PR. Orwell's "Newspeak" modeled this approach with
genius in the appendix of his 1984. Murray Edelman brilliantly
theorized and exemplified how language facilitates the acceptance
of poverty and inequality in Political Language: \'\lords that Succeed
and Policies that Fail (1977). Laundering the language of war has
also come under heavy critical fire since Vietnam. 96 Even the libertarian think-tank, the Cato Institute, took on the George W. Bush
Administration's use of "Doublespeak" in the "\Var on Terrorism." 97
Such unmasking exercises frequently achieve considerable resonance. However, they tend to emphasize the "who" and "whae' of
these semantic tyrannies, rather than attending to Fraser's crucial
95

Nictzsche (1954), p. 100. As with the 'prison house' metaphor, experts

disagree on the translation of this term as well, whether it is 'immaculate
conception' or 'immaculate perception.' Either way it seems to point to limits
in Enlightenment understandings of knowledge.
96

Sugg (1990). This powerful, low-budget, video interviews key analysts

who decode the specialized jargon that has been developed to disguise the
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brutality of war.
Lynch (2009).
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"how." \Vhile vitally important, this focus deflects attention away
from framers and framing processes, per se. \Vhether nations, corporations, or NGOs are involved, in the twenty-first century, most
significant framing is done hy professional wordsmiths who remain
invisible to the public except in the rare cases that transmute into
newsworthy scandals.
Language matters in the PR business, but PR does not live by
words alone. As Ray Stannard Baker pointed out over a century ago,
deceptive framing is not the only ethical problem that plagues big
PR. Money keeps its engines running. PR is a material practice - the
diplomatic wing of corporate capitalism and increasingly neoliberal
governance - which undermines the intent of the free exchange of
ideas upon which deliberative democracy rests. Baker may have been
one of the first, but he is not the only critic of PR to observe that it
has access to vast resources to carry out campaigns to advance private
interests at the expense of the public good. 98

98

I

Cutlip (1994), pp. 10-26.
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6
Globalization and the Privatization of
Public Affairs: Nation Branding

If corporations were perceived as hostile forces threatening cherished
Anglo-American democratic, religious, and social values in the late
nineteenth century, by the end of the twentieth century those sentiments had largely disappeared from mainstream popular culture. 1
The balance of power had shifted in favor of corporations and consumerism. These processes greatly accelerated during the ReaganThatcher revolution of the 1980s, which Allison Stranger describes
as "the era of getting government out of the way so that markets
could work their magic. " 2
The end of the Cold War and the American triumphalism that
accompanied it gave the magicians an opportunity to impose their
will; and advances in digital technologies provided them with the
means to integrate global markets. As economist Dani Rodrik notes:
"There was more privatization, deregulation and trade liberalization in Latin America and Eastern Europe than probably anywhere
else at any point in econmnic history."3 Many of these initiatives
did not work out as anticipated. The 2008 global economic crises
demonstrated some of the hazards of global economic integration. A
sneeze in New York or London can produce a cold in San Paulo or
pneumonia in Athens.
1

For an account of how corporate public relations was used in the United
States to wed corporatism and Christianity in the 1930s and 1940s, culminating in the ascent of Christian libertarianism, see Kruse (2015).
2
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Stanger (2009), p. vii.
Rodrik (2006), p. 973.
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Critics of globalization decry growing social inequalities within
Western democracies, the erosion of civic engagement, and the privatization of public space, resources, services, culture, knowledge,
language, and nature - the "commodification of everything. " 4 The
branding of nations, using public relations and marketing to craft
national images and identities, represents an especially provocative
example of this phenomenon: one that marks a significant departure
from classic understandings of the public trust of liberal democracy.
In effect, nation branding transforms national identity into intellectual property. 5
Nation branding was described as "one of the most contentious
political concepts of our time" by the late Wally Olins (1930-2014),
the designer of brand Poland and one of nation branding's leading
apologists. 6 Yet, with a few exceptions, sociologists and media scholars have paid relatively little attention to the movement. 7 This is
puzzling, since nation branding is an applied communication practice, which has been supported by public policy and funding, and
encouraged by international development and trade organizations
including the United Nations, World Bank, World Trade Organization, and others. 8
The commercial practice of branding nations is closely linked to
the deployment of legitimating narratives of globalization at the end
of the Cold War. Addressing the subject indirectly, Vincent Mosco
suggests a point of departure for thinking about nation branding.
Although he fully recognizes the multidimensional and contested
character of the concept, Mosco contends that "globalization" may

4

Hedgehog Review (2003).

5

van Ham (2002).

6

Olins (n.d.).
Two book-length exceptions are Aronczyk (2013); Kanova (2012).
'Both Simon Anholt and the late Wally Olins have been on the speaker
circuits of international policy forums. For example, Olins contributed to
the 2002 World Export development Forum in Hong Kong, sponsored
by the UN Conference on Trade and Development of the World Trade
Organization, and Anholt was keynote speaker at the 2005 Asia Cultural
Cooperation Forum. For a list of Anholt's many addresses to international
policy groups, see his website: Anholt (n.d.). For an analysis of the role of
international agencies in promoting adventure, cultural, and eco~tourism
as a development strategy, see Goldstone (2001 ); her argument is based on
interviews with international policymakers. Gumbel (2005) reports that the
World Intellectual Property Organization, a UN agency, is "actively helping
countries around the world to brand themselves."
7
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be best understood as an attempt to create "a brand for the world"
rather than as a theoretical or applied tool for analyzing contemporary political and economic processes. According to Mosco, the most
successful brands turn "the mantra into the myth" - that is, they "tell
stories, animate conversations and extend narratives." Viewed in this

way, globalization is "[m]ore than just a way of branding the world,
it informs the world with a story about how different people come
together to transcend their messy differences to create a universal
culture. " 9

Taking Mosco's claim one step further, globalization can be thought
of as functioning as tbe controlling myth, meta-frame, or master
narrative into which individual nations, Brand Estonia, Cool Britannia, Magical Croatia, Incredible India, and Vibrant Bangladesh can
project their respective micro-myths and articulate their aspirations
for wealth, power, and enhanced visibility. If globalization brands
the world and explains the new cosmological order, then nation
branding mythologizes the component parts of that order. Branding
not only explains nations to the world, but also reinterprets national
identity in market terms and provides new narratives for domestic
consumption.

Nation-states have, of course, always used flags, colors, slogans,
anthems, origin stories, and other symbolic forms to establish and
mark their sovereignty; and they have usually mobilized the best
available talents to carry out these projects. In today's media-savvy
world, this means drawing on the skills of experts in design, advertising, marketing, pnblic relations, and media production. Moreover,
nation-states have seldom, if ever, been free of material ambitions.
\v'hat distinguishes nation branding from these efforts is that the
primary motivation, the raison d'etre, of nation branding is commercial ambition, or "commercial nationalism."

10

That is, nation

branding transforms civic space into what Anne Cronin calls "calculative space": space that is constituted by marketing data and
decision making rather than conceived in terms of social relations
or governance. By constantly reiterating the commercial nature of
public space, Cronin maintains that calculative space can produce a
"new type of reality" and cultivate new orientations to that reality."
Nations are complex, heterogeneous entities; and national identities
are forged through representational practices that are historically and

9

I

Mosco (2001), p. 2.
(2009); Volcic & Andrejevic (2011).

10 Aronczyk

u Cronin (n.d.), pp. 1, 18.
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socially conditioned, multilayered, and dispersed. Nation branding
is, however, a practice that selects, simplifies, and deploys only those
aspects of a nation's identity that enhance a nation's marketability.
Nation branding does not just selectively distill and valorize the existing qualities of a nation; it is a dynamic process that incorporates a
vision of a new reality: what branders call an "aspirational element."
As part of the branding process, government and corporate sponsors
are expected to commit public and private resources to creating this
new reality, which is designed to further amplify the nation's marketable qualities. In effect, the purpose of the aspirational element is to
produce more calculative space. Some constituents of nation branding
that contribute to the production of calculative space are: (1) overt
embrace of commercial language, practices, and assumptions, reflecting the ascent of the logic of market fundamentalism; (2) formation
of public-private partnerships to advance specific trade, industry, or
corporate interests along with national agendas, policies, and ideologies; (3) use of private contractors to determine the salient features
of a nation's identity, based upon what can be marketed to tourists,
international investors, and potential trade partners; (4) reduction of
the input of citizens to what can be measured by market research or if forms of crowdsourcing are part of the design equation - input that
supports and advances market imperatives. Even public diplomacy,
a nation's attempt to shape its image and influence public opinion
in other nations - its propaganda - has come under the purview of
nation branders. For small nations, branding is outsourced not only
to private corporations, but in most cases to foreign corporations for example, the original "Brand Estonia" campaign was contracted
to the British firm Interbrand (a division of communication giant
Omnicom Group), and designed and developed in New York.
Nation branding, as a distinctive construct and specialized commercial practice, is a recent development, although its forerunners,
destination branding, and place branding have been profitable public
relations and marketing enterprises for decades. Place branding formalized and capitalized on the tradition of famous travelers and
travel writers, associating certain places with unique experiences.
For example, Niagara Falls reportedly became known as the "honeymoon capital of the world" because Napoleon's brother traveled
to America on his honeymoon and declared Niagara Falls the ideal
honeymoon destination. Early entrepreneurs saw the potential, and
it gained traction.
Ivy Lee, Edward Bernays, Carl Byoi1; and other twentieth-century
public relations figures engaged in propaganda activities that bear
some resemblance to nation branding - a practice that continues
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today, as for example in Tony Blair's representation of Kazakhstan
(see chapter 1 ). In these cases, an effort is made to promote, launder,
or discredit a nation's reputation for objectives that may be political as well as economic, using the promoter's influence, networks,
and access to media. Branding language and methodologies are not,
howeve1; usually directly involved. In some cases, this is largely a distinction without a difference. What sets nation branding apart from
these related practices is that it is closely associated with post-Cold
\Xlar or neoliberal attempts to instantiate markets as the polestar of
international relations, decentering politics and nationalism. That is,
nation branding, as a distinctive commercial practice, is an agent and
artifact of market fundamentalism.
The Irish Republic's "Young Europeans" campaign in the 1970s
and 1980s, promoting its educated young workforce to the European Union and American investors, and Spain's revamping of its
national image after Franco's death are frequently cited as prototypes
for nation branding.12 The "Cool Britannia" initiative of the early
Blair years was the first nation branding effort to attract significant
mainstream media attention, controversy, and criticism, with some of
the coverage framing the concept as superficial, silly, and easy fodder
for satire. 13 In response to the negative publicity, nation branding
advocates quickly came to the defense of their product. Maintaining
that nation branding is widely misunderstood and unfairly maligned,
Olins's Trading Identities (1999) was the first major contribution
to this effort. Others followed, with Simon Anhalt, who is credited with creating the term "nation brand," establishing himself as
the most visible promoter of the idea, including creating a journal,
Place Branding and Public Diplomacy. More recently, however, he
has retreated substantially from the early exuberance this promotional concept inspired. In 2013, he contended that "the phrase
'nation brand' soon became distorted, mainly by naive governments
in willing collusion with ambitious consulting firms, into 'nation
branding,' a dangerously misleading phrase which seems to contain
a promise that images of countries can be directly manipulated using
the techniques of commercial marketing communications. " 14 In testament to this retreat, Anholt's popular Nation Brand Index has been
superseded by the Good Country Index, which he launched in a 2014
TED talk in Berlin. 15 Ireland topped his first good country list.
12

Olins (1999); Gilmore (2002).
Leonard (1997); Freely (1998); Wired (1998).
14
Anholt (2013).
15
Anhalt (n.d., 2014, 2016).
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Branding Nations: Industry Perspectives
Most major international public relations firms now offer nation
and place branding services; however, the originators - those who
retroactively modeled, rationalized, integrated, and further developed
the kinds of marketing efforts that had succeeded by trial and error
in Ireland and Spain - are located in London. According to Melissa
Aronczyk, who interviewed prominent nation branders, they recognize one another as sharing a common and privileged understanding of the practice. 16 This core group can be thought of as drawing
loosely on a "shared cultural repertoire" and set of practices and
experiences, which newcomers to the field lack. Olins and Anholt can
be considered the original "thought leaders" of the nation branding
movement - despite Anholt's more recent apostate. 17
The publications of Olins and Anholt, along with discussions
of nation branding in Brand Strategy, Journal of Brand Management, and an Interbrand sponsored online resource, brandchannel.
com, offer extensive explanations of nation branding (definition,
significance, uses, mechanics), which are widely cited and reiterated
in later accounts. In effect, they function as legitimating documents
for the practice. That is, they seek to disarm what Olins describes
as the uvisceral antagonism,, that nation branding arouses among
"the most unlikely individuals and groups ... from every part of the
political and social spectrum." 18
Brand Estonia is profiled because it is treated as an exemplary case
in the branding literature. 19 Estonia is a "paperless government/'
which means that it is an unusually transparent example of nation
branding with a substantial amount of its branding related data
accessible online.

National Identity
In the span of historical time, all nation-states are recent, postEnlightenment inventions. As such, they are consciously crafted, literally built: in Benedict Anderson's resonant phrase, they are "imagined

16

Aronczyk (2013).
Lein (1997), p. 226; (2003), p. 173.
18
Olins (2002), p. 241.
19
Gardner & Standaert (2003).
17
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communities. ,,zoTo succeed, national visions must symbolically mark

and justify claims of territorial integrity; create, evoke, and cultivate a
sense of national identity; and project a shared sense of fate or destiny
that implies continuity with a heroic and mythic past. This mythic
past, or origin story, becomes part of the collective consciousness
of a nation. It is not, howeve1; based upon "what has actually been
preserved in popular memory"; to the contrary, as Eric Hobsba,vn
points out, it is "what has been selected, written, pictured, popularized and institutionalized by those whose function it is to do so." 21
In democratic nation building, that function is dispersed, albeit
skewed to favor the scribbling class - broadly conceived, politicians,
pundits, preachers, poets, publicists, journalists, orators, scholars,
and others. According to liberal social contract theory, democratic
decision making is supposed to be secured in public discussions and
debates, which are governed by rules that make it possible for the
widest possible range of views to be heard. The theory assumes that
the most persuasive position, which within the Enlightenment tradition is also presumed to be the most rational, will prevail if citizens
are informed and responsible. Practice is, of course, much messier
than theory; ho,vever, Hobsbawn cautions that, in the past, "conscious invention [of national traditions or identity] succeeded mainly
in proportion to its success in broadcasting on a wavelength to which
the public was ready to tune in. " 22
This left much to chance. By the mid-twentieth century, public relations and marketing firms had become deeply entrenched in efforts
to remove that chance by "rationalizing" these processes through
"perception management. " 23 Global public relations and advertising
firms are no"' routinely commissioned by client states to "brand"
national, state, and even city images or identities. The objectives are:
(1) creating greater visibility; (2) attracting foreign investors and
tourists and expanding exports; (3) enhancing a nation's geopolitical profile among the member states of international organizations
such as the United Nations and the European Union; (4) generating
national pride and internal solidarity; and in some cases (5) repairing
damaged reputations. Increasingly, colleges and universities are also
embracing similar PR and branding initiatives.
Nation branding emerged in the 1990s to meet both ideological
and pragmatic needs of nation-states and transnational corporations.
10

Anderson (1991).
Hobsbawn (1983), p. 13.
22
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The abrupt end of the Cold War produced a geopolitical identity
crises, forcing nations to rethink their alliances and positioning in the
world. With the market replacing polarized ideological blocs, globalization encouraged devolution of the nation-state by promoting the
privatization of public property and services, reducing trade barriers
and integrating the world market. Under the new regime, a nation's
power and prestige would, in theory, be judged by its performance
in the marketplace rather than on the battlefield. Countries possessing global brands like Nike or Sony were well positioned to compete
within the new order, while others were faced with the challenge of
leveraging the visibility of their products. Before long, as Olins put
it, countries and products ,vere "trading identities. " 24 Companies
recognized that positive national identities attracted investments,
visitors, and demand for exports. Conversely, government leaders
seeking to increase exports began to promote the national brands of
companies. This convergence of interests produced the public-private
partnerships that made nation branding possible and attractive to
government and corporate leaders.

The Postmodern Branding Revolution
Coca-Cola, Nike, Budweise1; Gap, Nokia, Marlboro, Red Bull,
Estonia: all bear the imprimatur of the postmodern global branding
movement, which gained momentum in advertising, marketing, and
public relations in the 1990s. What distinguishes postmodern branding from conventional, commercial product advertising and marketing is that the brand itself- the symbolic associations attached to it
and the logo it represents - becomes the focus of promotional efforts.
Indeed, postmodern branding does not even require a tangible
product. In the late twentieth-century information economy of credit
cards, electronic commerce, and global trade, branding extended
beyond retail marketing to financial institutions, wholesalers, and
distributors. Where, for example, brands had once affirmed the sanitary quality of ingredients in sausages, they now signaled institutional power, capitalization, transnational reach, and leverage. By
the late 1980s, brands themselves, not just the commodities they
represent, acquired significant exchange value. The reputation of a
brand, its visibility, and, most significantly for our purposes, the nonutilitarian or intangible qualities consumers associated with it, added

24
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to a company's equity. In 1998, for example, Philip Morris, a tobacco
company suffering from a damaged reputation, purchased Kraft, a
food producer with a wholesome reputation, for $12.6 billion, six
times what the company's business and assets were worth on paper. 25
Today, brand experts estimate that branding can account for as much
as 40-60 percent of a company's worth. Anholt estimates that branding could now account for as much as one-third of global wealth; that
the combined, intangible value added to the world's 100 top global
corporations by branding is almost a trillion dollars; and that it is
roughly equal to the combined GNP of the 63 countries defined by
the \Vorld Bank as "low income." 26 Estimates by branders are selfserving and presumably inflated, but brand equity does have cash
value, which materializes when companies are sold.

By the 1990s, growing brand equity led to a radical shift in corporate marketing strategies, with enormous infusions of funds going
into promoting brands instead of advertising products, especially
brands targeting members of upscale trend setting demographics. 27
As Naomi Klein puts it, "For these companies, the ostensible product
was mere filler for the real production: the brand. " 28 Brand equity is
the quintessential creation of knowing or soft capitalism.
Brand development became the new design focus. Highly charged
constellations of meanings and values, symbolized by distinctive
logos, are now carefully crafted to provide customers with illusions
of participating in exclusive communities, lifestyles, and experiences.
That is, brands carry social cachet. They even contribute, albeit in
complex and sometimes contradictory ways, to the development of
individual and group identities. 29 According to branding advocates,
the new postmodern approach to branding is "deeply anchored in
psycho-sociology, it takes into account both tangible and intangible
attributes, e.g. functional and emotional benefits. Therefore, those
attributes compose the beliefs that the brand's audience recalls when
they think about the brand in context. " 30
Performing a surreal se1niotic dance on Marx's grave, post1nodern

branding experts see branding as providing a solution, however illusionary, to the alienation produced by advanced capitalism: the frag1nentation of communities, loss of meaning and intrinsic satisfaction
25
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in work, and widespread spiritual ennui. Turning this fundamental
idea of the Marxian diagnosis on its head, branders reason that what
capitalism has wrought, capitalism can package and take to market.
Postmodern branders change the sign of commodity fetishism from a
minus to a plus. Instead of a condition to be critiqued and redressed,
alienation becomes a commercial opportunity to be capitalized.
Branding has become a lucrative profit center, not just for corporate brands but also for branders, designers, and managers, who
hype their own hype. Designer water is the metaphoric flagship of the
new branders. They claim that if water, the most common element
on the planet, can be branded and sold at premium prices to afflnent
consumers in countries that have ready access to safe municipal ,vater

resources, then almost anything can be. Moreover, branding enthusiasts claim branding adds value to everything it touches, including the
consumer. So it was only a small but audacious step for branders to
grasp the enormous opportunity that branding civic entities - nations,
regions, states, counties, provinces, cities, neighborhoods, universities

- could offer. It was also an especially timely step, as the 1990s were
a watershed period of nation building and rebuilding.

Nations as Brands: Estonia, "A Nordic Country
with A Twist"
Enter Estonia, and Britain, Belgium, Canada, Croatia, Finland,
Germany, India, Latvia, Poland, Portugal, Singapore, South Africa,
Spain, New Zealand, and many others: they are just some of the
nations that have embraced the postmodern and postliberal approach
to the development or redevelopment of national identity. As branders see it:
The new concept of the Brand-state, with its stress upon image and
reputation, is becoming an essential element of the strategically wellmanaged government or community. Like a well-branded product or
service such as Coca-Cola or American Express, the top leadership of
state and civic entities is now challenged to think in imaginative ways
about the brand of their realm, and the particulars of brand management, such as brand positioning, brand strategy, brand quality (quality
of life), brand satisfaction (citizen satisfaction), and overall brand
loyalty ... Smart states are building powerful social brands around
carefully crafted identities that are reflective of both what they stand
for and who they wish to become. 31
31
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Estonia, like other nations of Central and Eastern Europe, which
emerged from the shadows of the Soviet Union after the collapse of
communism in 1991, faced historic challenges in transforming its
economy, reaffirming its national identity, and establishing a position
within the global community. Fortuitously, from the perspective of
branding advocates, the newly minted approach to nation branding
was there to help shepherd the nations of the former Soviet Union
into the capitalist future.
A small country of just over 1.3 million people, Estonia was the
first former Soviet state to launch a comprehensive branding campaign. An independent country from 1918 until the Soviet takeover
in 1940, Estonia was better prepared for the transition than most
other former Soviet states. During the Soviet era, its oppressed scribbling class and vocal champions abroad characterized the country as
"a captive nation» with a \Vestern orientation and \X'estern values.
Possessing an extensive westward Baltic Sea coastline, Estonia's lan-

guage, culture, and traditions bear close affinities to those of Scandinavia, especially its close neighbor Finland. Moreover, during the
Soviet era, Estonia had access to Finnish broadcasting so that modern
Western values, democracy, capitalism, and consumerism were familiar, at least to ethnic Estonians in the urban \Xlest.

Estonia also faced major challenges. During the Soviet occupation, a program to forcefully Russify Estonia was undertaken, with
large-scale Russian immigration to Estonia and deportation of ethnic
Estonians, so that, by 1989, ethnic Estonians comprised only 61.5
percent of the population while the Russian population had risen
to 30.3 percent. When Estonia regained its independence in 1991,
the Russians went from being the politically dominant group to a
minority without rights of citizenship, creating a situation ripe for
conflict. They faced the choice of returning to Russia, becoming
naturalized citizens, or remaining a stateless minority. By 2000, the
Russian population had declined to 25.5 percent due to migration and
higher mortality rates among Russians, although most Russians who
remained in Estonia were subsequently re-enfranchised after rigid
naturalization rules were liberalized.32 \Vith independence, Estonia
lost its primary market- 92 percent of its trade was with Russia - and
state industries collapsed. In 1992, the inflation rate was over 1000
percent a year, and the GDP fell by 30 percent, while unemployment
(unknown in the Soviet period) approached 30 percent. 33

32
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Estonia undertook radical political and economic reforms under
the leadership of its young Prime Minister Mart Laar, popularly
known as "Margaret Thatcher's grandson," for his commitments to
market fundamentalism or, as he calls it, "shock therapy" for socialism.34 Specifically, under Laar, Estonia created and ratified a new
constitution and legal system, which reduced the role of the state in
the economy. The government streamlined privatization, introducing
a stable national currency that was soon made an equivalent of the
Deutsche Mark, eliminating price controls, selling off state properties, underwriting business loans in lieu of unemployment benefits,
creating retraining programs especially in the information technology
sector, introducing a flat tax with no corporate tax, and eliminating
tariffs. The government looked to the West for capital and political
and military support, including membership in the European Union
and NATO.
The economic "shock therapy" initially produced the desired neoliberal outcomes. Estonia's economy recovered more quickly than
other post-Soviet economies and continued to grow rapidly, moving
from a negative GDP in 1994 to a 10.5 percent growth rate in 2005,
although it was hit hard by the 2008 economic crisis. 35 Estonia has
the most developed real estate market in the Baltics, with housing
prices rising 28 percent, the highest in Europe, in 2006; it is, however,
still struggling to recover from the crash, with prices in 2014 remaining 21 percent below their 2007 peak. Nevertheless in 2016, the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
projected a gradual strengthening of the Estonian economy, with
trade improving, but shortages of skilled labor raising wages and
consumer prices. 36
The original Brand Estonia initiative was part of Estonia's effort to
project a new vision of itself to potential investment partners, tourists, and its own population. Brand Estonia was commissioned by
Enterprise Estonia, an agency founded by the Ministry of Economic
Affairs in 2000 to promote economic development. It was designed
by Interbrand Corporation Global Brand Consultancy and Emor, an
Estonian marketing firm. The challenge was to put Estonia on the
map internationally for specific target audiences: tourists, foreign
investors, and export markets.
In the case of Estonia, that challenge was a literal one because
Interbrand's research showed that foreigners do not know where

34
35
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Estonia is located and frequently confuse it with its neighbors, After
internal and external research, using focus groups and interviews,
Interbrand developed a set of national design elements, a brand style
book, which included the logo "Welcome to Estonia," photographic
style, color palette, and graphic devices, With a budget of 13.31
million kroon (850,000 Euros), Interbrand developed promotional
materials that included short video documentaries, a power-point
presentation, pamphlets, and a CD-ROM, as well as an outdoor
display campaign and press events. 37 The Estonian national airline,
airports, shipping docks, tourist industry, and many businesses
adopted the Brand Estonia campaign. The core message was that
Estonia had been successfully transformed; and that the world was
now "welcome,, to visit and invest.
Variously describing itself as "a Nordic country with a twist/ 1 "a
nation that is as progressive and hip as it is history-filled," "the new
Scandinavia," and an "IT-nation," Brand Estonia aggressively sought
foreign investment, lobbied for admission into the European Union,
and promoted its nascent tourist industry, The branding initiative
coincided with Estonia's hosting of the Eurovision Song Contest in
2002, which attracted 166 million television viewers in Europe. 38
Interbrand attributes positive reactions to the campaign to the
fact that the national identity valorized by Brand Estonia "depicts
the true nature of the country rather than imposing one that feels
artificial. " 39 Moreove1; Inter brand contends that the campaign was a
domestic as well as an international success because Brand Estonia
built national self-confidence and solidarity; and it promoted national
cohesion with the Russian-speaking segment of the population, which
responded favorably to the campaign. Supporters of the campaign
maintain that the branding initiative helped the Estonian government
and business leaders to focus and channel a national discussion of
the country's future into narratives of globalization.
Not all Estonians shared Interbrand's rosy view. The "Estonian
Human Development Report" noted that "it is not possible for
the integration propaganda to bridge the chasm of segregation of
Russian and Estonian communities which had only deepened through
the decades. " 40 Social scientists caused a stir, and were admonished
in 2002 by Prime Minister Siim Kallas aud former PM Laar for
36 Organisation
37
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proposing a research program on the "Two Estonians. " 41 Specifically,
they were referring to how economic reform "divided the nation into
,vinners and losers: those whose yearly income is measured in millions and those who have lost hope of ever getting out of unemployment and poverty. " 42 The winners are urban, well-educated, young,
individual centered, predominately male, ethnic Estonians living in
the western part of the country, especially Tallinn; the losers are those
with farming or heavy industry skills from the Soviet era, the elderly,
those without access to elite schools, community centered traditionalists, Russian speakers, and Russians who speak Estonian but are
not integrated into Estonian culture, and those living in the rural
Eastern part of the country. Prostitution, alcoholism, drug addiction,
and HIV plague the second Estonia, with young girls preyed upon by
international sex traffickers.
Nonetheless Brand Estonia probably does represent a successful that is, a visibility enhancing - case of nation branding. Estonia is,
however, a special case. Indeed, all the countries of the former Soviet
Union are special cases, since they virtually disappeared from international visibility for a half century. As we have seen, however, Estonia
was especially ripe for promotion, and had already undergone Freidmanesque free market reforms before the branding campaign began.
What it needed was international visibility, not psycho-sociological
reengineering; and that is what Interbrand and Emor provided.
Indeed, Karsten Brliggemann argues that the Estonian government
undertook the branding initiative to affirm and promote the idea that
it had been transformed into a Western market economy.43 The view
from within Enterprise Estonia (EE) is circumspect. In a 2008 interview, EE's brand manage1; Leitti Mandmets, who, with Erki Peegel,
EE's director of public relations and marketing, helped oversee Brand
Estonia, said: "Estonia has done very well over the last seven years.
Our economy is good, our tourist sector was booming until last year
and all of this thanks to the launch of Brand Estonia - of course that
isn't true! Probably we did play a part, but how big a part is really,
really hard to measure. " 44
In short, Brand Estonia is not an exemplar of postmodern branding at all. Rather, it is a hybrid case in which modern, reality-based
promotion (of Estonia's Baltic seacoast, ties to Finland, economic
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reforms, and government investments in information technology)
combined with neoliberal blurring of public and private interests to
massage and transform an existing, if long repressed, national identity into an international marketing asset and a domestic propaganda
tool. Brand Estonia did, however, project a future oriented vision of
itself- a postmodern aspirational element- as "progressive and hip,"
which was presumably intended to become a self-fulfilling prophecy.
Whether Estonia has realized its postmodern aspirations depends on
your perspective: according to Anholt's 2006 Nations Brand Index
(www.nationbrandindex.com), when presented with a list of 35 counties as possible vacation destinations, Americans ranked Estonia,
along with Poland, as the "most boring. 45
In the early branding literature, the story of Brand Estonia, the
Baltic Tiger, is presented as a paradigmatic case for nation branding. 46
The initial Estonian branding effort, which won this accolade, was
actually a short-term undertaking within the much larger economic
development program of Enterprise Estonia; there is no hard evidence
that it significantly contributed to Estonia's economic expansion.
Hard evidence is, however, elusive in the branding business, but suggestion, implication, and hype are plentiful. When directly queried,
Interbrand executives describe their achievements in modest terms,
but as the story gets retold within the industry, the impression is
created that Brand Estonia produced the Baltic Tiger rather than
merely benefited from and perhaps marginally advanced it.47
1

)

Mechanics of Nation Branding
Despite the self-promoting hype of branders, the actual mechanics of
nation branding are quite simple. Olins outlines a seven-step process:

1 Create a working group with representatives of government,
industry, the arts, education, and the media to implement the
initiative.
2 Using qualitative and quantitative methods, find out how the
nation is viewed both domestically and abroad.
3 Consult with opinion leaders regarding the nation's strengths
and weakness and compare results to findings of the internal and
external studies.
45
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Identify the core strategy of the campaign, and create the central
idea on which the strategy is based; basically this boils down to
a slogan, around which the rest of the campaign is framed.
Develop a visual design and attach it to everything that represents
the nation abroad.
Correlate and adjust the message to target audiences: tourism,
internal and external investors.
Create a public-private liaison group to launch the program and
keep it active in government, commerce, industry, the arts, and
media, etc. 48

Simple mechanics, designed for a sound bite world, but Olins cautions
that managing an identity program for a nation demands considerable political, business, and technical skill because poorly designed
or implemented nation branding programs can backfire, damaging
instead of burnishing a nation's image.
Four years after Olins shared his recipe, the social media revolution began, and a few years later the field of public relations began
to grasp its potential as well as its hazards for brands, whether athletic shoes, fast food franchises, or nations. A lurid account of a bad
brand experience that goes viral can reach millions. Brands can be
hacked. Parody websites can be launched. Services can be disrupted
and reputations can be destroyed, To combat what media scholar
Michael Serazio calls "brandelism," "graffadi" and "semiotic Robin
Hoodism," branders, especially those catering to youth markets,
have resorted to guerrilla marketing and crowdsourcing: inviting
potential disrupters to join the game and become co-producers of the
brand, That is, savvy branders exploit the potential of interactivity
by turning customers into "brand ambassadors" who create "buzz'>
on the net for their products, appropriating customers' creativity and
labor in return for allowing them the illusion of excising agency as
cool insiders in a creative business. Serazio likens the "cool sell of
guerrilla marketing" to Edward Bernays's PR stunts, including his
Easter Parade scheme that used fashionable socialites to encourage
women to smoke in public, In the age of interactivity, Serazio argues
that advertising is becoming more like public relations as it increasingly involves PR methods and stealth communications to promote
its wares. 49 This makes sense, since research indicates that that in the
digital era PR is more effective and less expensive than advertising, 50
0lins (1999), pp. 23-4.
Serazio (2013),
50
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Media scholars Zala Volcic and Mark Andrejevic point out that,
in nation branding, interactivity can take multiple forms. In the case
they examine, Slovenia, a rigged contest was staged to create the
nation branding slogan. The slogan itself "Slovenia is green" was,
however, deliberately left open-ended to encourage citizens to "live
the brand" - so that, for example, businesses promoting sports could
use it differently than businesses promoting travel or exports. This
does not mean that branders or the governments they serve surrender
control; rather, they exercise power through what Volcic and Andrejevic describe as a "network ... that enables rule 'at a distance.' " 51
In its new branding campaign, Estonia is now following a similar
script: its logos, color patterns, themes, and narratives are all available on its website and all Estonian businesses are encouraged to
freely use them, Serazio describes such responses by advertisers to
their loss of complete control over the discursive regime of marketing as their way of "making lemonade out of lemons: working with,
rather than against, the exasperating trends of audience empowerment and consumer cynicism.,, It is a means of managing consumer
agency: it is "how marketers 'let' us say yes" to their pitches." The
ingenuity of these moves takes consumer engagement to new levels,
but even earlier forms of place branding involved some interactivity: displaying an "I love New York" bumper sticker or wearing a
Niagara Falls sweatshirt were also ways of "living the brand."
The apparent simplicity and superficiality of place branding could
account for its relative neglect by academic researchers. There may
appear to he "no there there": no significant substance to excavate.
Who, for example, could have worked up a semiotic sweat over
an "I love New York" bumper sticker? Yet, if for no other reason,
the sheer scale of the transfers of public funds into private hands,
which nation branding facilitates, should alert critics to the fact that
something more is involved than small windfalls for manufacturers
and retailers of tee-shirts and tote bags. State and nation branding
is a powerful catalyst for instantiating, advancing, normalizing, and
putting a positive face on market fundamentalism. That is, it makes
economic development a nation's paramount responsibility, one that
virtually overrides all other considerations, with the exception of
national security (which is a precondition to economic development).
To be sure, economic development can contribute to the common
good of cities, states, and nations; and place branding can be a
51
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tool for mobilizing economic development. Too often, howeve1; joint
public-private ventures benefit the private sector at the expense of
the public.

The Totalizing Logic of Branding
Once market fundamentalism establishes itself as the ruling cosmology and globalization becomes the controlling metaphor of geopolitics, nations like Estonia are pressured to participate or face futures
of economic and political marginality and cultural invisibility. As
Olins puts it, "Once it [nation branding] takes off it will become
unstoppable. " 53 And nation branding did take off: in late 2006,
Anhalt claimed that "a country a week" was seeking his services. 54
Public relations and marketing have become so deeply embedded in
economic development and public diplomacy that some researchers
maintain that the fields of public relations and international relations
are converging. 55 Indeed, former US Ambassador Anthony Quainton
sardonically observes that "diplomacy is no longer the function of
diplomats. " 56 Reflecting this shift, Anholt has rebranded himself as
policy and public diplomacy advisor.
Branders attribute the take off of nation branding to the increasing homogenization, cum Westernization/Americanization, of the
world produced by globalization. As places increasingly look the
same, branders argue, they must find ways to distinguish themselves. Nations must also compete for visibility in an already crowded
market, dominated by what Anholt and Hildreth call "the mother
of all brands": the United States. 57 According to branding advocates,
small nations, in particular, need to set themselves apart from other
brands (nations), and establish unique identities that can be encapsulated in a slogan. That is, they must cultivate niche markets for
themselves.
Nation branders speak virtually with one voice when they claim
that the cost/benefit ratio strongly favors client states; however, figures
are seldom revealed. To my knowledge, no data or even speculative
figures have been publicly disclosed estimating how much cities,
states, regions, and nations have spent comparatively or collectively
53 Olins

(1999), p. 23.
The Economist (2006).
55
Signitzer & Coombs (1992); van Ham (2002).
56
Quintin, quoted by Stanger (2009), p. 63.
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Anholt & Hildreth (2005); (2010).
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on place branding. This may be because, as Olins contends, "[i]t's
an issue a lot of countries find very sensitive and don't like talking
about, because they feel people may think it's a waste of public
money." For this reason, he confesses, some of the work he has done
for countries has had to be "very confidential." 58 Nonetheless, some
figures are available.
The United States budgeted $15 million for its aborted 2002
"Shared Values" public diplomacy campaign. Even the "I love New
York" campaign had a steep price tag: in its first year, 1977, it cost
$4 million (more than $15 million in 2016 dollars) and increased to
$10 million in 1978 (more than $36 million) and stayed at that level
until the 1990s, when it was cut dramatically. 59 Kosovo paid Saatchi
and Saatchi $8 million for its 2009 nation branding campaign. 60
Nigeria's "Heart of Africa" initiative reportedly involved a $3 million
government investment, with the expectation that it would be supplemented by private donations; the initial cost of Uganda's branding
effort, undertaken by the London branch of Hill and Knowlton, was
$650,000 followed by a $1 million advertising campaign on CNN. 61
A decade later, both campaigns were considered failures." Russia
paid Ketchum PR more than $23 million to improve its image in
the West from 2007 to 2015 - a figure Ketchum was required to
disclose under the US Foreign Agent Registry Act.63 From 2012 to
2015, the United Kingdom has spent £113.5 million on its "Britain is
GREAT" campaign run by Mothe1; the nation's largest independent
advertising agency.64
By comparison, Brand Estonia was clearly a bargain. As the first
former Soviet state to commission a branding campaign, Estonia may
have been treated as a "loss leader" by lnterbrand in its eagerness
to acquire the business of other client states in the region. Because
too many variables are at play, there is no way to precisely measure
the effects of branding on either tourism or international investment.
What can be measured with some reasonable statistical reliability is
a brand's visibility within its target market and the attributes that
those familiar with the brand attribute to it. Because branders are,

"Olins (n.d.).
Cassedy (2001).
60 Volcic & Andrejevic (2011), p. 599.
61
Nworah (2006); Kahn (2006), pp. 90-1.
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Adebola et al. (2012); Bamiduro & Aremu (2012); Musoke (2015).
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Ncchcpurenko (2015).
"Public Diplomacy,Networks and Influence(2015); Design Week (2013).
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by definition, promoters, they tend to exaggerate their powers. Critics
as well as clients can be seduced by their hyperbolic rhetoric. Olins,
himself a master of promotional rhetoric, chastised Klein's No Logo
for falling into this trap. 65 He claimed Klein dramatically overestimated the success of branders by confusing their ambitions with
their achievements. Given the source, the criticism is disingenuous,
but Olins does score a valid point here: branders' claims should be
viewed with profound skepticism.
The primary focus of this chapter is not, however, on whether
branders deliver on their claims or even whether nation branding
works; but rather to advance the claims that (1) place branding has
been a successful mechanism for transferring public funds and authority into private hands; (2) it has thereby contributed to advancing and
naturalizing market fundamentalism; and (3) the feel-good illusions
of community participation and solidarity that nation branding can
cultivate function ideologically to position nation branding as a prosocial force enhancing the public sphere rather than depleting and
superseding it. Indeed, its apparent triviality and innocence, even the
fact that it may appear to be a waste of money, may actually enhance
nation branding's effectiveness as an agent of neoliberalism. 66
Branding advocates claim that nation branding provides benefits
beyond tourist and investor dollars, including building internal solidarity, pride, and a sense of patriotism within a nation (or to put it
directly, domestic propaganda). Successful efforts may well do these
things for branded nations and their "consumers." Some analysts
also see nation branding exercising a beneficial effect on international
relations. Peter van Ham recognizes several problematic aspects of
nation branding, but concludes that market-based forms of national
identity are far less dangerous than the nationalistic identity formations, which fueled brutal wars and genocide throughout the twentieth century.67 Van Ham positions himself on the right side of history
here, but he sets up a false Manichean dichotomy: the choice, as
he presents it, is either market fundamentalism or bloody nationalism, with no intermediate spaces between. Yet, it is precisely in
those intermediate spaces - perhaps always against steep odds - that
the struggles of and for broadening participatory democracy take
place. Jiirgen Habermas proposes a more democratic alternative that
avoids van Han1'sreductive dichotomy by promoting "constitutional
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patriotism" as a basis for community solidarity: a form of solidarity
that is secured by principles of justice, not in blood or money. 68
Van Ham's assumption that nation branding and nationalism are
mutually exclusive also requires interrogation, Drawing extensively
on the literature of nationalism as well as empirical evidence, including interviews with leading nation branders and country case studies,
Aronczyk maintains that nation branding is really an updated form of
nationalism. 69 Mosco also argues that nationalism remains an active
force in the globalization of capitalism. 70 And of course history itself
speaks here: there has been no shortage of nationalistic conflicts since
globalization became the controlling myth of geopolitics. There is
little reason to believe that repackaging national narratives for the
global marketplace rids them of nationalistic elements. \Vhile nation
branders may use rational, evidence-based arguments in addressing
potential investors, they use emotional appeals to attract tourists and
to evoke a sense of solidarity (patriotism) among domestic populations. Moreover, to resonate locally, the new national narratives must
have some links to history and a heroic origin story.
Nonetheless, at least in 2003, Anholt shared van Ham's conviction
that nation branding can repress the belligerent tendencies of nations;
however, he went further and claimed nation branding can actually
be an agent for global social justice. Characterizing nation branding as "the quintessential modern exemplar of soft powe1;" Anholt
contended that branding is the only power available to many small
nations; and he claims that "second world transition economies" are
in the best position to benefit from it. In his words, "[h]aving strong
and well-known export brands enables both companies and countries
to punch above their weight. " 71
Embracing the language and assumptions of modernization theory,
Anhalt maintains that branding can provide emerging nations with
a version of a "technology leap" because brands create wealth.
Describing himself as "a reformed capitalist" and his book, Brand
New Justice (2003), as a work of "realpolitik," Anholt sees nation
branding as a great leveler. His realpolitik does not, howeve1; challenge either market fundamentalism 01;despite claims to the contrary,
global cultural stereotyping. Rathe1; he seeks to extract and purify
positive elements from national stereotypes, and capitalize on them
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by targeting \Vestern consumers who are searching for ''exoticism. " 72
An example of this kind of exoticism is Interbrand's branding of
Guatemala as the "Soul of the Earth" (my example, not Anholt's}. 73
In effect, Anholt recommends creating boutique nations (my term,
not his). For example, he suggests that Estonia, a cold country, can
develop a niche market in hockey sticks. Boutique nations can, in
turn, serve collectively as bulwarks against the loss of cultural diversity; "if they fail to do this," Anhalt warns, "then we all run the
risk of ending up with a lopsided, impoverished and etiolated form
of global knowledge." 74
Anholt appears to be committed to an ethic of justice in branding:
one that will narro,v the disparities between "have" and "have not"
nations. It is clearly not his intention to, for example, build upon
Thailand's reputation as the global brand leader in the child sex trade;
yet, there is nothing in the logic of his realpolitik that precludes it.
Anholt accepts and valorizes the inevitability of a world in which
brands rule: brands will "gradually become the dominant channels
of communication for national identity.,, He sees this as "an immutable law of global capitalism," and articulates his "capitalism plus
humanism" reform agenda for advancing poor nations within this
law.75 Within Anholt's cosmos, Estonia made all the right moves. It
punched way above its weight.

A Smile and A Wink: Neoliberalism's Solution to the
Problem of Democracy
Neoliberalism conflates democracy and capitalism; it equates free
market economics with political freedom. The terms are not, of
course, interchangeable; they have different origins and denote different practices. Democracy and capitalism have coexisted in uneasy
tension since the eighteenth century: in a kind of yi11and ya11gstruggle
for balance (under liberal pluralism} or dominance (under neoliberalism}. The basis for this tension is deeply rooted. Democracy and capitalism each embody very different solutions to the problem of social
order. Democracy opposes arbitrary, hierarchical, decision making by
elites, whereas capitalism generally requires it. 76 Democratic decision
Anhalt (2003). pp. 42, 169, 171, 152.
Interbrand (n.d.b).
74
Anhalt (2003), p. 145.
75
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making requires transparency; corporate decision making is generally
proprietary to protect trade secrets and secure a competitive edge. 77
Nation branding is a hierarchical and reductive form of communication that is intended to privilege one message. It requires all
voices of authority to speak in the same register and it marginalizes dissent. The message itself is, by design, hyper-visible, but the
decision making involved in arriving at it and the multiple agendas
incorporated within it are neither legible nor visible in the classic
liberal sense. The primary impetus for branding products, companies, and nations, like cattle and slaves, is control. Every branding
consultancy emphasizes the imperatives of "brand protection." As
Scott Bedbury, who played a major role in the creation of two super
brands, Nike and Starbucks, puts it, in deceptively folksy terms: "All
brands need good parents" because brands are designed to soak up
content, images, and feelings, so marketers must "chaperone" them
everywhere they go. 78 Even when forced to relinquish some control
in response to consumer resistance and cynicism by building forms
of interactivity into "the cool sell," brand parents do not allow consumer co-producers or crowdsourcing networks to wander very far
from home. They never abandon the delete key. And the chaperones
always include lawyers who are ever ready to seek injunctions and
restraining orders to silence any disturbing noise that reaches the
highly sensitive ears of the brands' parents.
Anholt is more direct and, in my judgment, more honest about
both the importance and the mechanics of brand protection. In Braud
New Justice, he endorsed tight, hierarchal, even totalitarian, control
in implementing nation's branding efforts, "making sure that every
single message that comes out of a country ... plays unerringly on the
same basic themes." He drew an analogy to the "despotic management styles" involved in corporate branding and warns that unless
nations can develop "the same single-minded sense of purpose and
control," their branding programs are "doomed to fail."79
Nevertheless branders have far less control over people and places
than they do over commercial products. 80 Geography and weather
are fixed. Collective memory and history books cannot be completely
erased. If the press is free, consistency of message cannot be fully
enforced; and in the era of the Internet and satellite technologies, even
totalitarian regimes cannot fully control information flows. External
77
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events can also affect national images. Even representation in popular
culture can have devastating effects on national images, as Kazakhstan discovered when the mockumentary film, Borat, was released in
2006. Russia was able to exercise the prerogative of a "good brand
parent" by banning Borat domestically, but the film was an international box office hit.
Brand consistency may be a desirable objective from a marketing
point of view; from a democratic perspective, it is difficult to imagine
how it could be a desirable national goal. It is telling that Anholt's
2006 Nation Brand Index showed that, on measures of brand consistency, the United States ranks last, while Singapore is at the top
of the list. 81
On the surface, the content that nation branders promote - New
York as loveable, Britain as cool, Estonia as even cooler - do appear
innocuous, trivial, even fun. When, however, the methodology of
branding - that is, its logic and objectives - is used to assert control
over perceptions of and communications about the space nostalgically referred to as the public sphere or "home," there is nothing
innocuous about it. Even in the age of interactivity, the methodology
- qua methodology - is fascist, or, to use Umberto Eco's more elastic
term, "ur-fascist," not liberal or neoliberal. 82
The nation branding literature acknowledges many of these criticisms. \v'ith his usual disarming candor, for example, Olins said, in
an interview posted on his company's website (Saffron Consultants.
com): "[B)randing is propaganda ... what it boils down to is manipulation and seduction. That's the business we're in. That's the business
of life." 83
A smile and a wink may charm and disarm, but there are indications that some branders, including Olins, took criticism seriously and
learned from it. In branding Poland, for example, Olins's company
resisted the easy essentialism of early nation branding efforts: Saffron's research showed that Poles were deeply divided over their
identity. Instead of trying to camouflage these differences, the defining
idea for Brand Poland is "creative tension," which provides a broad
umbrella that is intended to accommodate internal differences, while
conveying a dynamic entrepreneurial spirit externally. 84
Like Olins, most nation branders do talk the talk of cultural
sensitivity and difference, but there are no formal procedures within
81
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their approach to ensure they walk the walk. The seven-step process
is a one-size-fits-all approach. Nation branders use conventional PR
and marketing methods even when they add citizen participation
and interactivity to the mix. 85 Nation branders do not recruit teams
of sociologists, anthropologists, historians, literary scholars, street
poets, graffiti artists, or others who might be able to excavate multiple layers of local knowledge, and identify the national Zeitgeist.
They are not guerrilla marketers or "semiotic Robin Hoods." Like
the creators of iconic commercial brands, studied by Douglas B. Holt,
nation branders succeed or fail to produce compelling myths (stories
and straplines) about nations based upon their "gut feelings," their
practical experience, their client's preferences, and their individual
visual and semantic fluency.86 As a result, nation brands, like other
brands, are "the hodgepodge result of the cultural intuition" of creative people who informally "sneak" cultural content into the branding process. The resonance of this fugitive cultural content (local
knowledge picked up informally and processed intuitively) is what
makes or breaks a campaign. Yet, this content is, at best, a function
of the tacit knowledge of a small number of creative individuals.
This leaves "many of the social and cultural issues embedded in the
branding campaign unexamined. " 87 Nation branding is, in short, a
risky business that can backfire financially, politically, and culturally.
Moreove1; its calculative approach and reductive logic impoverish
(dumb down) public discourse. It is especially troubling that the theories and practices of nation branding and public diplomacy seem to
be converging as nations increasingly outsource their propaganda to
public relations and advertising firms. 88 At the level of meta-theory,
this dissolves the longstanding creative tension between democracy
and capitalism, tipping the balance of power further in favor of
neoliberalism.
The next chapter examines how PR is used by corporations and
governments to mediate public perceptions of nongovernmental organizations, especially NGOs that confront established powers. It also
considers some measures that challenger groups can use to counter
efforts to marginalize or repress their efforts.
For a compelling critique of these methods, see Holt (2004).
Holt (2004), p. xii.
87
0oi (2004), p. 107.
88
Signitzer & Coombs (1992). For reviews of recent public diplomacy theory
and idealisticattempts to reframe it, see Pamment (2013); Golan et al. (2015).
My concern is not at the pragmatic level of engaging writers and designers
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and distributing messages, where the two practices resemble each other, but
at the meta-levels level of theoretical and methodological assumptions.
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Fighting Fire with Fire: PR, Social
Movements, and NGOs

The Arab Spring protests, which began in the winter of 2010-11, were
organized and developed using digital media, with Twitter playing
an especially prominent role. At the time, euphoric Internet utopians
greeted the movement as the realization of the democratic promise of
the Internet that they had long heralded and mythologized.
Yet, with the exception of Tunisia, the unanticipated harvest of
the Arab Spring has largely been repression, violence, war, torture,
regional destabilization, mass migration, and the creation of fertile
grounds for the growth of so-called ISIS. According to Al Jazeera,
"many liberal Arab revolutionaries arc now looking back in anger at
their political naivete, wondering how they could have even imagined
overthrowing the established ruling orders of such fragile entities as
Libya, Syria and Yemen without inviting calamity." 1
The 2011 Occupy Movement, which also used the Internet and
social media as organizing tools, scaled up and mobilized rapidly
and quickly spread to more than 500 cities throughout the world. It
attracted global media and scholarly attention before it was repressed.
Yet, the fervor of most of its followers seemed to flame out as rapidly
as it ignited. Even Occupy co-creator Micah White acknowledges that
the movement did not achieve any of its objectives. 2
1

Sengupta (2015).
'Campbell (2015). Solnit (2016), p. 6, does not share White's disillusionment. She contends that in the United States, late blooming "fruits of OWS
are too many to count," including increased homeless advocacy, "a shift
in the national debate about housing, medical and student debt, economic
injustice and inequality.)) An argument could also be made that it created a
receptive audience for Thomas Piketty's (2014) work.
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All social movements are, of course, by definition, transitory:
moven1e11ts.The successful ones achieve some or, in rare cases, all

I

their objectives and become institutionalized and legitimized. Others
stall, become dormant for a time, or disband. As compared with
conventional social movements, most net organized movements
seem to rise and fall much more rapidly. While digital technologies
continue to evolve in ways that may change this dynamic, there
appears to be an emerging consensus among social movement analysts that digital technologies have been, at best, a mixed blessing for
activists.
Internet-based communications make it possible for activists to
bypass state and private media gatekeepers. Previously, authoritarian
state media had the power to censor public dissent while commercial media could ignore, marginalize, or misrepresent the messages
of activists. The ability to directly reach potential participants and
to create networks of allied groups empowers activists to quickly
organize, plan, and stage mass protests. In the past, it often took
years for activists to recruit members and build relationships of trust
and solidarity within challengers' groups and among potential allied
groups and supporters. Social media also facilitate on-the-ground
communication and coordination during protests. In the past, only
the police or military had that kind of communication capacity.
Camera enabled mobile phones allow protesters to document events,
especially encounters with authorities, so that if authorities present
inaccurate accounts of events, those versions can be challenged. Using
Periscope and other apps, cameras also make it possible for activists
to narrowcast to remote sites during an event and upload video of it
to YouTube. At first sight, these seem like unambiguous assets - and
some clearly are, including the ability to communicate during protests
and the ability to record them.
Paradoxically, however, the organizational and networking advantages that digital media have created - the ability to quickly organize
and stage mass actions - have turned out to be the Achilles heel
of some recent social movements. By shortcutting the organizing
process, digital movements undercut the interpersonal community
building that develops the trust, solidarity, and loyalty that are needed
to sustain members' long-term commitment to a movement. Sociologist Zeynep Tufekci has found that the new movements lack the
organizational skills and capacities needed when the initial energy
and excitement of a street protest wanes and governments began to
use more repressive measures: "In such moments, protesters accustomed to organizing in an ad hoc manner through digital technologies or via completely horizontal methods, like assemblies, often find
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themselves unable to respond to government actions or to decide their
next course of action. " 3
Digitally mediated social movements pride themselves on their
"horizontal" participatory approach that "resists formalization and
institutionalization. "4 Presenting themselves as "leaderless,, organiza-

tions has, however, proven confusing and strategically ineffective in
multiple ways, including sending clear messages to members, negotiating with authorities, strategizing during periods of duress, avoiding
susceptibility to co-optation, and resisting infiltration of the group
by spies or provocateurs. Tufekci points out that early social media
organized movements caught authorities flat-footed because activists grasped the subversive potential of the Internet before they did;
however, governments have since plugged the holes in their regimes
of surveillance and control. While authoritarian governments may
no longer be able to fully censor all citizens' access to alternative
media, they can make it very difficult. In conflict situations, police
can have cell towers turned off, secure access to identities of users of
"anonymous" apps like Yik-Yak, and take other measures to ensure
their technological dominance. Despite the libertarian ethos of cyber
cultures, major Internet and social media companies have established
a record of reluctant cooperation with authorities. Moreover, as we

shall see, public relations toolkits have significantly expanded to meet
the challenges that the online world poses to established corporate
and political power.
Always skeptical of the "net delusion," Evgeny Morozov identifies
similar ,veaknesses in the ne,v social movements, and recommends
that "social movements should ignore social media." He contends
that moves from institutional hierarchies to networks, "from centralization to decentralization, from leaders to horizontal assemblages,"
are not unprecedented. He sees them as a replay of the same weakness that plagued 1970s feminist consciousness raising groups: what
Jo Freeman called "The Tyranny of Structurelessness." 5 Transcending hierarchies and replacing them with horizontal decision making
networks may be a laudable egalitarian ideal, but in practice leaders
are bound to emerge among those most engaged in a movement.
Maintaining the fiction of structurelessness allows de facto leaders
to act without transparency or accountabilit)'· That is, horizontal
networks are democratic in theory but undemocratic in practice.

3

4
5

Tufekci (2014), p. 14.
Tufekci (2014), p. 13.
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Morozov contends that "[t]he Internet has not fundamentally altered
these dynamics." It has only complicated them. He concludes that,
"without well-organized, centralized, and hierarchical structures to
push back against entrenched interests, attempts to make politics
more participatory might stall, and further disempower the weak,
and coopt members of the opposition ... This was the case before the
Internet, and, most likely, it will be the case long after. " 6
Foreign Policy's Lisa Anderson even claims that the Arab Spring
was "not a result of the Internet and social media" at all, that
a similar "global diffusion of information and expectations" were
sparked in Tunisia, Egypt, and Libya in 1919 by Woodrow Wilson's
Fourteen Points address, which was conveyed throughout the world
by telegraph. 7 While the telegraph, along with advances in transportation and the alliances and tumult of World War I, did combine to
facilitate early twentieth-century globalization, the "nothing-newunder-the-sun" argument is not fully convincing, but it does usefully
put techno-utopianism in historical perspective.
Wisely deployed, social media are useful additions to the social
activists' repertoires, but they do not replace relationship building,
transparent and accountable leadership, or sensitivity to mass media
framing of movements. Mainstream media still matter. Not as much
as they did in the past, but they remain the arena in which public
legitimacy battles - whether open or rigged - are played out. As we
have seen, even tyrants still care how they are portrayed in global
media, and nations are investing substantial resources in PR to cultivate favorable images or brands in the global marketplace. Both
nations and corporations are also vigilant in their efforts to identify,
track, discredit, and disable any challenger groups that pose a threat
to their perceived hegemony.
This chapter is not a primer on social movements. Its ambitions are
far more modest. It explores specific and largely neglected aspects of
what have been referred to as the "interacting systems" of media and
social movements: specifically, the ways PR is deployed in attempts to
influence - or mediate - media representations of social movements.
These mediations are frequently designed to neutralize, marginalize,
distort, or censor the efforts of challenger groups in the interests of
maintaining the status quo. Established, well-financed NGOs do,
howeve1; also employ in-house PR staff as well as PR agency consultants and significant marketing strategies to support their initiatives.
In this chapter, both groups are scrutinized. To avoid the tendency,
6
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noted by Morris and Goldsworthy, of critics of PR to give NGOs a
free pass, corruption and ethical lapses within NGOs are also considered here. 8 Finally, some tactics that activists can use to turn the
tables on PR fixers - to make PR backfire - are also outlined.
Social movement theorists have identified patterns in the rise and
fall of protest "waves. " 9 Minimally, those considered in this chapter
have successfully navigated the first wave of protest. Some, like
Greenpeace, are well-established NGOs with substantial funding.
Others appear to be gaining strength, and a few seem to be sliding
into dormancy.

Nongovernmental Organizations
Nongovernmental organizations (NGOs), non-profits, or civil society
organizations

have existed in various forms for centuries: they

acquired official status in international affairs when they were recognized as sentinels of democracy in Article 71 of the United Nations
Charter in 1947. The UN defines an NGO as "a not-for-profit group,
principally independent from government, which is organized on a
local, national or international level to address issues in support of
the public good." 10
In heterogeneous societies, conceptions of the "public good" are,
of course, widely disputed. The World Bank's definition responds to
the ambiguity of Article 71 with a more specific social justice oriented
definition: NGOs are "private organizations that pursue activities
to relieve suffering, promote the interests of the poor, protect the
environment, provide basic services, or undertake community devel-

opment. "11 Creating a fully inclusive definition of the vast range of
organizations that find shelter under the broad umbrella of NGOs is
virtually impossible; they may be large, well-funded formal organizations with global reach or small local groups, relatively permanent
or transitory, ideologically driven or apolitical, interested in health
advocacy, development, education, cultural events, or recreation and
other services.

Consequently, it is also impossible to accurately measure the
number ofNGOs in existence; ho,vever, the consensus among experts

in the field is that their numbers have increased dramatically since
'Morris & Goldsworthy (2008).
'Koopmans (1993).
10
United Nations (1945).
11
World Bank definition from Saunders & Andretta (2009), p. 130.
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the 1980s. In 1956, authoritative sources documented 985 active
international NGOs; by 1995 the figure had increased to 20,000.
According to figures reported by Curtis Runyan for the World Watch
Institute, the number of NGOs operating within national boundaries
has expanded even more rapidly. It is estimated that there are two
million in the United States alone.U
Over half of the NGOs in Europe were founded in the 1990s. After
the breakup of the Soviet Union, more than 100,000 new non-profits
were created in Eastern Europe between 1988 and 1995. The recent
acceleration in the growth of NGOs has also been prolific in the
developing world, In Uganda, there were 3,500 in 2002 and 7,000 in
2008, and similar rates of growth are seen throughout East Africa. 13
India is estimated to have more than a million NGOs. 14 NGOs have
not just increased in numbers: many have doubled their memberships
at steady rates and their budgets have grown accordingly, with environmental groups experiencing especially strong growth.
Political scientist James McGann and trade expert Mary Johnstone
contend: "The real story is not the proliferation of NGOs, but how
these organizations have effectively networked and mobilized their
members to reshape world politics. They attribute this growth to six
factors.
First, the spread of democracy and international recognition of
the importance of developing the civil society sector to promote
democracy has put pressure on governments to encourage, or at
least tolerate, the growth of NGOs. McGann and Johnstone credit
the work of civil society theorists like Robert Putnam, as well as
social laboratories in Poland, the Philippines, and South Africa, with
demonstrating that democracy can only flourish where there is an
extensive network of organizations encouraging civic engagement,
dialogue, and trust.
Second, the digital revolution has created a growing demand for
information, analysis, and action, The availability of big data has
not, however, been matched by the capacity to interpret it and act
on it. Nevertheless, NGOs that focus on a limited range of issues can
compile detailed technical information relevant to their causes and
provide data banks of field experience and expert knowledge, This
expertise does, however, also raise questions about the credibility and

12

Runyan (2013).
Global Policy Forum (2011).
"Runyan (2013), p. 144. Estimate for India from McGann & Johnstone
(2005).
JJ
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transparency of NGOs' research, since they are not impartial arbiters
of information.
Third, the growth of nonstate and interstate actors in response
to the decline of European empires and the growth of independent
nation-states from only 50 in 1950 to 196 in 2015 has created fertile
ground for incubating new NGOs. This change has been accompanied by the growth of intergovernmental organizations like the
United Nations, World Bank, International Monetary Fund, and
World Trade Organization.
Fourth, new communication technologies have made the sharing
of information globally relatively easy and inexpensive, facilitating
networking as well as undermining the effectiveness of state censorship. The Internet has made it possible to organize and run NGOs
with small staffs and modest budgets and to quickly form coalitions
among NGOs to stage collective actions. It has, howeve1; also made
it easy for fraudsters posing as NGOs to create professional looking
websites to solicit contributions for what appear to be legitimate
causes. It also allows front groups to convincingly disguise themselves
as NGOs.
Fifth, globalization of NGO funding has increased the flow of
donations from industrialized nations to Africa, Asia, and Latin
America. The infusion of these funds can help NGOs in developing
countries to gain traction, but it is nearly impossible to track the
flow of funds. Moreover, funds coming from the developed world
frequently bring with them agendas that distort or undermine local
initiatives and objectives.
Finally, McGann and Johnstone cite a global legitimacy crisis in
which nation-states are increasingly distrusted and government institutions are regarded as "ineffective and unreliable," Local NGOs
have emerged to address the failures of the state and of official leadership.15 While they often fill gaps in services, McGann and Johnstone
contend that the proliferation of local NGOs also complicates procedures for effectively delivering aid.
Collectively, NGOs now provide more aid than the UN and all
of its agencies. 16 They range in size from large international NGOs
like CARE, which have multimillion dollar annual budgets, to small,
local organizations staffed largely by volunteers, which operate on
a shoestring. Some, like CARE and Doctors without Borders, primarily provide aid. Other NGOs provide aid, but also carry out

15
16

McGann & Johnstone (2005).
The Economist (1999).
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campaigns; and some, like Greenpeace, focus on campaigns. Many
NGOs support or supplement government initiatives; some strive to
remain politically neutral; and others challenge government policies
and practices. Some NGOs receive substantial funding from governments and corporations, sometimes blurring the lines between cooperation and co-optation. 17 The CIA has been known to work with
NGOs; and some authoritarian governments have set up NGOs to
advance their own objectives. 18 In short, NGOs reflect the diversity
of global politics.
As they have grown in numbers, size, reach, and financial impact,
and learned to strategically engage their coalition building capacities,
NGOs have become major players in international affairs. They have
also become targets of government crackdowns in Russia, China,
India, Egypt, Venezuela, Zimbabwe, and other nations. In recent
years, foreign funded N GOs have come under suspicion in many
countries, especially those funded by the United States.
There have been numerous attempts to identify types of NGO
engagement. Among the most succinct and lucid is the four-pronged
typology developed by scholar Jane Nelson: confrontation, communication, consultation, and cooperation. Although her focus is on
corporations working in extractive industries (mining), the efficacy
of her effort is not limited to that context. My rendering of her categories expands them to apply heyond the corporate sector.
1

Confrontation involves efforts to put pressure on a corporation,
country, or other entity to change. Means include lega I actions,
protests, media campaigns, or economic pressures.
2 Communication entails one-way information flows in which
the NGO monitors the organizations activities and prepares
research studies and reports to inform the organization and/or the
public.
3 Consultation invo Ives dialogue and synthesis in which different viewpoints are incorporated into corporate or government
policymaking.
4 Cooperation involves formal agreements to work together in alliances that might involve philanthropies or communities, joint
research projects, capacity building, collaboration on developing
policy, trade agreements or standards.

17

The Economist (1999). On cooperation vs. co-optation, see Baur (2011 ),
p. 137.
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NGOs frequently engage at multiple levels simultaneously, for
example, communicating information about some aspect of state
or corporate operations, consulting on some aspects of its policy
process, cooperating on a specific initiative, ,vhile taking a more
confrontational approach to more intractable issues.
My focus is primarily on change oriented challenger groups or
confrontational NGOs. That is where the shadier side of PR - that
problematic 30 percent - is usually called into play: where secrets and
lies are exposed or interred, framing contests are mounted, semantic
tyranny makes its mischief, reputations are laundered, fixers fix, and
whistleblowers play their troubled tunes. The most frequent targets
of challenger groups are failing or tyrannical governments, which
commit or permit human rights abuses and environmental devastation, and corporations in oil, mining, logging, pharmaceuticals, food
industries, and, increasingly, global financial institutions and brands.

NGOs as Agents of Social Change: Transparency
and Accountability
The "Battle of Seattle," the 1999 protest that disrupted the World
Trade Organization's (WTO) meetings, demonstrated the coalition
building skills of change oriented NGOs, bringing together an array
of groups, not often thought of as allies, including labor and environmental activists. In preparation for the event, Public Citizen organized an online anti-\VTO protest, which was signed by approximately
1,500 NGOs. Online petitions were innovative then and had substantial impact. The objectives of the Seattle protest were simple: to
disrupt the meetings and highlight the negative labor and environmental impacts of globalization. The Economist described the Seattle
protesters as "masterly users of the media." 19 The timing of some of
the protest activities ensured that they were covered live on television
and broadcast throughout the world.
Seattle was the most visible NGO action of the 1990s, but there
had been earlier successes, including the Earth Summit in Rio de
Janeiro in 1992, where NGOs created public pressure that led to
agreements on controlling greenhouse gases. In 1994 there were protests on the 50th anniversary of the \Vorld Bank, which subsequently
produced dialogues with and partnerships between the bank and
NGOs. Other NGO coalitions successfully pushed for reductions in
19
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the debts of poorest counties by the Organization for Economic and
Cooperative Development.
There have been numerous actions that have targeted specific
companies like Nike, Apple, and Walmart for their labor practices, or
that take on specific causes like genetically modified food or fracking.
Using dramatic stunts that capture media attention, Greenpeace has
taken on loggers in Canada, saving the Arctic, global warming, protecting the oceans, promoting sustainable agriculture, and advancing
democracy. The International Campaign to Ban Landmines won the
Nobel Peace Prize in 1997.
In these efforts, NGOs seek to hold governments, corporations,
and international bureaucracies accountable; yet, critics argue that
NGOs themselves lack accountability and transparency, and that this
calls into question their credibility. 20 Given the diversity of the size,
structures, missions, and locations of NGOs, however, attempts to
develop evaluative standards, beyond financial accountability, have
proven elusive. Lisa Jordan of the Ford Foundation points out that
''accountability is always political." "In some circumstances," she says

assessment methods "can be quite helpful, but in other circumstances
they are inadequate, they do not address the needs of the NGOs, they
are divorced from missions, they do not address moral obligations. " 21
The question of ,vho determines what counts as success, donors,
NGO administrators, fieldworkers, or the populations being served
also pose substantial obstacles to effective evaluation.
Questions about the effectiveness and accountability of NGOs
sometimes become matters of public controversy. In 2015, for
example, an investigation by ProPub/ica and National Public Radio
(NPR) reported that, after the American Red Cross collected almost
a half a billion dollars for Haiti earthquake relief, it only built six
permanent homes and wasted millions of dollars. 22 The Red Cross
also came under fire for its mismanagement of Hurricane Isaac and
Superstorm Sandy.23 In the case of Haiti, there seems to have been
a general failure of aid that extended beyond NGOs and including assistance offered by governments and the UN. According to a
2013 Yale University inquiry, the UN's aid efforts had devastating
consequences: the report maintains that UN peacekeepers in Haiti
were responsible for a cholera epidemic in Haiti that killed more

20

Christensen (2004); McGann & Johnstone (2005).
Lisa Jordan, Ford Foundation, quoted by Christensen (2004).
22
Elliott ct al. (2014).
"Sullivan et al. (2014).
21
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than 8,000 people by contaminating one of the country's major
rivers with sewage. 24 These are mega-organizations regularly under
the watchful eye of major media; however, most NGOs receive little
public scrutiny. Both the Red Cross and the UN deny the charges
made against them. 25
In light of such controversies, calls for transparency and accountability seem reasonable. In the case of the American Red Cross, the
call was official, coming from the US Congress.26 Donors and boards
of directors of many NGOs have internal systems of accountability;
and US-based NGOs that generate income are financially accountable
to the Internal Revenue Service. There have also been ideologically
driven attempts to institute accountability. Most notably, in 2003
conservative think-tanks - the American Enterprise Institute and the
Federalist Society for Law and Public Policy - set up an NGO Watch
website. The launch of the website was preceded by a conference,
which featured speakers from other conservative think-tanks known
for their opposition to environmentalism. 27 The website was active
from 2003 to 2007. In 2009 it was succeeded by the Global Governance \Vatch, sponsored by the Federalist Society; this site monitors
UN activities, global political Islam, as well as NGOs. According to
the website, its NGO Watch focuses on issues related to how "NGOs
are securing at the international level top-down policy mandates that
they have been unable to secure at the national level. " 28
Approximately half of all social change oriented NGOs focus on
three central issues: the environment, human rights, and w01nen s
rights - issues that conservatives generally code as liberal or progressive.29 These issues and the social movements associated with
them are, by definition, transnational. The 40-year struggle against
apartheid in South Africa, for example, was a national as well as an
international movement. In the early 1970s, the outlawed African
National Congress (ANC) developed a media plan to address African
audiences as well as to garner international support by setting up
quarters in London for its Department of Information and Publicity
1

24

Chan et al. (2013).

25

The Red Cross's response is posted on the ProPub/ica website.

26

Grassley (2015); Sullivan (2015).
SourceWatch (n.d.) lists John Fonte, Gary Johns, Mike Nathan, Fred

27

Smith, David Riggs, Jeremy Rabkin, Roger Bate, and Jon Entine- all associated with right-wing think-tanks.
28

Global Governance Watch (n.d.).
Sikkink (1998).
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headed by Thabo Mbeki. The combination of national protest and
unrest, disinvestment campaigns and condemnation of apartheid
by international public opinion was crucial in pressuring the South
African Prime Minister F.W. de Klerk to lift the ban on the ANC,
allow press freedom, and release political prisoners, including Nelson
Mandela, from prison. Similarly, combating child slavery in West
Africa, which has been implicitly condoned by the international chocolate industry, is not just a national problem; the same can be said of
global warming, nuclear weapons, sex trafficking, sweat shops, and
a number of other contemporary issues.
Some scholars regard the kinds of transnational movements and
coalitions that NGOs are forming as possible harbingers of the emergence of a new global public sphere. 30 Where governments and corporations have formed top-down global organizations and institutions
to advance their interests, activist NGOs engaged in global justice
movements seek to reform and democratize these hierarchies from
below. That is, some NGOs are trying to reframe the social contract to democratize the supranational forms of governance created
by globalization. 31 That is why NGO coalitions target summits of
elite organizations like the WTO and the World Bank for major
protests.
This also explains the alarm sounded by global activists when the
American Enterprise Institute and Federalist Society announced their
NGO watchdog initiative in 2002. Ralph Nader characterized it as a
politically motivated move to "go after liberal or progressive NGOs,"
while Naomi Klein compared it to a "McCarthyite blacklist." 32 With
their own skin deeply in the game, conservative and libertarian thinktanks cannot be expected to be reliable monitors ofNGOs advocating
for causes they oppose. As in any conflict, adversaries seek to assess
and discredit one another.
Today, Nader's and Klein's objections seem almost quaint, as
many governments, security agencies, and private industry services
now regularly monitor NGOs activities. The UN subjects NGOs to
accreditation reviews and has granted "General Consultative Status"
to 4,361 of them, which allows them to officially participate in UN
initiatives,33

30

Keck & Sikkink (1998).
Fraser (2009).
32 Nader and Klein, quote by Christensen (2004).
33
UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs (n.d.).
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NGOs and PR
The NPR and ProPublica investigative report on the American Red
Cross's response to Superstorm Sandy charged that it was "an organization so consumed with public relations that it hindered the charity's
ability to provide disaster services." Richard Rieckenberg, former
head of mass care for the American Red Cross, who helped lead the
response to both Sandy and Isaac, said: "It was clear to me that they
weren't interested in doing mass care; they were interested in the
illusion of mass care." During Hurricane Isaac, the report claimed
that "one Red Cross official had 80 trucks drive around empty or
largely empty 'just to be seen' as one driver recalls." Rieckenberg
confirmed the driver's testimony. Trevor Riggen, vice-president of
Disaster Operations and Logistics for the Red Cross, denied the
charges and challenged the report's interpretation of events. 34
Like other mega N GOs, the Red Cross has a large internal PR
(public affairs) staff as well as access to the services, when needed,
of external PR consultancies. As an agency that relies on volunteers to make up more than 90 percent of its workforce and that is
dependent on donations to provide the bulk of its approximately $3
billion annual budget, the Red Cross has legitimate concerns about
maintaining its image. 35 Although it is not directly funded by the
government, the American Red Cross has long had close ties to it:
\Voodrow Wilson served as honorary president of the organization,
as has every president since, although the title changed in 1947 to
honorary chairman. During Sandy, when many legitimate as well
as some potentially fraudulent NGOs were collecting relief donations, President Obama urged the public to donate to the Red Cross,
endorsing its legitimacy and expertise. 36
Although the Red Cross is unique in its relation to the White
I-louse, its organizational structure is similar to other large-scale
NGOs, with boards of directors (or trustees) drawn from the philanthropic and corporate world and well-paid, business minded chief
operating officers. These NGOs are, in effect, an integral part of
the establishment; as such, they face very different image challenges
34

Sullivan et al. (2014).

35

The budget fluctuates from year to year based on donations with major

disasters both bringing in and expending more funds. For fiscal year 2013, its

revenue gains were $3,435.900,000 and its expenses were $3,380,500,000.
American Red Cross (2013).
36
Sullivan et al. (2014).
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than NGOs, which challenge the status quo. Like large corporations, PR services and practices such as media 1nonitoring, reputation
1nanagement and repair, crisis management, media training, strategic
communications including positive framing of initiatives, media and
government relations, and, more recently, social media engagement
are all routine parts of maintaining and improving the images of mega
NGOs. In the normal course of events, they have standing with, and
can expect positive framing in, mainstream corporate media.

The Red Cross story percolated up to mainstream media from
alternative media (or in the case of NPR, quasi-alternative). \Vithout
that intervention, expressions of disenchantment

by Sandy's victims,

police, Red Cross volunteers, and employees might have been viewed
as isolated cases or even as voices of malcontents; and the internal documents exposing the crisis would probably have remained
internal. That is, the critics would have lacked standing with mass
media. Before the 24/7 news cycle and the Internet, the symbiotic
relationship between PR and legacy media might have insulated such
a venerable organization from damaging media coverage. For, as PR
practitioners and educators Trevor Morris and Simon Goldsworthy
point out, "Containing bad news and keeping stories out of the
media, or at least reducing the amount and tone of negative coverage,
is one of PR's most vital roles. '' 37

Activist NGOs: Crashing "the Media Party"
Digital media have loosened the tight grip that legacy media once had
over agenda setting; however, sociologist William Gamson points out
that the mass media remains "the master arena,, "'here contests over

the meaning of public issues take place "because all of the players
in the policy process assume its pervasive influence - whether it is
warranted or not. " 38 \Vhile mass media is more fragmented and fractious than it was in the twentieth century, it still plays a significant,
but increasingly contested, role in shaping who and what should be
taken seriously - in Gamson's theoretical vocabulary, who and what
should be granted "standing."
Social change NGOs can organize, establish coalitions, and build
momentum through social media, but they still generally require
access to the "master arena" to become visible and viable social

37
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movements. According to Gamson, challenger groups are at a disadvantage in the contest because they lack "standing" with the media;
that is, they lack "the status of a media source whose comments are
directly or indirectly quoted. " 39 Gamson points out that standing
is not the same as being mentioned in a story where an actor in a
social movement is described or criticized without being given an
opportunity to comment: "Standing refers to a group being treated
as an agent, not merely as an object being discussed by others. " 40
For example, in crime news, the police - and sometimes victims and
witnesses - are quoted, giving their interpretation of events; criminals
generally are not, unless they say something bizarre or egregiously
offensive.
Herbert Gans, Mark Fishman, Todd Gitlin, Gaye Tuchman, and
others have established that most reporting reflects news routines.4 1
Reporters are typically assigned to particular "beats": politics, business, health, sports, crime, entertainment, and so on. Standard sets
of storytelling conventions or news narratives are typically used by
each beat. \Vithin each beat, certain sources have "routine standing"
and leading government officials have standing "across the board." 42
They are the "go-to,, people for authoritative comments on issues
within their areas of presumed competence. \Vith the tabloidization
of news, prominent celebrities are also given standing on issues, so
that, for example, the Haitian rap musician Wyclef Jean was given
standing by the mainstream press on Haitian earthquake relief and
Irish singer U2's Bono is routinely given standing on international
humanitarian causes. 43
Conversely, social movement activists typically must struggle to
achieve standing. Gamson and Gadi Wolfsfeld describe the hazards
involving in these struggles:
]\•[embers of the club enter the media forum through the front door
when they choose, they are treated with respect, and they are given the
benefit of the doubt. Challengers must contend with other would-be
claimants for attention at the back door, finding some gimmick or
act of disorder to force their way in. But when they do so, they
enter defined as upstarts and the framing of the groups may obscure
39 Gamson

(2004), p. 243.
Gamson (2004).
"Gans (1979); Fishman (1980); Gitlin (1980); Tuchman (1980).
"Gamson (2004).
43
Both \Vyclef Jean and Bono's charities have come under critical scrutiny.
Kunzie (2010); Daily Mail Reporter (2010).
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any message it carries, Those who dress up in costume to be admit-

ted to the media party will not be allowed to change before being
photographed. 44
Some movements overcome this dilemma by forming partnerships
with groups that have standing or by developing a division of labor
within the movement. Those who dress up in the metaphoric costumes of disruptive pranksters or law breakers to capture media
attention may defer to others, who have not been stigmatized as
deviant, to frame and express the group's message. Gamson cites
the example of the US antinuclear movement, where activists on the
ground refer the media to the Union of Concerned Scientists, which
acts as the voice of the movement.
Garnson and his collaborators describe social movements and
the media as complex "interacting systems." Multiple frames may
compete for the media spotlight. Neither media nor movements are
static: frames that achieve media traction may change over time as
events and the public's reactions to them evolve. Gamson explicitly
gestures to possible interventions by marketing (and, by extension,
public relations) in instances where challenger social movements are
well funded; and he recognizes the compromises that accompany
such alliances. Mainstreaming a movement reduces accountability
to its core 1nembers and "transforms the constituents fron1 collective
agents into individual consumers. " 45 That is, it commodifies social
movements. Clifford Bob documents how these dynamics work in
international contexts where advocacy groups seek support for their
causes from major \v'estern NGOs, The competition is fierce and
the groups who win support are not the 1nost 1neritorious in some
impartial calculus of global suffering. Rather; they are groups that
can present their causes as the most marketable to international
donors. This usually means the challenger group has a strong charismatic leader, tight internal discipline, and the capacity to simplify
and universalize its cause to appeal to international audiences. In
these struggles, Bob contends that "marketing trumps justice" leaving
"many local aspirants helpless and neglected, painfully aware of
international opportunities but lacking the resources, connections,
or know-how to tap them. " 46
Neither Gamson nor Bob directly focuses on the adversarial role
that commercial PR plays in opposing challenger social movements.
44

Gamson & Wolfsfeld (1993), pp. 121-2.
Gamson (2004); Parr (2009) offers an analysis of the costs.
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Yet, public relations often functions as a third interacting system
at the media party, especially when a challenger group is perceived
as posing a serious threat to established powers. PR is called upon
to defend the status quo by undermining the challenger's efforts.
For example, campaigns to raise the minimum wage are predictably countered by corporate PR and frequently voiced through front
groups, which raise fears of inflation and unemployment. When PR
becomes part of the framing contest, the challenger group not only
has to engage in risky theatrics to gain media standing, it also has to
contend with hostile PR reframings of its acts and messages as well as
proactive attempts to discredit challengers' legitimacy and integrity.
PR deployed on behalf of the fossil fuel industry to discredit climate
science and scientists exemplifies how potent this kind of PR can be
when the stakes are high enough.

The Third Force in the 'Interacting Systems':
PR Strategies to Neutralize Challenger Groups
PR in America began as an adversarial enterprise: to counter muckrakers and block Progressive reforms, especially government regulation of big business. It brings a century of field experience to the task
of combating challenger social movements. Its repertoire of tactics
and strategies is constantly evolving and is far too extensive to fully
catalogue here. PR methods vary depending on the challenger group's
cause and cultural context in which the actions are being staged.
Some of the most common PR tactics used to undercut challenger
group activism in Anglo-American contexts are described below.
There is some overlap among them and multiple tactics are frequently
deployed simultaneously.
Monitoring
Some NGOs were set up specifically to monitor governments and
industry, especially human rights, labor, and environmental practices.
Increasingly, however, governments and industry are monitoring the
monitors. Media monitoring is a well-established above-board PR
practice that is used to track media coverage of a product, brand,
an organization, and its leaders. Originally used by PR agencies to
demonstrate the effectiveness of their publicity efforts to clients, it
has become an important tool for some of today's fastest growing PR
specialties: crisis conununication, risk management, and reputation
management. But today, these services are monitoring much more
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than media coverage. For example, to assist businesses in assessing
the risks that NGO activism poses, Sigwatch Ltd monitors 7,000
activist groups globally on more than 700 issues and their impact on
almost 10,000 companies and their brands.4 7 Monitoring can take
on sinister aspects when it is used to gather intelligence and assemble
data banks of individual members of activist groups. In some cases,
police agencies and private investigators assist corporate monitors.
Activist and educator Eveline Lubbers - editor of the website Spinwatch, which monitors European PR and lobbying - has done extensive research on corporate spying. She points out that the boundaries between corporate intelligence and government surveillance have
become increasingly porous. Sometimes they work togethe1; but she
maintains that even without police assistance, private spying efforts
have access to many of the same tools as state agencies. 48 London
PR executive Tim Burt attributes the growth of corporate intelligence
gathering to "the collective paranoia of large corporations" following
the BP and News Corp debacles.49
According to Irish PR executive and author of Managing Activism (2001 ), Denise Deegan, corporations should, in fact, be very
worried about how activists can impact their reputation and financial
well-being. She reports that the 1995 Greenpeace campaign against
Shell's plan to dispose of its Brent Spar oilrig at sea ended up costing
£38.5 million instead of £4.5 million, which the original plan would
have cost. She also points out that the 1989 campaign by Natural
Resources Defense Council against the use of the insecticide Alar by
US Apple Growers cost the industry between $100 and $150 million;
and that the McDonald's famous libel action against two London
environmental activists in the 1990s ended up costing the company
£10 million and did enormous damage to its reputation. She not only
recommends close monitoring of activist groups by corporations,
but also proactively developing comprehensive plans to "manage"
activism. 50
In the United States, the 2001 terrorist attacks produced palpable
security concerns, since one of the targets of the attack was the
\Vorld Trade Center: the iconic symbol of corporate power and ambition. The speed, reach, and anonymity of digital communications
also feed corporate vigilance. Burt contends that, as a result of this
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heightened anxiety, a new competitive market in intelligent gathering
has emerged pitting PR firms against security companies, composed
of former army officers and CIA and M16 agents, who are importing
militaristic capabilities into risk management.
Greenpeace has been a primary target of corporate intelligence
activities, which have included securing in advance Greenpeace's
internal planning documents for an action against expanding oil drilling in the Atlantic. British Petroleum, one of Greenpeace's targets,
was able to develop its PR response to the action before it took place.
Lubbers reports on Shell's use of an undercover corporate intelligence
agent, who, under the guise of an activist documentary filmmaker,
interviewed members of environmental groups about their campaign
tactics and future plans for anti-Shell activism. 51
Companies not only seek intelligence about the business competitors, but increasingly those in vulnerable businesses see investigating
and manipulating potentially hostile NGOs as a priority. Letting
activists know that they are under surveillance can sometimes have
enough of a chilling effect to quell an individual activist's ardor. It
invades privacy and conveys an implicit threat of potentially damaging notoriety, legal action, financial losses, and/or personal danger.
Co-Optation
Ivy Lee is usually credited with claiming that PR is not a top-down
corporate effort, but a democratic "two-way street" - a fiction belied
by some of his own practices. It is, however, still a familiar claim
made by PR advocates. Those hired to neutralize grassroots challenger groups sometimes use it as a ploy: invoking the democratic
process, they invite activists to engage in dialogic partnerships, ideally
in an inviting ambiance with convivial refreshments. The PR organizers encourage sympathetic listening to the activists' grievances in
an attempt to build trust. In some instances, the organization being
targeted may meet enough of the demands of the challenger group to
deter them from action. If not, the PR tacticians may try to manipulate the dialogue to co-opt the activists, frequently using divide and
conquer efforts by creating or exploiting existing factions and marginalizing the most radical members. The objectives of such efforts
are: (1) to weaken the structure and determination of the group, (2)
to undermine its claims to standing in the media, and (3) to avert
media coverage. 52 Or, cooptation 1nay occur through convers10n,
51
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sweetened by generous funding that encourages radicals to make art
or films instead of revolution. 53
Reframing
The mechanics of framing and priming are discussed extensively in
chapter 5. In the context of responding to challenger social movements, PR reframing works to discredit, marginalize, or censor the
challenger's groups' claims and/or their legitimacy. It may exaggerate, invert, or otherwise distort the challenger group's demands.
It may reframe them in ways that evoke fear among the public:
for example, claiming that regulating fracking will cost jobs, or
that addressing global warming will destroy the economy. Gamson
and Modigliani identify five media framing devices, including use of
metaphors, exemplars, catch-phrases, depictions and visual images,
which are deployed with three reasoning devices; statements about
causation, effects and appeals to moral principles. 54 PR uses the
same devices to discredit adversaries and to favorably represent their
clients' positions.
Astroturfing

Discussed more fully in chapter 5, astroturfing is a strategy that
masquerades as a democratic initiative in which PR and lobbying
firms hire people to show up at protests or other events and pose as
members of grassroots groups opposed to the cause espoused by a
challenger group. The market rate for astroturfers in New York City
in 2013 was reportedly $25 per hour per person. 55 Astroturfing can
take other forms - for example, people are paid to write letters to
the editor of local newspapers or to call radio talk shows. Nowhere
is astroturfing more prolific than online, where mercenary "blogwarriors" are available to attack or defend any side of a conflict
24/7, to troll comment sections, write reviews of products or services,
register "likes" or distort \Xlikipedia entries, and other actions. Websites like Swenz, Fiven; and many others sell likes, retweets, favorites,
"upquotes," and page views. In 2014, Nick Bilton of the New York
Times reported that the going rate for 4,000 friends on Facebook
and followers on Twitter was just $5, but for $3,700, a million
new friends could be purchased on Instagram. These "friends" are
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actually bots or lines of code, not humans. Purchasing them does,
howeve1; involve more than just vanity: they are used by celebrities,
musicians, and politicians to inflate their popularity in attempts to
shape the public agenda and influence consumer and citizen decision
making. Bilton points out that in the 2012 Mexican presidential elections, one party accused another of deploying tens of thousands of
bots to drown out the opposing party's messages on Facebook and
Twitter. Bots have also played a role in the Syrian conflict; and in
Turkey every political party was found to be using bots. 56
A blogger for The Eco110111ist
notes: "If there is a public forum on
an important issue you can bet s01neone, somewhere is doing their

best to figure out how to manipulate the discussion in their favor. " 57
In the Ukraine-Russian conflict, blogger brigades have been hired
to troll social networks both within Russia and abroad with anti\Vestern and pro-Russian comments. 58 That is, in addition to the
long-term PR services that Ketchum in the United States and Portland
in the United Kingdom had provided for Vladimir Putin until he
decided not to renew their contracts.
The Human Touch

In the wake of the Battle of Seattle, Edelman PR advised its clients:
"'Corporations need to change to win,' and to do so 'they need to
adopt strategies and tactics similar to NGOs'." That is, they need
((to con11nunicate in human terms rather than economic or scientific
terms as ,veil as incorporate grassroots efforts. ))59 Again, there are

historical echoes: a century ago, when it was clear that the intransigent resistance of the railroad magnates to public accountability
was backfiring, J.P. Morgan's corporate diplomat George Perkins
advocated "cooperation" and "corporate social welfare)) to meet the

demands of "trust-buster" Theodore Roosevelt. Whether neoliberal
communication in "human tenns" can mollify critics of globalization
remains an open question.

Intimidation

If the soft power of the warm handshake doesn't do the trick, there
are harsher means of silencing activists. Calling the lawyers is an
especially effective method in Britain and Australia, which has stricter
56
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libel laws than the United States and no First Amendment; however,
even in the United States the threat of costly litigation is often enough
to deter individual activists as well as media organizations. 60 In local
venues, media gatekeepers are frequently reluctant to cover protests
that target their advertisers. When the stakes are high enough, corporations or governments may opt to infiltrate challenger groups for
intelligence purposes or to foment tension within the group, diffuse the
group's con1mitments, or act as agent provocateurs. Sometimes demonstrations are criminalized, resulting in mass arrests and use of tear

gas. In large international demonstrations, border control may deny
entry to activists, mobile phones may be jammed, leaders detained,
and streets closed to deny access to the site of the demonstration. 61
Green washing
A standard corporate counter-response to environtnental activism is
greenwashing, which cmnes in many shades, including front groups,

partisan think-tanks, rebranding, astroturfing, advertising environmental initiatives while continuing to pollute, sponsoring community
activities, cultural events, sports teams, and offering schools free
videos and environmental curricular materials prepared by BP, Shell,
and others.6 2
United Front
After Seattle '99, corporations took a leaf out of activists' playbooks
by forming coalitions to defend globalization and free trade. New
alliances were created and established ones revitalized. While some
corporations favored the dialogue (cooperation or co-optation) route,
others called for government regulation of NGOs or even repression
of anti-globalization NGOs by associating the activism of challenger
groups with terrorism. 63 Others emphasized pro-globalization PR.
Some did both. Dean R. O'Hare, former chairman and CEO of
the Chubb Corporation and chair emeritus of the US Council for
International Business, an affiliate of the International Chamber of
Commerce, maintained: "[W]e must overcome the forces of terror
and anti-globalization to continue to expand trade and investment."

60
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He also roused private sector leaders to make free trade advocacy
"part of everything they do. It must be part of our business strategies
and marketing efforts. \Y,/emust constantly advance the arguments in
support of trade liberalization in all our communications with our customers, our employees and with our government representatives. " 64
\Y,/henthe situation is particularly dicey, companies may use several
of these counter-strategies simultaneously and in ways that are logically incompatible but pragmatically effective as they target different constituencies. \Y,/henShell was launching the soft power of its
highly lauded website that addressed human rights and environmental damage and invited dialogue among "stakeholders," it also had
multiple companies monitoring the web and hired business intelligence firms. 65 Similarly, Nicky Hager recounts the counter-strategies
implemented by US PR firm Weber-Shandwick to undermine antilogging activism in the publicly owned rainforests of New Zealand.
This effort also involved a multipronged campaign that included:
"infiltration of environmental groups and their supporters, legal
threats against critical journalists and cultivation of friendly ones,
orchestration of a 'community' pro-logging campaign, secret government lobbying by PR people on behalf of the government's own
company, and more. " 66
In court documents never released to the public, Lubbers and
Andy Rowell discovered Shell's crisis management team's PR plan for
handling the execution of writer and activist Ken Saro-\Y,/iwa by the
Nigerian military government. Shell was accused of colluding with
the Nigerian government in his death; and in 2009, the company
paid $15.5 million to settle a legal action over Saro-\Y/iwa's execution. Saro-Wiwa had been a harsh critic of Shell's activities in the
Niger Delta. To counter international condemnation by human rights
groups, Shell considered rebranding itself as the "New Shell." The
company's PR plan emphasized getting the "style, tone, content and
timing right, reflecting greater humanity" and stressed that everyone
must "~ing to the same hymn sheet." A divide and conquer strategy
targeting NGOs was to be implemented, co-opting some critics and
isolating others: it would "create coalitions, isolate the opposition and
shift the debate." Amnesty International and Human Rights Watch
64
Dean R. O'Hare quoted by Hoedeman & Doherty (2002), p. 77, from
speech given at the APEC CEO Summit, October 20, 2001, and the Euro-
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were considered persuadable, while The Body Shop, Greenpeace,
and Friends of the Earth were to be isolated. The plan also identified a number of news outlets where Shell had already established
"stable relationships," but identified the relationship with the BBC as
"underdeveloped" and planned to "identify and cultivate important
editorial and senior management staff." The plan included "showing
progress with the 'greening' of Shell Nigeria." Part of its greening
strategy involved producing a video that would focus on sabotage
as the cause of oil spills, but elsewhere the head of Shell Nigeria
acknowledged that "the majority of incidents arise from operational
failures." 67 According to Source \Vatch, Shell has employed Brunswick, Finsbury, and Burson-Marsteller. In 2006, Shell launched a
50-city "tour," organized by Burson-Marsteller, to improve its image.

The sessions were by invitation only and included opinion leaders
ranging from political figures to environmentalists. As part of the
tour, Shell's president, John Hofmeister; also spoke at selected universities on the politics of climate change. 68 Explaining the tom; Darci
Sinclair, Shell's media relations spokesperson, acknowledged: "As an
industry, we have not done a good job about educating people and
talking about how gas prices are set. " 69
Shell is also busy behind the scenes in many countries. In the
United States, it has contributed to both major political parties,
although much more heavily to the Republicans. It has also been
a member of the Koch Brothers' American Legislative Exchange
Council (ALEC), which seeks to influence local elections and legislation; however, in a turnabout in 2015, Shell announced it would let its
membership lapse, citing ALEC's position on global warming - that
of denying climate change.7° In 2014, the \Vashi11gto11
Post quoted
a Shell CEO, Ben van Beurden: "Let me [be] very very clear, for us
climate change is real and it's a threat that we want to act on. We're
not aligning with the skeptics. " 71
The best PR is still invisible PR, and most successful PR goes undetected by its targets. Digital media networking among activist groups
does, however, make it increasingly difficult for PR crisis managers
to completely erase their fingerprints. Sometimes activists can make
repressive PR tactics backfire in ways that advance rather than repress
challenger movements.
67
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Backfire Dynamics: Detournement or Turning The
Tables on the PR Fixers
Some of these tactics - covering up an action, devaluing activists,
reinterpreting the actions (reframing them), using official channels to
give an appearance of justice and intimidating or rewarding (bribing)
activists - have long been used by repressive institutions and governments without the assistance of paid PR practitioners. Drawing on
Gene Sharp's work on political jiu-jitsu, Brian Martin and his collaborators (including this author) have examined these methods in
various contexts as well as explored counter-tactics, which under the
right conditions can make the repressive moves of those in power
backfire. 72
Backfire research demonstrates that each of the five methods for
reducing public criticism of an unjust institution or act can be countered with corresponding tactics that can increase public outrage.
These counter-measures include: (1) exposing the action, (2) validating the target, (3) interpreting the events as unjust, (4) avoiding or
discrediting official channels, and (5) mobilizing support and resisting
intimidation.
Exposing the Action
Exposing an action or cause that those in power are seeking to cover
up, downplaying or discrediting it, can take many forms. Alternative
media and investigative journalism are primary options. Today, a
story published by an alternative press or online has a better chance
of bubbling up into mainstream media than ever before. ProPublica
posted its Red Cross stories (described above) online, complete with
supporting documents: more extensive evidence than a newspaper
could ordinarily print or NPR could broadcast. The sheer bulk of
that evidence, the credibility of the whistleblowers and the fact that
two respected sources had covered the story unlocked the gates to
mainstream media.
There are, however, times when disruptive stunts may be necessary to attract media attention to an issue that is being ignored or
marginalized. In 2015, 12 Greenpeace USA protesters rappelled ropes
strung from a Portland, Oregon bridge to prevent Royal Dutch Shell's
from returning to the Arctic where it was needed
icebreaker Fe1111ica
to facilitate in opening up a new oil drilling operation off the coast of
72
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Alaska. Annie Leonard, executive director of Greenpeace USA made
clear who, in addition to the media and public opinion, the action
targeted: she said: "This is President Obama's last chance to wake up
and realize the disaster that could happen on his watch. " 73 The blockade did not deter the Obama Administration or Shell, but it did get
substantial media attention and raised public awareness of the issue,
which would otherwise have received little or no news coverage. As
it turned out, Shell's 2015 Arctic drilling site did not prove to be
productive. Greenpeace claimed victory, asserting that its campaign
not only attracted seven million people worldwide, but it also cost
Shell $4 billion to abandon drilling operations in the region. 74 Shell
has, however, indicated that it may return to the Arctic in the future.
Validating the Target
Validating the target played an important role in 2011 Occupy Wall
Street movement's encampment in New York City's Zuccotti Park.
Staged in the economic and communication center of America, it
could not be ignored by mainstream media. The movement was
initially criticized by the press for its lack of leadership and unclear
goals; however, prominent academics, religious leaders, and celebrities visited the site and expressed support for the nonviolent protest
movement, which was also supported by labor unions. Occupy used
digital media, alternative media, and the visual arts to make its
case; its slogan, "We are the 99%," resonated widely among the
American public in the aftermath of the government's bailout of
financial institutions (the 1 % ) during the 2008-9 global financial
crisis. Occupy movements sprung up in many other American cities
and throughout the world. Several world leaders, including President
Obama, expressed support or qualified support for the movement,
which for a time received extensive and relatively balanced coverage
in mainstream media.
The New York protest was heavily monitored by local and federal
authorities even before it began; the New York police ultimately
shut down the Zuccotti encampment, arresting hundreds, including a number of journalists. Other mayors across the country also
ordered their cities' Occupy movements to shut down in action that
was coordinated by the FBI: some of the confrontations were violent,
eliciting charges of police brutality. Numerous lawsuits were filed
on behalf of protesters: in New York, wrongful arrest and excessive
73
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force suits against the city were successful. The fact that the protest
dominated the news and was allowed to continue as long as it did
can be attributed in large part to the legitimating support it received
from respected public figures. Although Occupy movements did not
achieve their policy objectives, they did make a significant contribution toward moving the crisis of escalating social inequality from the
limited readership of academic journals of economics and sociology
into the mainstream media and onto the public agenda.
Claiming a central place in the naming game is a crucial part of
validating the challenger group's cause. Media scholar John Downing
rightly argues that social movement scholarship has underemphasized
the role of media and, when it has addressed it, the focus has been
on how mainstream media frame a challenger group rather than on
"the framing activities of social movements' own media, whether
internally or externally directed or both." 75 Usually, that emphasis is
on how mainstream media framing "distorts" the challenger group's
message. How the challenger group frames its message in its own
1nedia is a crucial step in countering distortion, exposing cover-ups,

and validating the causes of activists. Downing also emphasizes that
the definition of alternative media should extend beyond print, Internet, broadcasting, and film to include graffiti, murals, street theater,
popular music, dance, dress, and other forms of communication. 76
Social movement researchers now acknowledge the importance
of symbolic resources in mobilizing and sustaining movements.
They recognize that frame disputes are "a ubiquitous feature of the
internal and external politics of movements." 77 Compelling stories
or frames, which can be encapsulated in captivating memes, are
essential to mobilizing social movements. Sustaining them requires
discursive creativity and agility, since better resourced adversaries
launch professionally crafted counter narratives and "framing contests" escalate. Increasingly, however, activists are also devoting more

attention to developing their own counter repertoires of reflexively
crafted strategic communications, theatrics, and arts, which can help
trigger backfire against repressive forces. For example, the Narrative
Power Analysis movement uses ethically grounded reframing strategies to change the stories of the dominant culture to open up more

"Downing (2008), p. 42.
76
Downing (2008), p. 44.
"Benford (1997), p. 9; Benford & Snow (2000); Ryan (1991); Ryan &
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possibilities for advancing human rights and social justice movements
through nonviolent action. 78
Interpreting the Action as Unjust
Primary missions of two current US challenger movements - Black
Lives Matter and the Prison Industrial Complex Abolition (PIC Abolition) movement - involve interpreting actions of established powers
as unjust. Historically, police have standing with the mass media:
crime reports are based on police reports. Yet, police in many jurisdictions profile minorities, especially Blacks and Latinos, who also
make up a disproportion of the US prison population. Prisoners, in
turn, are under constant panoptic surveillance. "\'(latching back" or
monitoring the monitors has become an increasingly effective form
of activism since 1991, when a witness videotaped four Los Angeles
police officers beating Rodney King after a traffic incident. 79 The
video was shown on television around the world and inflamed public
outrage. With the increased presence of video surveillance cameras
in businesses and on city streets, and with the ubiquitous presence
of mobile phones, police as well as the public are under increasing
surveillance. As a result, the use of excessive force now receives
widespread critical public scrutiny. Videos of several instances where
police have killed unarmed African Americans served as a catalyst
for the Black Lives Matter movement. Moreover, at a meta-level,
monitoring of the US criminal justice system by organizations such as
Amnesty International, Human Rights \Vatch, and the United Nations
has documented that the United States has the highest incarceration
rate in the world, with "two distinct criminal justice systems: one
for wealthy people and another for poor people and minorities. " 80
Operating at both the local level, literally on the streets, as well as
the global level, watching the watchers or "inverted panopticonism"
can be a powerful tool for exposing the deep contradictions within
the official version (framing) of the US criminal justice system.' 1
Avoiding or Discrediting Official Channels
Black Lives Matter and PIC Abolition also exemplify effective
responses to the fourth backfire countermeasure: avoiding or discrediting official channels and mobilizing public support. The Edward
78 Center
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Snowden exposure of the US National Security Agency mass surveillance program is another example - one that avoids official channels in seeking to mobilize public support. When his attempts to
go through official channels proved futile, Snowden made arrangements in advance to release classified documents to journalists Glenn
Greenwald, Laura Poitras, and Ewen MacAskill as well as to leave
the United States before the story broke. Snowden was charged by
the United States with espionage, but public opinion remains divided
over his action, with some seeing him as a traitor and others as a

patriot.
Resisting Intimidation or Rewards
The fifth counter-strategy, resisting intimidation and rewards, is selfexplanatory, but it can take many forms. The most extreme is to defy
authorities and submit to mass arrests and then use the experience to
create "jail solidarity," which extends beyond protestors' refusing to
give their names or declining to make statements to the police. Kees
Hudig describes the approach used in actions in Seattle and \v'ashington where those released by the police refused to leave their cells
until everyone was released. Others refused to pay a $50 fine to gain
their release, which ultimately led to mass releases without anyone
paying fines. Hudig reports other strategies for resisting intimidation:
when police blocked access to a summit meeting where a protest was
expected to occur, protestors responded by blocking delegates' access
to their hotels or access roads. 82 The blockade tactic has an online
counterpart: Distributed Denial of Service, or DDoS attack, a favorite
of the hacker group Anonymous. This tactic overwhelms a website's
server with traffic from a network that may involve thousands of
computers shutting down access to the site. In 2010 Anonymous
used a DDoS to attack Pay Pal, Visa, and Mastercard because the
credit companies refused to process donations to WikiLeaks. DDoS
attacks are illegal and 16 members of Anonymous were arrested for
their part in the WikiLeaks DDoS action. 83
Efforts to co-opt protesters are sometimes crude, involving cash,
tickets to a coveted event, or other inducements. More often, however,

the approach is subtle and seductive. A PR invitation to dialogue can
appear genuine, the listening attentive, and commitments to pursue
resolution of differences sincere. Activists may believe they have won
a victory, then time passes and nothing changes. Public and media
82
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interest in the issue may have waned before the group realizes it has
been deceived. Once attuned to the tactic, challenger groups may
choose to reject the dialogic ploy or to enter into dialogue prepared to
record any promises or implied promises that are made. If the adversary acts in bad faith, the group can expose the deceptive dialogue.
The protest may be yesterday's news, but exposing the deception, at
a strategic moment, can still cause a company embarrassment as well
as serve as a warning to activists in the future.
Sometimes, ho,vever, efforts at co-optation can result in co-opting

the would-be co-apter. The Trojan horse effect can, for example,
occur ,vhen a company is encouraged to demonstrate "good faith"

by accepting an environmental pilot plan proposed by a challenger
group. Then, the company discovers that the challenger group's
greening project makes economic sense and produces much better
PR than greenwashing. 84 And some companies do, in fact, approach
dialogues in good faith, willing to make some compromises to protect
their reputation and brand. Given the term's history as counterfactual
spin, references to corporate social responsibility (CSR) are generally
greeted with skepticism by critics of the PR industry. Within business
literature, howeve1; there are indications that CSR is being taken
more seriously than in the past for a number of reasons, including
the adverse publicity that exposure of faux CSR does to corporate
reputations. 85

Single-issue groups can counter PR efforts by establishing "networks of networks," which can amplify a challenger group's message
and counter the corporate "united front" with a large network that
possesses authentic grassroots. 86 Collaborative networks also expand
the reach of movements' own media.
Targeting corporate brands can be an effective strategy in some
cases. As we have seen, much of the value of major corporations
derives from their brand equity - their reputation and public perceptions. Brand equity can greatly exceed the material worth of a corporation's assets; but brand equity is fragile. It can be easily damaged
by scandal. This volatility is part of what feeds the "corporate paranoia" described by Burt. So, challenging the integrity of brands can
sometimes be an effective counter-measure if a challenger group is
prepared to face the legal complications that may ensue. \Vebsites like

84
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"Home Depot Sucks -Top Complaints" and "1,117 Home Depot
Complaints and Reviews @ Pissed Consumer" get their point across.
Sometimes, PR tactics can be countered with "situationisf' creativity and irony, as Adlmsters magazine - the creative force that
initiated the Occupy Movement - does on a routine basis. Some
net activists have set up satirical corporate websites: for example,
opponents of Shell's Arctic drilling launched "Let's Go! Shell in the
Arctic" (arcticready.com). Perhaps no one has mastered the use of
public spectacle as a form of activism better than the anonymous
British street artist and activist, Banksey. Variously billed as an antiimperialist, anti-consumerist, "anarchist environmentalist/' Banksey
and his collaborators champion the underclass, using art to disturb
the conscience of the public. 87
Other activists have countered greenwashing by identifying
"brownwashing" companies and politicians. So, for example, the
website Grist (grist.com) lists US political figures who have abandoned their former environmentally sensitive positions. In sum, countering PR tactics, whether by serious critique or whimsy, is not only
possible, it can also contribute to building solidarity within challenger
groups as well as attract support from bystanders.
Because the cards are almost always stacked against them, members
of challenger groups require creative flair, ingenuity, and agility to
stay ahead of their adversaries. This frequently means that highly
successful actions cannot be repeated. New theatrics must be constantly in the works to reinforce the group solidarity and purpose
as well as to capture media and public attention. In staging them,
challenger groups need to present them in ways that effectively reach
out to bystanders who may be potential supporters, while at the
same time countering adversaries' attempts to discredit their cause. 88
There are no sure recipes for achieving this balance, which depends
on the issue, situation, resources, and cultural context. Sometimes,
satire that reveals the absurdity of the adversary's position can meet
these objectives, but satire can also produce cynicism and resignation.

Dangerous and Confused Social Movements and
Sketchy NGOs
The presumption of this chapter has been that if hegemonic institutions and challenger groups are engaging in communication, rather
87
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than violence, then some semblance of a public sphere still exists or
is being constructed. At least all sides are competing for the support
of the media and public opinion, implicitly or explicitly, invoking the
mythology of a democratic marketplace of ideas. A further assumption is that most PR tactics used to neutralize or repress challenger
groups are attempts to rig that market because these tactics do not
meet the criteria of democratic discourse. They are neither "visible
nor legible": that is, they seek to control and dominate. As Richard
Sennett pointed out in a much quoted passage:
Domination is a necessary disease the social organism suffers. It is built
into the chain of command. The chain of command is an architecture
of power which inherently does injury to the needs and desires of
some at the will of the others. There is no way to cure the disease;
we can only fight against it. There can be partial, important victories ... Authority can become a process, making, breaking, a remaking

of meanings. It can be visible and legible."

So can public communications. Corporate PR, used to counter challenger groups, is, however, premised on "an architecture of po,ver
which inherently does injury to the needs and desires of some at the
will of others."
NGOs are not immune to the diseases of the social organism.
Public opinion polls do, however, consistently rank NGOs as more
trustworthy than governments, corporations, or media. The Edelman
Trust Barometer, which annually monitors global trust, found a global
decline in overall trust in 2015 over the previous yea1; reaching an
"all-time low among the informed public"; however, NGOs remained
the "most trusted institutions. " 90
Yet, donors and donor agencies are increasingly concerned about
corruption within NGOs. The fact that NGOs are "the most trusted
institutions" - associated in the public mind with altruism, good
works, high moral standards, and self-sacrifice (low salaries) - makes
any fall from grace by NGOs especially disillusioning and newsworthy.'1 It also adversely affects donations. Consequently, establishing
financial integrity and credibility has become a priority for NGOs
and an important part of their own PR efforts.
"Sennett (1980), p. 190.
'°Edelman Trust Barometer (2015); Nelson (2007); Deegan (2001).
91
Gibelman & Gelman (2001 ). The heightened concern about corruption is
also a response to more scrupulous enforcement of anti-corruption laws in
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One of the more blatant forms of corruption is what Eugenia Lee,
writing in the Guardian, refers to as "briefcase NGO." A phantom
NGO, it only "exists, metaphorically or literally, inside a briefcase."
The phantom NGO may prepare well-written grant proposals and
have access to donors, but it renders no services beyond sustaining
itself.92 Some are fraudulent at inception. Others may start out with
good intentions and then find they are unable to deliver on their promises when the priorities of funding agencies change. Briefcase NGOs
can occur domestically or internationally. Some briefcase NGOs are
set up by politically connected individuals to access public contracts.
Other common forms of NGO corruption include falsifying
invoices for goods and services; claiming nonexistent employees, participants, or beneficiaries to inflate costs; kickback arrangements in
dealing with vendors or in hiring staff; billing multiple funders for the
same services; and awarding contracts without competitive bidding.
In some international contexts, where bribery is deeply ingrained in
local cultures, the government, military, or police may demand payments.93 A Transparency International report found procurement,
transport, food, distribution of medicine, and building materials most
vulnerable to corruption. 94 In international development, fraud and
corruption are often linked to third party subcontractors employed
by NGOs.9s
Much of the scholarly and NGO professional literature on corruption focuses on international, especially development NGOs;
however, widely publicized scandals, motivated by greed and hubris,
have occurred in well-known developed world charities.
In 1995, William Aramony, president of the United Way, a US
charity with an annual budget of $3 billion, was found guilty of 25
felony charges and sentenced to seven years in prison for defrauding
the organization of more than a million dollars. The following year
Frank I. Williams, leader of the American Parkinson Disease Association, who recruited celebrities and public figures to serve as third
party advocates for the cause, also received a prison sentence for
embezzling more than a million dollars. More recently, Greg Mortenson, founder of the Central Asia Institute (ACI) and bestselling author
of Three Cups of Tea and Stones into Schools, was exposed by CBS
television's Sixty Minutes for spending more on the promotion of his
books and himself than on the schools his charity was supposed to
"Lee (2014).
93

Trivunovic (2011).

94

Adetunji (2013).
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build. He was ordered by the Montana Attorney General to pay one
million dollars in restitution for financial wrongdoing. 96 These are
just a few of many US examples. Margaret Gibelman and Sheldon R.
Gelman have documented numerous cases of financial scandals that
have occurred in well-established NGOs throughout the developed
world.9 7
Greenpeace has also weathered scandals, financial as well as strategic. In 2014, Der Spiegel reported what it called "a PR disaster"
that endangered "the greatest asset that Greenpeace possesses: it
credibility.» Greenpeace's charismatic international executive director

Kumi Naidoo, in violation of the NGOs own regulations, engaged
in currency trading in 2013 and 2014 and lost $5.2 million dollars.
Greenpeace Germany, the branch that attracts the most donations,
was not informed of the loss until several months later.98
In the same year, Greenpeace demonstrated both cultural and
environmental insensitivity when it attempted to send a message
to delegates flying to the UN climate talks in Lima by creating a
message on a huge yellow cloth that could be read from the air by
the delegates. To put the cloth in place, the activists illegally entered
prohibited territory next to an ancient archaeological site, Nazca,
which the Peruvian people consider sacred. Peru's vice-minister for
culture, Luis Jaime Castillo, said "there's very severe damage" and
described the stunt as "thoughtless, insensitive, illegal, irresponsible
and absolutely pre-meditated." Greenpeace issued a formal apology
for causing "moral offence to the Peruvian people." 99 It also gave
the names of the four activists involved to Peruvian authorities who
issued warrants for their arrest. 100 Given that its campaigns are based
on stunts designed to attract global media attention, Greenpeace
scandals also attract global coverage.
In a seminal 1981 article, "Merchants of Misery," Jorgen Lissner,
director of Denmark's leading aid agency, DanChurchAid, described
a different kind of NGO scandal: "development pornography." In
fundraising PR and advertising targeting \v'estern audiences, aid agencies use images of starving, usually African, children with "bloated
bellies and listless eyes" exhibiting "the human body and soul in all
its nakedness, without any respect fort he person involved." 101 Lissner
96

American Institute of Philanthropy (n.d.),
Gibclman & Gelman (2001 ).
98
Schiessl(2014).
99
Collyns (2014).
100
Ojeda (2015),
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Lissner (1981),
97
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points out that no European child would be presented this way. He
argues that the images not only objectify and violate the child; they
also present a racist picture of the non-Western world. His eloquent
critique shatters the fundraiser's argument that the end justifies the
means: that there is nothing more effective than an emaciated child
in raising funds for aid agencies.
Lissner's argument was so compelling that, by the end of the
1980s, the General Assembly of European NGOs adopted a code
of conduct that required all aid agencies to stop using "pathetic
images" or "images that fuel prejudice" in depiction of the rest of
the world. Similar guidelines were adopted in Australia, Canada,
and New Zealand. John Hilary, Executive Director of War on Want,
reports that the images have returned: in 2013 a complaint was
brought against Save the Children for using such images in violation
of the European code of conduct, but no action was taken, and the
association of Dutch International development NG Os, which heard
the complaint, ruled that NGOs are encouraged to honor the code,
but it is not binding. So, Hilary concludes that development pornography is back. To my knowledge, it never left the United States. 102
Use of other forms of unethical, deceptive, and manipulative fundraising tactics by NGOs, including mainstream charities, deserve
much more public scrutiny than they have received. The cause may
be worthy, but tactics involving psychological pressures, shaming,
and semantic tyranny are not. Yet, they are commonly used,

Civil Disobedience
Civil disobedience has a long and distinguished history in emancipatory struggles, from abolition, women's suffrage, and anticolonial
and civil rights struggles. According to theoreticians from Thoreau
and Gandhi to King, civil disobedience is just if it targets unjust
laws and is nonviolent. That is, it is ethical even though it is illegal.
Ethics are open to debate in heterodox societies; to be effective,
howeve1; civil disobedience must be perceived by bystanders as righteous and virtuous, and, in some cases, even heroic,
Even scholars who focus on NGO corruption readily acknowledge
that most NGOs do much good in relieving the world's suffering,
and that the vast majority of NGOs earn the trust that the public
invests in them. Challenger social movements and NGOs are in an
especially vulnerable position in terms of achieving and preserving
102
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Hilary (2014).
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credibility. Not only do they have to risk that credibility when they
"crash the media party," they frequently acquire powerful enemies if
their protests are effective. This, in turn, may attract PR surveillance
services and police and private intelligence agencies.
If they engage in street theater, protests, and other public pseudoevents, challengers attract crowds that they cannot control, including
adversaries and opportunists. In some volatile situations, the righteous anger of activists can be overwhelmed by criminal violence of
interlopers, which in turn alienates the media, bystanders, and the
public. This means challenger groups must always be in hyper-vigilant
crisis mode, which makes social movements difficult to sustain.
Yet, even as powerful forces seem overwhelmingly aligned against
the possibility of substantive change, there is still truth in Margaret
Mead's often quoted statement: "Never doubt that a small group of
thoughtful, committed people can change the world. Indeed, it is the
only thing that ever has." 103
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We Are All in PR Now.
Is There a Way Out?

The rapid expansion of the public relations industry beyond corporate practices into almost every field of endeavor; including government, politics, education, religion, charities, health care, the arts,
sports, food, fashion, finance, volunteer work, even criminal justice,
raises fundamental questions about the privatization of the public
sphere, the capitalization of public expression, inequalities in the
distribution of communication resources, market censorship, and the
future of democracy. The proclamation by PR enthusiasts that we arc
all in PR now, with the implicit assumption that this is somehow an
equalizing force, which democratizes PR and washes away its history
and efficacy as a tool of elite control, is not supported by the evidence.
Equality remains an elusive democratic ideal. After almost four
decades of declining inequality following the Great Depression, the
trend reversed itself in the 1970s. Economic inequality escalated in
all the advanced democracies, but the gap dividing the rich and poor
is now widest in the United States, where it has exceeded the level
reached during the Gilded Age.1
Economic power translates into political power in America. A
recent study, which analyzed 1,800 policy initiatives from 1981 to
2002, found that "economic elites and organized groups representing business interests have substantial independent impact on US
government policy, while average citizens and mass-based interest

1

Alvaredo et al. (2013); Credit Suisse Global Wealth Data Book (2013);
Porter (2014).
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groups have little to no independent influence." Or, put more bluntly,
America is no longer a majoritarian democracy. Technically it is an
oligarchy. 2
Elites are worried - very worried - about the rise of inequality
and the decline of democracy. The World Economic Forum's Global
Agenda Council ranked deepening income inequality as the top
global threat in 2015. The billionaires and corporate CEOs attending the Forum's meeting at Davos in that year outlined the dangers
posed by escalating inequality. Paul Polman, Unilever's chief executive, described it as the "capitalist threat to capitalism." Christine
Lagarde, the managing director of the International Monetary Fund,
expressed concern that capitalism might indeed carry Marx's "seeds
of its own destruction" and warned that something needs to be done. 3
Robert Johnson, a former hedge fund director, told a packed session
at Davos" "I know hedge fund managers all over the world who are
buying airstrips and farms in places like New Zealand because they
think they need a getaway." 4
Corporate PR is not directly responsible for the escalating inequality; the expansion of corporate capitalism and regulatory policies that
tolerate its excesses can claim that tarnished trophy. But PR, especially PR operating in the upper echelons of corporate and government po,ver, is a form of asymmetrical communication that functions
as an ideological agent of elite hegemony! It co-opts, marginalizes,
or silences opposition whenever it can. With the cooperation of a
complicit media system, PR in its robust forms - including long
term pro-business advocacy campaigns, partisan think-tanks, lobbying camouflaged as PR, and messaging that lionizes the rich and
powerful - has rationalized and sought to justify the new inequality.
Corporate PR has also played a significant role in undermining
global trust in public institutions. In the past, it has sold its soul
to tobacco companies that intentionally concealed the health risks
associated with smoking. It has greenwashed industries that have
done irreparable environmental damage. It has created front groups
and conducted campaigns to encourage denial and inaction on global
warming. It has participated in relentless attacks on climate scientists
in efforts to intimidate, discredit, and silence them. And it has elevated
the claims of pseudoscience. Its "deadly spin" on behalf of insurance
'Gilens & Page (2014), authors of the study, prefer to call it government by
"economic elite domination."
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'Milne (2015).
'Hogg (2015).
5
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 177.
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companies has traded lives for profits.' It has manufactured evidence
to promote wars and stage coups. It has laundered the reputations of
autocrats and scoundrels and usurped the roles of diplomats. It has
systematically undermined the efforts of activists and NGOs pursuing humanitarian and environmental causes. In short, corporate PR
and its fixers have much to answer for even when their efforts fail.
Minimally, PR has polluted the information flow upon which citizens
in an enlightened democracy depend.
Trevor Morris and Simon Goldsworthy are no doubt right when
they claim that "the notion, popular among some critics, of an
omnipotent PR industry is one that provokes private smiles among
senior PR people," If the public relations industry was omnipotent, it
would also be fully invisible. And criticism of PR would be impossible. Yet, even Morris and Goldsworthy acknowledge that PR "dumbs
down,, cultures, distorts markets, lies and encourages cynicism. And
they ascribe substantial potency to it when they claim: "\Vithout PR
the modern media would collapse. " 7
According to PR enthusiasts, media moguls need not worry: PR is
not about to disappear. To the contrary, they claim that PR has or is
about to enter its Golden Age.8
The digital revolution has delivered PR to this Promised Land.
While the Internet has destroyed the business model of journalism
and seriously undermined established approaches to advertising and
marketing, it has favored PR, which has emerged stronger than ever
before. Even though PR markets are well developed in North American and Europe, these markets remain robust, while PR is growing at
double-digit rates in the developing world. The biggest worry of the
top management of global PR firms is whether they can find enough
talented people to mine the gold.
While corporate PR basks in the light of its good fortune, another
narrative about PR is emerging. This scenario suggests that the
Golden Age of PR is still in its infancy and that as its spawn matures
it could assume forms that its corporate managers will not recognize.
New pluralistic visions of PR are stirring at the periphery, both in
the academy and among some industry veterans. Still barely visible,
especially in the United States, if this narrative continues to gain
momentum, it could help alleviate the problem of inequality that
has the Davos elites so worried. The odds are against it of course,

'Potter (2011).
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), pp. 172, 186.
8
Makovsky (2011).
7
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but this new narrative offers a ray of hope for those who still value
democracy over corpocracy.

The Critics: Outsiders and Insiders
Throughout this book, critics as well as advocates of PR have been
cited. In this chapter, however, authors of alternative narratives critics and reformers - occupy center stage, albeit much too briefly
to do justice to their work. The primary, though not exclusive, focus
is on insider PR critics: some of these critics describe their enterprise
as "Radical Public Relations. " 9 Others may not fly under the colors
of radicalism, but they do seek fundamental (root) changes in PR.
These are primarily PR scholar-educators outside the United States
who envision a form of public communication that displaces or
transcends today's PR. If Morris and Goldsworthy are right, they are
disrupters who, if successful, could hasten the collapse of the modern
media system as we know it. 10 They may be utopians, but they are
utopians with compelling arguments that deserve a wider hearing.
There are two distinct genres of critical PR scholarship. The first,
and most widely known, is the work of PR outsiders: historians, sociologists, business and communication scholars - people not directly
involved in PR as practitioners or educators. Some of the best-known
contributions in this category are the collected essays of Alex Carey's
Taking the Risk Out of Democracy (1995), Aeron Davis's Public
Relatio11s Democracy (2002) and Promotional Cultures (2013 ),
Stuart Ewen's PR! A Social History of Spin (1996), several volumes
by Sharon Bede1; beginning with Global Spin: The Corporate Assault
011 E11viro11111e11talism
(1997), Roland Marchand's mildly critical
opus, Creating the Corporate Soul (1998), the collaborative works
of David Miller and William Dineen, including A Century of Spin: [I]
How Public Re/atio11sBecame the Cutting Edge of Corporate Power
(2008). The work of John Stauber and Sheldon Rampton also fit
this profile, It is probably best described as progressive activism and
includes their books, especially Toxic Sludge Ts Good for You (2002),
as well as their contributions to Media and Democracy's PR \Vatch
website (from 1995 to 2009). Miller and Dineen are part of a larger
UK group that maintains a similar website, Spinwatch, which "investigates the way that the public relations (PR) industry and corporate

I

'JcEtang (2009a).
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008).
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and government propaganda distort public debate and undermine
democracy. "11 An outlier in the critical realm is conservative Marvin
N. Olasky's Corporate P"blic Relations: A New Historical View
(1987), a thoughtful and well-documented work, which argues: "For
over a century, many major corporate public relations leaders have
worked diligently to kill free enterprise by promoting governmentbig business collaboration." Olasky contends that PR has used this
collaborative relationship to enact regulations that eliminate smaller
firms - an argument that has some resonance with the Ida Tarbell's
(1902) muckraking expose of Rockefeller's Standard Oil predatory
activities a century ago.
The outsiders tend to focus on the PR industry; its history, practices, and relation to broader historical, social, and political trends; its
influence on public opinion formation, labor conflicts, and promotion
of consumerism and pro-business ideologies that oppose or seek to
undermine enforcement of government regulation of industry. Some
of these works involve rich archival research into specific companies
or cases. Their objective is to expose corporate PR, not to reform or
reconstruct it, as they regard it as antithetical to democratic deliberative processes and therefore beyond redemption. Their constructive project is to inform and educate critically aware citizens. They
address a broad crossover multidisciplinary audience of scholars as
well as the general public. Implicitly or explicitly, the outsiders' work
critiques corporate hegemony and consumer capitalism: systems of
power and production in which ideas and politics, not just material
commodities, are mediatized, marketized, and subjected to spin.

Insider Academic Critics
The second and far less publicly visible (especially in the United
States) stream of scholarly critique has been generated by PR insiders:
internal critics, academics who teach and produce scholarship within
the field of public relations. Unlike the vast majority of PR educators,
however, they take a critical stance on established PR theories and
practices. There are also apostate practitioners, who actively expose
and reject many of the tricks of the PR trade and seek alternative
ways of doing business. A few industry dissenters are briefly discussed
separately in the next section.
The insider academic critique is still evolving: it consists of a loose
network of researchers and sympathizers. Some key publications are
11

I

Spinwatch (n.d.)
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Kevin Moloney's Rethinking Public Relations: The Spin and Substance (2000), Jacquie I:Etang aud Magda Pieczka's edited volume,
Public Relations: Critical Debates and Contemporary Problems
(2006), I:Etang et al.'s edited Routledge Handbook of Critical Public
Relations (2016), W. Timothy Coombs and Sherry Holladay's It's Not 12]
Just PR: Public Relations in Society (2006), and Kristin Demetrious's
Public Relations, Activism, and Social Change (2013).
Under the provocative banner of "Radical PR," some of the critical insiders subscribed to the following mission statement in 2008:
We have ambitions to reform and liberate the field of public relations
and hope to establish a distinct network with a clear identity that can
redress the problems of isolation that can afflict scholars in our field,
especially those that espouse critical perspectives ... Our focus on sodetal impacts rather than organizational needs is a powerful correcti11e
to the dominant paradigm in the field. 12

Insider academic critics rightly complain that the outsider critics generally ignore insider PR scholarship (both mainstream and critical)
as though it is "not worthy of close attention. "13 L'Etang maintains
that outsider critics focus primarily on media relations, often in a
political context, and under assumptions of powerful media effects,
while ignoring other forms of PR. 14 This is an accurate criticism, but
not a compelling one. The outsider critics focus primarily, though
not exclusively, on media relations because it is the conduit through
which PR directly contributes to manipulation of public opinion.
From the perspective of democratic values, media relations is one of
the most virulent forms of PR. Censoring journalism at its source, it
does the most damage to the quality of the information upon which
democratic deliberative processes depend. Media relations can, of
course, be used for pro-social purposes, but even then it invisibly
"mediates" the media. I:Etang may, however, be right that the outsiders tend to assume strong media effects, but so do clients who
purchase media relations services. While I:Etang acknowledges that
the outsider critiques may be justified "to some degree," she paints
with a broad brush when she argues that they "appear to be built on

12

I

Radical PR: Alternative Visions and Future Directions (2008 ), emphasis

added. The statement was part of a call for participants in a Roundtable
hosted by the Stirling lvledia Research Institute.
13 VEtang (2009a), p. 13.
14
VEtang (2009a), p. 13.
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an unreflexive ideological partisanship that is intrinsically hostile and
self-righteous," though she does not name any names. 15
The insiders are not only conversant in the outsider literature, they
are also well versed in the establishment or mainstream "functional"
literature of PR scholarship and practice: the historical, theoretical,
and empirical research that is published in scholarly journals in the
field as well as textbooks and curricular materials. And they take it
very seriously. Deconstructing its antidemocratic assumptions, they
seek ways to displace or transcend the dominant theories and practices with more democratic forms of cornmunication. 16 They are not
a homogeneous group, but most would probably share two tenets.
First, they seek to decenter US dominance of the field, its literature
and educational materials, and its specious claim to have created a
universalistic approach to the field based upon scientific methodologies. They look to local traditions and contexts: how PR developed
outside the United States and how its practices have evolved within
different legal and institutional frameworks and cultural values.
Second, they challenge the dominant functionalist 1984 Grunig-Hunt
"excellence" paradigm - which, they contend, guides most academic
PR research - because of "its failure to account adequately for the
role of power.'' 17
Pieczka exposes internal contradictions in Grunig and Hunt's
version of systems theory and faults the insularity of its deductive
15
16

lcEtang (2009a), p. 14.
Moloney (2000) effectivelyprobes the tensions between PR and democracy

and offers suggestions for reform.
17

IcEtang (2009a), p. 14. James Grunig and Todd Hunt (1984) identify
four models of public relations: (1) the press agent model, (2) the public
information model, (3) the 2-way asymmetrical model, and (4) the 2-way
symmetrical model. Grunig endorses 2-way symmetrical communication,
referring to it as the l<excellence" approach, acknowledging it as an idealized
version of how PR "should" be practiced. To realize it, Grunig argued PR
must be elevated to a management function and operate within a pluralistic
market oriented society. Grunig's 2-way symmetrical model would replace
persuasion with mutual understanding to achieve "excellent" communication ethics. The four models are used to do organizational inventories,
assessing how much of an organization's communication conform to each
category, with the objective of increasing (4) excellence. As the dominant
paradigm, the excellence paradigm has attracted a wide range of criticism,
both friendly and hostile; and it has undergone numerous amendments and
reiterations involving many collahorators. The "insider" academic critique
allocates less attention to the rhetorical paradigm for US public relations.

See Heath (2010); Heath et al. (2009).
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approach. The starting point of l;Etang's criticism of the GrunigHunt a pp roach is pedagogical and methodological. She contends
that it used "a somewhat crude historical model of PR based on
the US experience" to devise its typology of practice. That typology
was then "generalized as a global blueprint for analyzing PR." 18
The "excellence" approach claims scientific status and supports an
applied theory designed to help PR practitioners create more effective PR. It supports normative values - participatory organizational
structures> symmetrical communication, ethics of equity and diversity

- and encourages dialogue to achieve mutual understanding; and it
suggests that PR, using the excellence paradigm is "morally good." 19
Given the negative general reputation of public relations in the
United States, it is understandable why the excellence approach would
appeal to American PR educators and researchers. Embracing democratic refonn of corporate cultures, it provides acaden1ic legitimacy,
even a redemptive illusion of virtue. Imposing the paradigm on other
cultures is another matter entirely. It ignores the integrity of different cultural traditions, values, communication conventions, business

mores, and ways of organizing media systems. More pragmatically,
I;Etang and her colleagues found that the excellence paradigm was
not a viable instructional or research approach to public relations in
the United Kingdom and its spheres of influence, and that its claims
to universality are false.
Moloney, also writing within the UK context, contends that PR
currently plays a "pernicious,, role in the contemporary world: it contributes to communication inequality in democratic societies and, by
extension, unequal outcomes in policy decisions. 20 Moloney appears
to accept most of the aspirational values of the excellence paradigm,
but he does not embrace the approach itself. He rejects Grunig and
Hunt's call for an end to persuasive PR as unrealistic because (1)
"PR is always persuasive by intent, if not consequence" and (2) we
now inhabit a "persuasive sphere,, in contrast to Jlirgen Habermas's

eighteenth-century ideal of a communicative "pnblic sphere." 21
Americans Coombs and Holladay charge Grunig's excellence
theory with downplaying the role of power and even implying that
activists have as mnch or more power than corporations. Realists,
they recognize the limits of PR professionals' abilities to influence
organizational behavior. Ethically responsible advice is not likely to
18

I:Etang (2009b ), p.
1:Etang (2009b), p.
20
.Moloney (2000), p.
21
Moloney (2000), p.
19
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be heeded unless it advances, or at least does not adversely affect,
the organization's bottom line.
Viewing PR from the perspective of environmental activists confronting global corporations, Australian activist and educator Kristin
Demetrious offers a devastating insider critique of PR scholarship and
practice. Providing a wide-ranging critical analysis of the field, she
cuts through what she considers to be a pedagogical whitewashing
of the industry by academic public relations textbooks, which ignore
the larger ideological and structural contexts in which the practice of
PR is embedded. She effectively deconstructs the misleading jargon
of PR and challenges the paradigmatic dominance of the Grunig and
Hunt paradigm in PR scholarship.
She contends that PR was initially rooted in the assumptions of
early twentieth-century liberalism, but it is now doing the bidding
of the aggressive capitalism of twenty-first-century neoliberalism by
producing and reproducing a "discursive monoculture. "22 PR's func-

tion is to protect the boundaries of this monoculture by assembling
and policing "a fence around the dominant discourse, the business or
corporation, both to keep in the subject and to keep out new statements that might lead ... to alternative views. " 23 Indeed, she claims,
activists who profess alternative views are stigmatized as "hostile
intruders" and, whenever possible, silenced by the PR monoculture. 24
According to Demetrious, PR performs this boundary maintenance
through the spin that is responsible for much of the public contempt
for PR. Spin reframes any vulnerability in the language of a challenger
group's message in ways that are intended to confuse the public with
dense technical infonnation, or with "dichotomies constructed to
stop alternative statements from emerging. " 25 This forces the challenger group to conform to the discursive patterns of the monoculture
that it is attempting to subvert or transcend. The spin discredits the
reasoning of the challenger position by creating confusion and then
appearing to resolve it by subjecting its claims to the logic of the
don1inant discourse. In short, it engages in semantic tyranny. 26
If that fails, or if the challenger group is perceived as posing a
threat that can potentially undermine the logic of the dominant discourse, then Demetrious contends PR is deployed, in her Foucaultian
infused ,vords, to "asphyxiate the activists' new or counter-discursive

Dcmetrious (2013), p. 31.
Demetrious (2013), p. 30.
24
Demetrious (2013), p. 2.
25
Demetrious (2013), p. 30.
26
See chapter 5.
22

23
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forms and relationships in order to maintain the dominate discourse"
and restore its underlying logic. 27 That is, PR is used to aggressively
attack and discredit activists in an attempt to prevent their messages
from circulating. This censorship may involve surveillance, public
attacks on activists, threats of lawsuits, and other forms of intimidation. The energy industry's campaign against climate science is a
salient example: not only have scientists been personally attacked
as dishonest opportunists prostituting themselves for grant money,
science itself has come under fire by climate change denial PR. 28
Demetrious contends that the latter aggressive form of PR undermines "the agency of individuals to participate fully as active citizens
within a democratic society. n 29 It is a far more insidious practice than

the fluff, flack, or puffery that much popular criticism equates with
and dismisses as "just PR." PR's aggressive defense of the dominant
discourse or "monoculture" of global capitalism cuts right to the core
of the possibility of deliberative democracy.
What then is to be done? Each of the insider critiques offers a
platform for reforming or transforming PR. Pieczka and I;Etang's
contributions are pedagogical and research oriented. Rejecting the
deductive US-centric excellence paradigm, they are building a new
approach from the bottom up, endorsing historical and ethnographic
research that grounds PR within the traditions of the specific cultures
where it is practiced. To this end, l:Etang has written a history of PR
in the UK; and both Pieczka and l;Etang contribute to the development of theory, methods, and curricular materials consistent with
their support for indigenous approaches to PR. Lest the reader dismiss
their efforts as "just academic," they and their international network
of critical pluralists are educating new generations of PR practitioners
to put the public interest before the special interests of corporations.
Moloney calls for a "beneficial" PR that would also prioritize the
public interest over corporate interests. The primary task of a beneficial PR would be to equalize communicative opportunities in the
"persuasive sphere." It would provide underresourced or otherwise

excluded petitioners with pro-bono, corporate, or state subsidized PR
services, similar to the legal services that they are provided with (in
the US public defenders' system). 30 Empowering more voices would
27

Demetrious (2013), p. 30.
Union of Concerned Scientists(2012); Oreskes & Conway (2010); Bowen
(2008).
29
Demetrious, (2013), p. 30.
30
The understaffed and overworked US public defender system is hardly a
28
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model of justice, let alone a viable model for communicative justice.
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''accelerate pluralism,, and create a 1nore robust democratic persuasive sphere. 31 Moloney contends that scandals involving corporate
lobbying and mismanagement will lead public opinion to demand
that PR operate in the public interest. Almost a decade after the "too
big to fail" global financial crisis failed to produce any fundamental
changes in the economic system, this claim seems unduly optimistic.
Nevertheless, it could be argued that the online persuasive sphere has
accelerated pluralism though certainly not civility.
To function in the public interest, Moloney argues that a beneficial
PR should meet the following criteria: it should encourage pro-social
outcomes usuch as reasoned, factually accurate, persuasive public

debate amongst all individuals, groups and organizations that want
to speak and learn. " 32 It must transcend purely instrumental communication and include a Deweyian notion of communication

as

community building, To achieve this would not only require broad
societal reforms, but also internal PR reforms that would make PR
visible and publicly accountable. Accordingly, Moloney's beneficial
PR would make its sources known, state its clear intent, offer reasoned argument, be factually accuracy, and provide positive, but
limited, emotional appeal. It would be dialogic, respectful of its
audience, open to challenge, ready to amend, and willing to reply,
Morris and Goldsworthy describe Moloney's proposals as thoughtful and well intentioned, but naive, and unlikely to be acted upon.
While I think some of Moloney's 30 suggestions for internal reform of
public relations in the United Kingdom may be viable, if the program
as a whole could be achieved - which I concede would require deliverance by the angels - I question whether the resulting commnnication
form would still be recognizable as PR, Moloney's "beneficent" form
of democratic communication comes very close to meeting the criteria

of Jiirgen Habermas's ideal speech situation. 33
Responding to outsider critics, especially Ewen, Stauber, and
Rampton, Coombs and Holladay mount a strong defense of a
31

Moloney (2000), p. 152.
Moloney (2000), p. 150.
33 Moloney (2000) marks his difference from Habcrmas by contending that
he recognizes the inevitability of persuasion - the persuasive sphere. By
32

contrast, he assumes that Habermas's rational public sphere had little or no
room for persuasion. :t\1yown sense is that Habermas's eighteenth-century
coffee drinkers were persuaded by the best, to them, most rational, argument. In a post-Kuhnian world, it is generally recognized that even the most
empirically grounded scientific findings must offer persuasive arguments to
achieve paradigmatic status.
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reformed PR. They contend that public relations is a necessary constituent of the contemporary global order; and that it possesses an
enormous but still largely untapped power to do good, Specifically,
they invoke feminist Carol Gilligau's concept of an "ethics of care"
to advocate for a reconceptualization of public relations whereby the
PR professional serves as a mediator between various "stakeholders
in public issues. Coombs and Holladay emphasize the importance
of the roles of listening and dialogue in this mediating process, and
reference Habermas's ideal speech situation as providing a model that
PR professionals should emulate when hearing stakeholders' claims.
They contend that the PR professionals sho11/d serve as advocates
for the public interest - that they sho11/d act as the consciences of
organizations - and that they can thereby make positive contributions to society.
As noted earlier, Coombs and Holladay acknowledge that PR
can only do good when doing good is profitable; or, in the case of
nonprofit organizations, when it enhances an organization's profile
in the eyes of prospective donors. Profitability may, howeve1; be calculated indirectly. It may, for example, consist in averting the costs
that overt conflict would incur, or contribute to the reservoir of social
capital within a social network that an organization can draw upon
in the future. Coombs and Holladay argue that there may be stronger
external incentives for organizations to exercise social responsibility
today than in the past because Internet activism makes it increasingly
difficult for organizations to conceal their dirty laundry.
Extending the ethics of care to public relations is an innovative
stretch. Debate within the academic literature on liberal social justice
theory has, however, concluded that the assumptions of the ethics of
care and capitalism are mutually exclusive. 34 Historically, the role
of PR has been to serve as a "fixer" for capitalism. The contention
that PR people could serve as mediators on public issues flies in the
face of widespread public distrust of PR. Nonetheless, given the
gender stratification of the predominantly female PR industry, where
women function primarily as worker bees, while men disproportionally occupy the upper management positions, feminism, including
some invocations of the ethics of care, already has a presence in PR
scholarship. 35
1
'

I

34

Cohen (1986).

35

\'Vomen's issues were placed on the PR profession's agenda with the publi-

cation of Cline et al. (1986). Subsequent feminist oriented work has appeared
within the scholarly PR literature; however, Fitch et al. (2015) argue that

I]

feminist research remains underdeveloped in PR.
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Once more, Demetrious takes our narrative to another level and
giving it a fair hearing requires more background and theoretical
development. Her theory is grounded in case studies of activist
groups. Her proposal for reform rests on three "pillars": (1) most
prominently, the late German sociologist Ulrich Beck's concepts of
"risk society," "reflexive modernization/' and "subpolitics"; (2) cotnmunication theory consisting of an uneasy marriage between Jiirgen

Habermas's discourse ethics and Michel Foucault's concept of power,
along with the organizing potential of Manuel Castells's "networked
society"; and (3) citizenship theory, the most nebulous pillar, perhaps
necessarily so, since the forms it might take under reflexive modernity
are still emerging. 36
Demetrious sees Beck's theory of risk as providing a strong case
for the reform of PR. Contending that PR conceives of "publics" as
"commodities to be managed and manipulated," she regards this
view as antiquated under the conditions of the risk society and reflexive modernity. Reflexive (or second) modernity refers to the current
ambivalent period of transition in which industrial modernity has
given way to a discursive based economy created by feminism, globalization, and ecological degradation. Beck warns that there are no
guarantees that reflexive modernity will prevail: that the world at risk
will wake up and take responsible action to meet the threats it faces,
especially environmental risks. But Demetrious remains optimistic.
Her objective is "to bring to light a mode [of communication] that
is ethical and effective and yet overlooked by activists and public
relations. ,,37

She embraces Beck's "Trojan horse model," which suggests positive thinking can, under conditions of necessity, be transformative. 38
Corporate lip service to corporate social responsibility (CSR) can
actually turn green when it has to: when the risks - material or strategic - make it the most reasonable option. That is, when a corporation's CSR messages are not backed up by action and that inaction
poses a threat to the bottom line, whether through legal sanctions
or direct damage to its infrastructure, the only solution may be to
actually exercise CSR. In another scenario, the discursive Trojan
horse may exploit the economic vulnerability of global brands under
36

Demetrious, (2013), p. 79.
Demetrious (2013), p. 157.
38
Beck (1997), p. 130. The examples and interpretations that follow are
mine: extensions of Demetrious's and Beck's analyses. It should be noted
37

that Beck's social theory is more suggestive than systematic or empirically

grounded. Some critics dismiss it as journalistic.; see Joas & Knob! (2009).
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"knowing capitalism": the fact that much of the value of a corporation is in its brand equity, not in its physical assets. With this move,
public exposure of faux CSR or greenwashing may not just damage
a corporation's reputation but also trigger boycotts, devaluations of
stock, or stock divestments. On the more positive side, sometimes
corporations, under critical fire, discover that sustainability can be
profitable, as global behemoth Walmart apparently did. 39 Accordingly, the retailer is transforming its image from irresponsible polluter
to "a leader in sustainability." Since it made that move, \Valmart's
profits have risen more than 50 percent. 40 This does not, of course,
absolve the company of its exploitive labor practices.
According to Beck, we are presently in a transitional stage where
political consensus breaks down and paralysis ensues. As a result,
only those engaged in "subpolitics" - politics conducted outside the
formal political system of state and parties - are able to form coalitions with enough tentative coherence and commitment to act in ways
that can makes substantive changes. It is in the arena of suhpolitics
that Demetrious locates agency that is capable of resisting neoliberal
corporate power and its PR efforts. She maintains that expressions of
this subpolitical agency have been most visible in citizens' responses
to the environmental risks posed by multinational corporate initiatives. That is, ecological disasters and corporate spin have backfired
and as a result activists have been repositioned as legitimate voices
in discourses about risk. They can no longer be so readily silenced
or marginalized by traditional forms of PR. In effect, Demetrious
views Beck's 1'reinvention of politics" as providing a strong case for
transcending PR. 41
The final chapter of Demetrious's book is titled "Not Public Relations." She would like to replace the term and practice with "public
communications," based on a different set of social relations than PR
has historically entailed: social relations that bear some resemblance
to Moloney's revisionary program. Demetrious derives her successor
practice inductively (as Pieczka and l:Etang advocate) from the study
of three successful Australian grassroots environmental organizations
that have resisted neoliberal corporate initiatives. Given PR's history
39 Beck

(1997), p. 130. On Walmart, see Makower (2015). With less enthusiasm than Makower, Gunther (2015b) acknowledges Walmart has made
progress in supply chain emissions, fleet efficiency, and preserving habitat,
but contends that it is falling short of its potential in climate change, renew-

I

able energy, and supporting carbon policy. He urges Walmart's leadership to
take the company to the next level.
40
From about $315 billion to $485 billion; Makower (2015).
41
Demetrius (2013); Beck (1997).
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of semantic tyranny, changing the name of the successor practice
would surely evoke skepticism.
All the insider critics of PR seek to put societal interests ahead
of private interests, much as Theodore Roosevelt tried to do when
corporate PR was still in its infancy. All favor democratizing communicative opportunities. Like Ray Stannard Baker, they recognize
that PR, as currently practiced, traffics in deception and that, with its
resource advantages, it can effectively blockade democratic discursive
practices.

Critical Industry Insiders
Visitors from another planet reading American public relations textbooks or visiting some PR company websites could come away from
the experience with the impression that PR is planet earth's center for
ethics and global social justice. Textbook writers earnestly emphasize
ethical practices, lament critics' neglect of the good PR does, and
extol PR,s promise as an agent for social justice. "Harmony, consensus, and stability are valorized and society is seen in terms of organic
and system metaphors. " 42 In effect, US PR textbooks do PR for PR,
leaving little room for the kind of critical self-reflection that radical
or critical pluralist PR pedagogies advocate.
PR professional associations in the United States assume a similar
a-critical or defensive stance where, as PR people like to say when
advising clients, "everyone sings from the same hy1nn book. " 43 Their
songs rhapsodize about ethical codes and visions of redemptive credentialing protocols. Barely a public word is ever heard from PR
practitioners about the kinds of ethical breaches chronicled in this
book, even though the largest PR firms in the world committed most
of them.
Very different conventions of candor within the PR industry exist
outside the United States. British ex-patriot Ed Zitron, who has had
experience with PR on both sides of the Atlantic, contrasts the two
cultures with Swiftean glee. He reports that when he worked as a
journalist in London, he was "quite fond of PR people. They were
bombastic, jokey, honest and, most importantly, self-loathing." \Vhen
he moved to the United States and started to work in PR, he claims
that he encountered PR people who described themselves in "grandiose terms bordering on black magic." He contends that American PR
wrote its own history, which he describes as an "an elaborate farce
42

43

l
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Duffy (2000), p. 302.
See, for example, Public Relations Society of America (2015a, 2015b).
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of empty self-importance that borders on the religious." While Zitron
acknowledges that there are "bad PR people in the UK," he maintains the Americans are different, and that difference is also evident
in the on line presence of US public relations, which is "built for two
things: to defend the 'goodness' of PR and to sustain its importance
in its own congregation. " 44 In effect, he suggests that American PR
people have swallowed their own cool aid, or pretend that they have
- I suspect that there may be numerous silent refusniks among them.
Zitron's own bombastic jokiness aside, UK public relations people
do seem to be far more candid about the nature of their work.
Morris and Goldsworthy, for example, directly acknowledge that
PR is amoral, that it operates mostly in gray areas and that truth
is elusive. They compare in-house PR directors to "palace eunuchs:
well-placed, well-informed confidants who play a vital role behind
the scenes without challenging the organization's succession strategy." 45 In short, Morris and Goldsworthy acknowledge the pros
and cons of PR and don't mount any high horses. Similarly, former
Financial Times journalist and current head of his own PR firm, Tim
Burt, notes differences between US and UK public relations. Tellingly,
the title of his own book on the financial PR industry is Dark Art:
The Changing Face of Public Relations (2012), and it displays similar
candor. For example, Burt describes the dubious tactics of reputation
launderers and how much it costs to bribe journalists in China. 46
So, it is not surprising that we have to look outside the United
States to find prominent PR practitioners who are willing to go public
with criticism of the field. James Hoggan, President of the Canadian
firm Hoggan and Associates and founder of the award-winning DeSmogB/og website, has taken on the PR climate denial industry and
exposed its dirty tricks. And he has named names. His book, Climate
Cover-Up: The Crusade to Deny Global Warming (2009), provides
general readers with an accessible, yet well-documented primer on the
public relations industry and its profitable role as a disrupter of the
1988 consensus on global warming. The mission of DeSmogB/og is to
continuously monitor "the PR pollution that is clouding the science
on climate change." According to the website, "DeSmogB/og is here
to cry foul - to shine the light on techniques and tactics that reflect
badly on the PR industry and are, ultimately, bad for the planet. " 47
44
45

Zitron (2015).
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 80.
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7,000 renminbi, and 100-200 renminbi to get reporters to attend press
conferences; Burt (2012), p. 121.
47
DeSmogBlog.com (n.d).
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Robert Phillips, co-founder of the London firm Jericho Chambers,
a nprogressive" strategy consultancy, which he describes as "a much-

needed antidote to McKinsey and WPP," is the former president and
CEO of Edelman's European, Middle East, and African operations. 48
He is also the author of a book with the provocative title, Trust Me,
PR Is Dead (2015). Phillips argues that PR is dead because it failed
to respond adequately to the democratic potential of the Internet
revolution. He claims that PR lacks moral integrity: that its primary
role has been to protect business elites and governments from public
accountability. According to Phillips, PR, along with spin politics and
the media system that encourages them, is responsible for destroying
public trust. Yet, without irony, PR claims expertise in trust building
and reputation management. It treats "trust as a message" not as
action. Phillips maintains that in its rush to monetize corporate social
responsibility, PR has promoted greenwashing. Providing numerous
jaw-dropping anecdotes from his own PR experience, in most cases
without naming names for legal reasons, Phillips mixes moral outrage
with biting humor. He describes PR as "the ugly spawn of the consumer society" and contends: ' It has encouraged wants over needs
and jeopardized the planet; has celebrated spin over honesty; and
has sought to manage the message to the people rather than let the
people speak for themselves. " 49
Phillips's alternative is a system that puts citizens before capital
and affirms "the wise crowd," "shared value," and nthe cornmon
good," all of which he explains in detail. He describes Tony Judt's
Ill Fares the Land (2010) and Michael Sandel's \\'lhat Money Can't
Buy (2012) as catalysts for his "sense of outrage about the distortions of the unfettered free marketeering of the consumer society and
the communications industry that egged it on." Describing himself
as a progressive, Phillips channels Chomsky, Piketty, and Castells at
various points. 50 Despite his obituary for PR, howeve1; Phillips seems
more intent on reinventing or transcending PR than on burying it.
His reinvention calls for public engagement, putting people before
profits, and greater corporate and government transparency and
accountability.
Two examples do not make a quorum. Or ignite a revolution,
but they do indicate that some thoughtful reassessments are taking
place in some corners of the industry. These diagnoses and visions of
1

48

Phillips (n.d.).
Phillips (2015). Quotes are from unpaginated e-book.
50
Phillips (2015).
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reformed public communications parallel those being pioneered by
the critical academic pluralists. Perhaps within PR there is a Beckian
"subpolitical movement" that actually can change public communications. There are also many PR people who have made their separate
peace with the industry by choosing their clients carefully and only
working in benign areas of the field. They might be potential recruits
to the reformist cause.
A multibillion dollar industry with exceptionally promising growth
prospects is not, ho,vever, about to change course because some of
its own have pulled back the curtain and exposed some shoddy
props. As an industry that has apparently come into its own, with a
boost from the Internet and social media, PR has strong incentives
to protect its prosperity.
Knowing capitalism is fluid, process oriented, full of uncertainty,
tensions, and risk. So fa,; digital technologies and the ethos of soft
capitalism have favored PR over marketing and advertising, but there
are no guarantees that they will continue to do so, Innovations in
the marketing arms of Google or Facebook or their successors could
rapidly realign the balance within the persuasive industries.
Because bad news now travels at lightening speed, the Internet has
made reputation management a high demand PR specialty. "Containing bad news and keeping stories out of the media, or at least
reducing the amount and tone of negative coverage, is one of PR's
most vital roles. " 51 Performing this censorial role in the new media
environment is especially challenging. It is also more difficult for PR
to conceal its fingerprints than it was in the past. Yet, the best PR is
still invisible PR.
PR firms themselves are not immune to reputation damage (as we
saw in chapter 3 ). Edelman, which touted its sustainability initiatives,
was subjected to a public shaming as a result of a series of embarrassing environmental gaffs that went viral in 2014. Edelman's miscalculations were so egregious that some journalists covering the story could
not resist trumping the irony of the world's largest PR firm's needing
help with its PR.52 According to Edelman, the damaging episode was
Morris & Goldsworthy (2008), p. 166.
The other problems that plagued Edelman included the disappearance of
Steven Cao, the CEO of its China group, who was apparently detained by

51
52

authorities for several weeks in an investigation of his former partner for corruption, and Edelman's insensitive response to comedian Robin \Villiams's
suicide, which it framed as a business opportunity to begin a dialogue on

I

mental illness. Howell (n.d.), The company also came under fire for astroturfing in its campaign for Canada's Energy East Pipeline.
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followed by an extended period of soul-searching within the company
and a rethinking of its corporate approach, including a decision to
no longer represent coal producers or climate denial groups, as well
as eliminating high-risk tactics like greenwashing and front gronps. 53
Beck's Trojan horse effect may have won the day. Edelman appeared
to shed its hypocrisy regarding fossil fuels and found that doing it
did not hurt, and possibly helped, its bottom line. 54

A Modest Proposal: Monitoring the Monitors
The corporate public relations industry, which pioneered the use of
media monitoring, is itself a prime target for the new subpolitics of
"watching back." If all the disparate groups critical of American-style
corporate PR networked and coordinated their efforts, they could
be a formidable force for reform - perhaps creating globally scaled
monitoring centers modeled on PR \Vatch, Spinwatch, and Corporate
Europe Observatory.
Michael Massing proposes something similar. Responding to the
growing inequality in the advanced democracies, he argues that journalism needs to be "re-imagined" to provide adequate coverage of the
activities of the power elite of the "new Gilded Age." He contends
that some members of the new elite, known as "philanthrocapitalists," are using philanthropy to substantially reshape the agendas of
cultural, educational, and research institutions, along with exercising their considerable leverage in politics and economics. Because
media coverage of the activities of these influential billionaires is
scattershot and fleeting, Massing maintains they are able to remain
"largely hidden from view." 55 He proposes creating a comprehensive
website - which actually more closely resembles a think-tank - to
fill this important gap in public knowledge. Massing's website would
provide broad coverage of the activities of the "1 percent," including a registry of corporate spokesmen, front groups, researchers for
hire and 'astroturf' organizations. " 56 Because the PR registry would
11

53

Goldenberg (2015).

54

The jury is still out on Edelman's reformation, hence the qualifier
"appears." Tannahill (2015) raises questions about Edelman's campaign for
Saudi Arabia to show the oil producing nation's commitment to the 2015
Paris climate talks, given the Gulf kingdom's reputation as an obstruction
to climate progress and its poor ecological record.
55

Massing (2016), p. 74.
p. 75.

56 Massing (2016),
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be positioned within the broader coverage of other elite activities, it
would significantly enhance monitoring efforts by providing data for
systemic analysis of the dynamics of twenty-first-century inequalities
and the communication practices that help sustain it.
If insider and outsider PR critics, investigative journalists, and
activists, ,vho share a conunon commitment to democratizing public
communications, were to combine forces, they could significantly
amplify their impact. In the best of all possible worlds, they would
be joined in their knowledge quest by responsible corporations that
are genuinely committed to CSR. We do not, of course, live in such
a world, but there is some evidence that watchdog efforts have successfully moved CSR beyond lip service: that some corporations
have transferred resources from messaging to action. 57 There is also
evidence that corporations take activists' efforts seriously and that
activism can lead some corporations to change their policies and
practices. 58 It may even be that some corporate leaders take co-optive
calls for dialogue by their PR people more literally than intended and
actually do listen, learn, and change. \Y./ecannot expect to achieve
Habermas's ideal speech situation, but it may be possible to take
some meaningful steps toward creating more equitable public communication norms.
Nancy Fraser argues that justice requires democratic "reframing" of the social contract at the global level because governance by
nations is being superseded by international supra-organizations like
the UN, IMF, WTO, and World Bank - a transfer of authority that
eliminates the agency of citizens. A micro version of her argument
can be used to critique and perhaps, in some instances, contain the
operations of corporate PR and lobbying. For they too frequently
supersede and silence citizens' voices, so that citizens groups have
little or no influence on government policies. 59
A just democratic social contract requires that citizens' groups
advocating on behalf of the public interest {contested though it may
be) have not only the right but the capability - including opportunities and resources - necessary to both speak and be heard in policy
debates. 60 This is what many of the critical concepts reviewed in this
book - from Bentham's "publicity" and Roosevelt's "square deal"
to Habermas,s "emancipatory communications" and Beck "reflexive
57

Nelson (2004).
Deegan (2001).
59
Gilens & Page (2014).
'°Fraser (2009). The term, 'capability,' is used here following Sen's (2010)
contention that rights only have meaning if they are accompanied by the
58
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modernity" - advocate. Denial of this capability is the injustice that
fuels both insider and outsider critiques of PR.
The modern corporation is only a little more than 100 years old.
It has evolved in unanticipated directions during that time and is presumably still evolving. Neoliberalism is one form of that evolution:
the form that has exacerbated economic inequalities in the advanced
democracies to the point that some Davos billionaires are concerned
that it has put capitalism itself in jeopardy.
There are, however, other less visible transformations in corporate
forms taking place. For example, the B-corporation movement: B, or
beneficial, corporations are for-profit corporations "that meet rigorous standards of social and environmental performance, accountability, and transparency." In 2015, there were 1,498 B-corporations in
130 industries in 42 countries." It is just a small movement on the
periphery of global corporate capitalism, but one that suggests that
social justice, environmental responsibility, and democratic transparency are not incompatible with the pursuit of profit.
Perhaps it would also be feasible to launch a reformed version
of public relations following this model, a B or PI (for public interest) public relations movement. Given the past history of PR's selfregulatory attempts, such a movement would require external monitors and arbiters upholding rigorous standards, much like the B-corps
movement. This reform effort might have significant appeal among
insiders, including recent recruits from the downsized news industry
who may still retain some Fourth Estate idealism, PR educators,
practitioners working for non-profits and advocacy groups, as well
as other insiders who are repelled by some current corporate PR
practices and want to distance themselves from them. The numbers
could be formidable. A subpolitics of activist PR reformers cannot
save democracy or the planet, but it could be more than an idle cry
in the wilderness.
Or PR could continue to play fast and loose with words and
our world, rationalizing environmental devastation, denying global
wanning, fanning flames of wars, escalating inequalities, undermining reforms and polarizing publics, and paralyzing politics. PR could
go on trying to contain bad news and devise framing and priming
devices to massage public perceptions. And billionaires everywhere
could continue to hatch their escape plans.
The risks of the "risk society" are grave. But unless the public has
access to reliable information, it cannot act responsibly. As long as
public relations and complicit media continue to traffic in disinformation, the risks will become riskier.
61
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